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Abstract

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) garners insight into brain functionality using

a non-invasive imaging technique that capitalises on the coupling between neuronal activity

and blood oxygen concentration. FMRI connectivity utilises fMRI data to ascertain how

spatially remote neuronal regions cooperate to provide functionality in response to a task

or when the subject is at ‘rest’.

Connectivity methods have traditionally been categorised into data-driven and model-

driven methods, also termed functional and effective connectivity, respectively. Data-

driven methods conventionally extract whole-brain connectivity maps using contempora-

neous correlation-based dependence measures, while model-driven methods examine hy-

pothesised networks founded on a parametric model of regional relationships that typically

incorporate contemporaneous and directed influence.

Traditionally the data-driven/model-driven dichotomy has been considered incontrovertible

and the two classes regarded as mutually exclusive. However, indistinct categorisation of

several methods has prompted a discernable shift in this perception, with recent recognition

that the demarkation between modalities is not entirely clear, motivating proposals of a

continuous scale from data-driven to model-driven. This thesis scrutinises the validity of

the data-driven/model-driven dichotomy by clarifying methodological dependencies between

linear techniques drawn from both modalities. In particular, Granger causality measures,

which model instantaneous and directed influence, are demonstrated to be remappings of

correlation-based metrics. This result highlights the centrality of partial correlation and

partial variance in linear connectivity analyses and bridges the gap between data-driven

and model-driven connectivity techniques. Consequently, assignment of a linear Gaussian

connectivity method into the data-driven/model-driven dichotomy is ultimately a function

of node selection and model configuration, rather than a distinction derived from method-

ological difference.

Linear Gaussian connectivity methods introduce data assumptions, conformance to which

is necessary to guarantee integrity of results. A problematic assumption for fMRI is that

of sample independence, which requires an absence of autocorrelation in voxel timeseries.
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Temporal filtering, employed to address the high noise content of fMRI data, exacerbates

the problem by filtering out components of the frequency spectra, necessarily introducing

autocorrelation. In this thesis, temporal filtering is shown to induce artificial connectivity

by reducing the effective degrees of freedom contributing to a sample correlation estimate.

An analytic derivation for the distribution of sample correlation as a function of the complex

filter frequency response is detailed, and a correction proposed to re-establish valid statistical

inference testing of correlation estimates. The utility of the correction for mitigating artificial

correlation is demonstrated both analytically and empirically.

Linear Gaussian models assume stationarity of timeseries, requiring the mean and variance

to remain constant with time. FMRI data is known to contain non-stationary processes,

typically modelled as time-varying noise variance. In this thesis, a model for non-stationary

signal power is introduced to address variability in power across slice acquisition. The distri-

bution of voxel intensity in the presence of non-stationary variance is analytically derived to

be a generalised Student’s-t distribution. Additionally, the impact of non-stationary signal

power on correlation is deduced and the expected value of sample correlation shown to differ

to the true correlation from which the signals were generated. A correction is proposed to

restore signal stationarity and rectify the change in the expected value of sample correlation.
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive imaging technique that can be utilised

to gain insight into brain structure and function, aiding understanding of the brain and

providing tools for diagnosis of injury and disease. Structural MRI (sMRI) obtains single,

high resolution images allowing for detailed discernment of brain anatomy, while functional

MRI (fMRI), introduced subsequent to sMRI in the early 1990s, targets brain function by

collecting a series of low resolution images across time. SMRI and fMRI harness MRI tech-

nologies differently to garner insights into distinct aspects of the brain, achieving sensitivity

to different physiological processes. Briefly, sMRI differentiates between grey matter, white

matter and cerebral spinal fluid by capitalising on the differing magnetic signal strengths of

hydrogen nuclei in each environment. Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI takes

advantage of the coupling between blood oxygen concentration and neural activity, gener-

ating a BOLD signal (Ogawa et al., 1990). BOLD fMRI will be referred to as fMRI for

simplicity.

The objective of fMRI is to gain insight into brain function. The two primary paradigms

from which to understand and examine brain function are termed functional segregation

and functional integration. The defining principle of functional segregation is localised

functionality; spatially distinct brain regions contain specialised neurons responsible for

providing specific brain functionality, and hence a region responds only to inputs associated

with its function. This paradigm is supported by examples in which a person suffering from

a brain lesion exhibits the loss of the region’s associated function (Goltz, 1881). However,

functional segregation was found to be insufficient to explain functional organisation since

it discounted interactions between brain regions (Brett et al., 2003).

Functional integration denotes the principle of activation distributed across a network of

neuronal populations cooperating to provide functionality (Friston et al., 1997). Brain

function is provided by a network of neurons and the interactions between them, so that

a single region can participate in multiple functions with context dependent specialisation.

Brett et al. (2003) argue that the functional role of a region is defined by its connections,

rendering functional specialisation relevant only in the context of functional integration.

Hence, it becomes necessary to identify which networks are associated with particular cog-

nitive or perception tasks and how regions are coupled in the context of each task (Rogers

et al., 2007). Techniques that have been proposed to consider such questions using BOLD

data are known as fMRI connectivity methods, and are the subject of this thesis.

The concept of connectivity was proposed to quantitatively measure communication between

neuronal regions under specific experimental conditions. Connectivity between brain regions

can be determined in response to a task or when the subject is at ‘rest’, termed activation

connectivity and resting state connectivity, respectively. Resting state fMRI connectivity

emerged in response to networks being repeatedly identified when the subject was instructed

to relax and think of nothing in particular (Biswal et al., 1995; Greicius et al., 2003). This

thesis primarily focuses on resting state connectivity, and hence discussion will concentrate
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on resting state methodology.

A resting state fMRI connectivity experiment typically proceeds by acquisition of a series of

brain image volumes, typically with a sampling rate of 1.3− 3.3 seconds (Tong et al., 2011).

The voxels in the resulting image volumes usually contain cubes of tissue about 1−5mm3 in

length on each side (Amaro and Barker, 2006). Following data acquisition, image volumes

are typically preprocessed to address issues such as head movement, noise, and acquisition

timing, after which a connectivity analysis technique is applied to the resulting dataset to

identify functional networks in the brain.

Connectivity methods have traditionally been categorised into data-driven methods and

model-driven methods, also termed functional and effective connectivity, respectively. Data-

driven connectivity techniques most commonly extract whole-brain correlation or covariance

maps, making no a priori assumptions regarding connectivity structure, and lacking a notion

of directional influence (McKeown and Sejinowski, 1998). Conversely, model-driven methods

employ some form of a priori knowledge to examine hypothesised networks in the brain via

a parametric model that typically incorporates directed influence (Friston et al., 1993).

Parameters of the model are estimated from the data and connectivity estimates derived

from model parameters.

This chapter provides a review of fMRI connectivity methods, and is organised as follows.

Section 1.1 introduces data-driven methods prevalent in the fMRI connectivity literature,

while Section 1.2 reviews principal model-driven methods. The methods are reviewed with

a focus on resting state connectivity, since it is the primary focus of this thesis. Finally, an

overview of the contributions of this thesis is provided in Section 1.3.

1.1 Data-Driven Connectivity

A common feature among many data-driven techniques is the use of a correlation-based

measure to extract a whole-brain map. Indeed, a widely used definition of data-driven

connectivity asserts that data-driven connectivity evaluates temporal correlations between

spatially remote brain regions (Friston et al., 1993). Techniques within the data-driven

category are distinguished by the exact form of the correlation-based measure, e.g. univariate

versus multivariate, and the mathematical method used to infer connectivity relationships

from the whole-brain map.

The absence of a priori assumptions regarding network structure renders data-driven meth-

ods robust to violation of these assumptions. Less prior knowledge is relied upon for region

selection, and the connectivity analysis is exhaustive, searching through all brain voxels

(Rogers et al., 2007). However, this also renders data-driven methods both spatially and

computationally expensive.
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Use of correlation-based measures imposes certain assumptions on the data, such as sample

(i.e. serial) independence that requires an absence of signal autocorrelation, stationarity,

constant mean and variance, and linearity; these assumptions limit dependence between

voxels to be linear (Hamilton, 1994). However, a lack of a priori assumptions regarding

influence type, e.g. instantaneous or directed and network structure, is frequently cited as

restricting correlation-based measures to instantaneous influence (Friston et al., 1993; Sato

et al., 2006b; Rogers et al., 2007).

To date, numerous data-driven techniques have been proposed, but there is no consensus on

which methods are the most effective at capturing connectivity (Rogers et al., 2007). The

principal data-driven methods are now reviewed.

1.1.1 Seed-Voxel Correlation Maps

Correlation maps were introduced to neuroimaging by Horwitz et al. (1992), where corre-

lation refers to instantaneous correlation. Exhaustively estimating correlation between all

voxel pairs requires calculating a correlation matrix proportional to the square of the number

of voxels - unfeasible in the absence of a supercomputer. To resolve this issue, it has become

standard practice to identify a seed voxel or timeseries via some alternative means, such

as an accompanying activation analysis (Sarty, 2006, p.146). Correlation is then evaluated

between the seed timeseries and all brain voxels. The resulting matrix grows linearly with

the number of voxels and is equal in size to the image volumes so that it can be displayed as

a parametric image with an intuitive visual interpretation (Rogers et al., 2007). The most

significant drawback of this approach is that connectivity results unavoidably depend on

the choice of seed.

Identifying the seed timeseries is critical and may proceed using one of several available

options. Frequently, an fMRI activation analysis is employed in which the highest activating

voxel in the map is identified (Beckmann et al., 2005). Alternatively, if the objective is to

determine correlation with a particular region of interest, active voxels within the region

can be reduced to a single timeseries by finding the mean or using a dimension reduction

algorithm (Cordes et al., 2000). For activation data, another approach is to create a seed

timeseries by convolving a block design of the task with the haemodynamic response function

(HRF) (McKeown and Sejinowski, 1998).

After creating a seed timeseries, pairwise correlation is estimated between the seed and all

brain voxels using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Rogers et al., 2007). Voxels significantly

correlated with the seed are identified via significance testing. Since the variance of sample

correlation depends on the unknown true correlation (Fisher, 1915), correlation estimates

are typically transformed using a variance stabilising procedure. This can be achieved via

Fisher’s z-transformation (Fisher, 1915) or by transforming the correlation estimate to a

Student’s-t statistic (Rahman, 1968). Note that these analytic statistical inference tests
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assume Gaussian signals and are not robust to distributional assumptions for small sample

sizes (Kowalski, 1972). For short non-Gaussian timeseries, empirical resampling procedures

are required. Using an appropriate statistical inference test, the probability of a seed-voxel

correlation value being obtained is determined and all voxels with probability above some

predefined threshold are identified as being functionally connected with the seed (McKeown

and Sejinowski, 1998).

Cordes et al. (2000) employed seed-voxel correlation to identify functional connectivity,

generating an empirical null distribution for sample correlation to avoid making assumptions

about the temporal distribution of voxel intensity. To generate an empirical null distribution,

the phase of each constituent temporal frequency of the seed timeseries was randomised and

a correlation estimate between it and all brain voxels recorded. Since the power spectrum

contains no phase information, this process did not change the power spectrum of the original

timeseries. The empirical null distribution was then used to threshold the correlation map

and identify regions functionally connected with the seed. Despite the authors concerns

regarding non-Gaussianity of signals, it was unrecognised in the article that correlation is

an optimal dependence measure for Gaussian signals only.

Generating an empirical null distribution addresses the problem of unknown voxel distribu-

tion, but it does not resolve the dependence of sample correlation on the true correlation.

In calculating an empirical null distribution from voxel correlation estimates, many different

true correlation values will be present. However, to generate an empirical null distribution

it is crucial that the proportion of null cases is large - at least 90% according to Efron (2010,

p.96). If this condition is not met, the false positive rate will not coincide with the stated

confidence interval.

The standard seed-voxel correlation method can be extended to an iterative technique, in

which the first correlation map (calculated using the seed-voxel correlation procedure) is

used to identify a second region/voxel to then be used as the seed in a second iteration.

This technique can expose functional connections that would otherwise have gone unnoticed

(Rogers et al., 2007).

Correlation estimates tested using Fisher’s z-transformation or a Student’s t-test typically

assume sample independence. Temporal filtering is a conventional preprocessing technique

used in fMRI connectivity, which necessarily causes violation of the sample independence

assumption by introducing autocorrelation to the signals. Friston et al. (1994) considered

the problem of sample dependence in the context of an fMRI activation analysis, introduc-

ing the notion that the null distribution of sample correlation depends on the extent of

autocorrelation in the constituent signals. The proposed correction to the effective degrees

of freedom contributing to z-score estimates is valid only for uncorrelated signals, and is

estimated using the spectral densities of the constituent signals, necessitating an estimate

for each signal pair. Bullmore et al. (2000) addressed the issue of sample dependence in
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correlation estimates by modelling autocorrelation using a first order autoregressive process

and extracting a white residual using a generalised least squares approach (Bullmore et al.,

1996b). The variance ratio of the residual to the original timeseries was then used to weight

the timeseries length to obtain an estimate of the effective degrees of freedom. The efficacy

of this approach depends heavily on the composition of autocorrelation in the timeseries.

The popularity of seed-voxel correlation is primarily due to the effectiveness garnered from a

comparatively simply approach (Rogers et al., 2007). However, it has significant limitations.

The use of pairwise correlation does not permit removing mediated influence or regressing

out known sources of artificial correlation. Functional content is accepted to comprise less

than 10% of the signal; it cannot be assumed that the remaining time-varying processes are

uncorrelated with the task and they may skew the task-related correlation scores (McKeown

and Sejinowski, 1998), rendering results vulnerable to correlations in the noise.

It is frequently argued that a significant limitation to correlation techniques is an inability

to determine the intrinsic structure of the data. Lack of temporal precedence information

in instantaneous correlation prohibits discovering directional or causal relationships. It is

possible to obtain directional information using lagged correlation, although this remains

insufficient to conclude causality since the influence may be mediated by a third, unmodelled

voxel or exogenous input (Rykhlevskaia et al., 2005).

Seed-voxel correlation methods are sensitive to regionally specific haemodynamic responses

that change the shape and/or temporal delay of a regional response. For example, disparate

delays in haemodynamic response means that, despite true dependence in the signal of

interest, seed-voxel correlation will be unable to identify the connection if it is lagged. This

concern pertains to connectivity analysis of activation data only (Sun et al., 2004).

1.1.1.1 Corrections for multiple comparisons

Typically, an fMRI data set contains tens of thousands of voxels. Identifying voxels actively

connected with the seed timeseries, therefore, requires tens of thousands of significance tests.

Since the number of false positives identified is linearly proportional to the number of tests

conducted, it becomes unacceptably high in whole-brain fMRI connectivity (Poldrack et al.,

2011, p.116). For example, a significance test with a confidence interval of 95%, applied

to 10, 000 voxels, gives an expected 500 false positives. Spatial smoothing exacerbates the

problem because false positives may appear to belong to a cluster, providing further visual

evidence of regional connectivity. Consequently, the probability of identifying one or more

false positives - the family-wise error rate (FWER) - is very high. The Bonferroni correction

(Bonferroni, 1935) was introduced to control the FWER in an environment in which a large

number of identical tests are performed.

The Bonferroni correction states that if, N independent significance tests are performed
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simultaneously with a desired statistical significance of α, then to maintain the FWER, a

statistical significance of α
N should be used for each test (Abdi, 2007).

A crucial issue when applying the Bonferroni correction is a requirement of independence

between the multiple tests. FMRI data contains spatial correlations among the voxels so the

number of independent tests is generally smaller than the number of voxels. Consequently,

the Bonferroni correction is usually too severe in an fMRI environment, which can result in

true activations not being identified (Sarty, 2006, p.66).

False discovery rate (FDR) is another method designed to address the multiple comparisons

problem, introduced by Benjamini and Hockberg (1995). They proposed to control the

expected proportion of false positives among significant hypotheses only, rather than among

all hypothesis tests (i.e. FWER), as for the Bonferroni correction. For example, an FDR of

5% implies that 5% of the statistically significant tests are expected to be false positives.

FDR is less conservative than the Bonferroni correction, prioritising avoiding true negatives

over avoiding false positives (Efron, 2010).

FDR was first introduced to neuroimaging by Genovese et al. (2002). Simulation data

was used to compare use of the Bonferroni correction and FDR for addressing the multi-

ple comparisons problem in the analysis of fMRI data containing thousands of voxels and,

therefore, thousands of hypothesis tests. Using simulation data the authors showed that

the Bonferroni correction controlled the inclusion of false positives but, in doing so, also

excluded many active voxels, while FDR missed few active voxels but included many more

false discoveries. Genovese et al. (2002) proposed the use of FDR for the additional infor-

mation provided about the proportion of false positives in a connectivity map. Junning

et al. (2008) used FDR to correct thresholds when identifying connectivity via graphical

conditional dependence methods. However, they did not account for spatial dependence in

their adjustment.

1.1.2 Multiple correlation

Wang and Xia (2007) introduced a multiple correlation technique in which correlation be-

tween a voxel and a set of seed voxels is calculated. Correlation between the seeds themselves

does not inflate the dependence measures; only correlation between the seeds and the voxel

contributes to the dependence estimate. The benefit of this technique is the ability to

consider multiple seeds and visually assess them on the same image whilst accounting for

correlations between the seeds themselves.

Wang and Xia (2009) introduced a technique they termed partial multiple correlation, in

which multiple correlation between each voxel and the set of seed voxels was calculated with

the effect of certain stimuli removed. They used simulation data to demonstrate that partial

multiple correlation is superior in its ability to adjust for stimulus-locked events.
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1.1.3 Partial Correlation

Seed-voxel correlation estimates pairwise connectivity without regard for potential influence

from other voxels or exogenous inputs. Conversely, partial correlation measures the degree

of linear dependence between two timeseries after removing the influence of a third signal or

set of signals. It has obvious application to fMRI connectivity, in which mediated influence -

i.e. two regions jointly influenced by a third - may be present, and voxel timeseries are known

to be correlated with physiological noise processes (Biswal et al., 1995). Partial correlation

enables mediated influence or influence from known noise processes to be regressed out prior

to estimating correlation.

The effectiveness of partial correlation is limited by sample size, which restricts the number

of estimable parameters and, therefore, the number of regions that can be partialled out.

Consequently, it is not possible to calculate partial correlation between two voxels while

accounting for potential mediated influence from all other brain voxels. This restriction

requires a reduced set of voxel or regional timeseries to be selected a priori, thus requiring

prior knowledge. Hence, partial correlation is not a purely data driven technique. How-

ever, its application to instantaneous influence (Salvador et al., 2005a) and membership

in correlation-based methodologies depicts a data-driven method. Consequently, Marrelec

et al. (2006) argued that partial correlation bridges the gap between data-driven and model-

driven connectivity.

Marrelec et al. (2006) applied partial correlation to fMRI data by selecting regions related

to the motor network, which they assumed would be activated by the motor task completed

by their subjects. They further employed model assumptions for significance testing by

supposing that the signal at each time point is multivariate Gaussian. Significance testing

is then performed via Bayesian inference with an empirical null distribution. Their results

find that the premotor cortices play a central role in the connectivity network. Note that

only instantaneous linear dependence was considered.

Tana et al. (2008) employed partial correlation to resolve mediated influence in temporal

lobe epilepsy. They noted that, in the presence of a linear Gaussian model assumption,

Fisher’s z-transform of partial correlation has an asymptotically normal distribution and,

hence, analytic statistical inference testing was employed. Tana et al. (2008) asserted that

partial correlation is unable to discern directed influence so that any causal relationships in

the resulting network structure must be inferred.

Marrelec et al. (2005) introduced conditional correlation to fMRI connectivity to prevent in-

direct, or mediated, connections from being erroneously labelled as direct connections. They

found that conditional correlation successfully classified indirect connections as insignificant.

A linear Gaussian model was assumed, though the equivalence of partial correlation and

conditional correlation in this context was not acknowledged.
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1.1.4 Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a method originally developed to reduce the dimen-

sionality of a data set by extracting a set of orthogonal components, each with a variance

measure describing the amount of signal variability for which it accounts (Pearson, 1901). It

was first introduced to neuroimaging by Moeller and Strother (1991) to identify functional

connectivity in positron emission tomography (PET) data. Singular value decomposition

(SVD), applied in the fMRI context, is used to decompose timeseries datasets into three

components (Friston and Büchel, 2007): eigentimeseries (patterns in time), eigenimages

(patterns in space), and eigenvalues (the variance an eigentimeseries accounts for). The

PCA and SVD methods are equivalent when applied to a covariance matrix of zero-meaned

timeseries – as in fMRI connectivity – and can be referred to collectively as PCA (Moler,

2004, p.290). Note that the dataset is assumed to be jointly Gaussian distributed, a neces-

sary assumption to guarantee orthogonality of components.

Employing PCA to identify functionally connected networks in fMRI data requires calcu-

lating the full cross-correlation matrix, and applying the PCA algorithm to this matrix to

extract principal components. Since the storage and computation requirements for generat-

ing the full cross-correlation matrix are prohibitive, a more tractable method has fortunately

been developed for the decomposition (Worsley et al., 2005). In the context of PET datasets,

Friston et al. (1993) employed a recursive PCA algorithm when examining connectivity.

The principal components of the cross-correlation matrix are interpreted as connectivity

networks. Each component can be thresholded to identify active voxels within each network,

although there is no specific statistical interpretation to such a threshold. Worsley et al.

(2005) compared PCA and correlation for identifying fMRI connectivity and found PCA to

be more adept at recognising widely spread networks, whereas correlation was more effective

at identifying localised networks.

Since fMRI typically generates a timeseries for thousands of brain voxels. whole-brain con-

nectivity is a high-dimensional problem. Approximating the data with principal components

can therefore be a very useful tool for dimensionality reduction. PCA is frequently used as a

preprocessing step in fMRI connectivity analyses, utilising its dimension reducing properties

prior to employing another connectivity tool to identify connectivity networks (Zhong et al.,

2009; Zhou et al., 2009b). However, using the tool in such a manner can pose a problem

in a low SNR environment such as fMRI. Given that the fMRI-related variations in the

signal account for only a small percentage of the total signal changes, it cannot be assumed

that connectivity networks will be the dominant components emerging from the analysis;

therefore, there is a risk that these patterns will be removed (Thomas et al., 2002). Addi-

tionally, brain connectivity networks do not necessarily occur in orthogonal spatial patterns

so a connectivity network may be split across multiple orthogonal components (Le and Hu,

1995) and it can be difficult to apply a neurophysiological interpretation to the eigenimages
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(Rogers et al., 2007). More critically, because of interactions between brain systems, it may

be physically impossible for the functional networks to coexist orthogonally (Friston et al.,

1993).

1.1.5 Spatial Independent Component Analysis

Independent component analysis (ICA) was first introduced to fMRI by McKeown and Se-

jinowski (1998) to detect task activation. The method identifies maximally independent

components, and the choice to maximise independence temporally or spatially creates two

versions; temporal ICA (tICA) and spatial ICA (sICA), respectively. SICA is predomi-

nantly used in fMRI, primarily because the spatial dimension is significantly larger that the

temporal dimension (Calhoun et al., 2001). However, there has been at least one instance

of tICA being applied to fMRI data (Biswal and Ulmer, 1999). Given the predominance of

sICA in fMRI connectivity it will be the focus of this discussion.

SICA examines the whole dataset to identify maximally independent, spatial component

maps with associated time courses for each map. Each voxel is allocated a weighting for

each component to indicate the extent to which the voxel timeseries is modulated by the

component’s timeseries. A fundamental premise of sICA is that errors in the data are

Gaussian, and the non-normal trends in the data contain the information of interest. Con-

sequently, sICA assumes that all components have a non-Gaussian distribution (Hyvärinen

and Oja, 2000). This differs to the PCA assumption of Gaussian components. SICA algo-

rithms exploit the non-Gaussianity assumption by employing a measure of non-Gaussianity

to extract components.

McKeown and Sejinowski (1998) justified the use of spatially independent components to

detect task activation by asserting that regions activated by the task will be completely

unrelated to regions activated by artifacts such as head movement; the processes are in-

dependent and, therefore, the spatial realisations will be statistically independent. Londei

et al. (2006) motivated the non-Gaussianity assumption by arguing that the spatial compo-

nents of interest will be localised in space and, therefore, non-Gaussian.

PCA (Section 1.1.4) considers only second order relationships between voxels since orthg-

onality of components is assumed in the context of jointly Gaussian timeseries. The sICA

algorithm includes higher order connectivity in the results so that non-linear connectivity

will be detected (Yang and Rajapakse, 2004).

The sICA method requires each component map and its corresponding timeseries to be

determined; since both need to be estimated from the dataset without prior information,

this is known as a blind source separation problem. A benefit of the PCA algorithm is

that orthogonal components can be ordered by the proportion of variance they account for

using the eigenvalues. SICA does not have this property because of being a blind source
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separation problem - it is possible to double a component map and halve the magnitude of

it’s time course with no net change. Consequently, it is not possible to determine the rela-

tive significance of each spatial component (Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000), though significance

of voxels within component maps can be determined. McKeown and Sejinowski (1998) ad-

dressed this problem by determining a component’s contribution to be the root mean square

of the timeseries generated solely by the component. By similar reasoning, the sign factor

of the component maps can not be determined. Furthermore, resulting component time-

series are not necessarily orthogonal so that the sum of variances explained by individual

components will not necessarily equal the variance of the original dataset (McKeown and

Sejinowski, 1998). Hyvärinen and Oja (2000) managed this problem by assuming that the

sum of component variances was one.

McKeown and Sejinowski (1998) consistently found during activation analysis that, of the

component maps generated by sICA, only one was found to have a timeseries highly cor-

related with the experimental design. This component map was then converted to a map

of z-values and thresholded to identify active voxels within each map. To adopt this proce-

dure for connectivity analyses, Yang and Rajapakse (2004, p.28) modified the definition of

data-driven connectivity to “brain systems within which the different voxels or regions are

activated by the same dependency of temporal variation in the complete statistical sense”.

They then employed the sICA technique but declared the active voxels within a compo-

nent map to be connected rather than active. Yang and Rajapakse (2004) utilised only

the independent component maps with the highest kurtosis scores, representing the great-

est departure from normality. They considered these maps to be the most likely to have

neural origins. They then considered active voxels within these maps to be connected. A

similar procedure was followed by van de Ven et al. (2004) except the resulting maps were

not tested for normality. Ma et al. (2007) compared correlation and sICA and found that

sICA was effective at removing structured data, for which the performance of correlation

was significantly worse.

1.1.6 Mutual Information

The entropy of a random variable is a measure of the uncertainty associated with the

variable. Mutual information is an entropy based measure of dependence between two

variables, but is more generalised than correlation because it incorporates both linear and

nonlinear dependence. Mutual information between two variates depicts the extent of the

information shared between them. Consequently, mutual information is zero only when two

variables are independent.

Mutual information has an obvious application to fMRI connectivity because the measure

is able to identify nonlinear dependence between pairs of stochastic variables. However,

several issues need to be resolved first, including application of the measure to timeseries
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and, crucially, estimation of the joint and marginal densities of timeseries.

Mutual information between two Gaussian processes was shown to be a function of coherence

(Granger and Hatanaka, 1964). This equivalence was exploited by Salvador et al. (2007)

to introduce a technique in which mutual information is approximated by an expression of

coherence derived in the frequency domain. The expression calculates mutual information

between clusters of brain regions, where each cluster may contain an arbitrary number of

regions. The timeseries in a cluster are assumed stationary and jointly normal. The marginal

and joint densities are then expressed via the spectral and cross-spectral densities which,

using the joint normality assumption, simplify to an easily estimable, analytic form. The

resulting mutual information is unbounded so a normalisation is suggested to ensure a range

of [0, 1]. Salvador et al. (2007) also include an extension that decomposes conditional mutual

information into summable frequency expressions, where conditional mutual information is

the mutual information between two random variables when a third is known and accounted

for. Salvador et al. (2007) showed that a disadvantage to their proposed method was the

existence of strong correlation between mutual information and cluster size.

Saito and Harashima (1981) applied mutual information to evaluate directed influence by

utilising a measure of nonlinear causality proposed by Granger (1969). Hinrichs et al.

(2006) introduced the concept to fMRI connectivity, applying the technique in such a way

as to incorporate only the immediately previous time point, similar to an AR(1) model.

To estimate the underlying probability distributions, a technique proposed by Moon et al.

(1995) was utilised. Since no analytic expression for the distribution of the necessary mutual

information measures exist, empirical null distributions were generated using resampling

procedures. Hinrichs et al. (2006) evaluated the technique on simulated autoregression

data with both linear and nonlinear coefficients. They found that, while correlation-based

measures could identify only linear connectivity, their mutual information based measure

successfully identified both linear and nonlinear connectivity and correctly identified the

direction of influence.

1.2 Model-Driven Connectivity

Model-driven connectivity, also termed effective connectivity, refers to methods that assume

fMRI data can be described by a specific data model detailing the types of connections found,

e.g. linear or non-linear, and the noise and signal dynamics. Connectivity is interpreted from

parameters of the model, which are estimated using the BOLD dataset. Sample size must be

sufficiently large such that sample statistics utilised for parameter estimation are indicative

of true (i.e. population) statistics. Most model driven methods employ prior knowledge to

postulate a specific connectivity network, including constituent regions and the presence or

absence of specific connections between regions. In this case, only parameters of the specified
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connections are estimated from the data and much of the data may remain unused.

A key feature distinguishing model-driven methods from data-driven methods is the inclu-

sion of directed influence in the proposed models. Estimating directed influence between a

complete set of regions enables causality to be inferred (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994).

This distinction motivates the definition of model-driven connectivity as “the influence one

neural system exerts over another” (Friston, 1994, p.57).

Imposing assumptions regarding the data model and network structure enables model-

driven techniques to draw stronger conclusions, including causality. However, the expense of

stronger assumptions is that validity of results depends on correctness of the assumptions.

Invalid model assumptions may erroneously identify connections, and omitting an active

region from the hypothesised network may lead to spurious or absent connectivity (Wal-

dorp et al., 2011). Importantly, many model-driven methods only allow for a hypothesised

network to be endorsed or discredited, precluding an exhaustive search through the dataset

and rendering the result dependent on choice of regions and modelled connections.

Use of a single multivariate data model imposes a limit on the number of input timeseries to

ensure the system is not under-determined. Consequently, it is often desirable to represent

multiple voxel timeseries within a region using a single timeseries. Regions can be specified

via several different methods, such as employing prior anatomical knowledge or by defining

a region of interest (ROI) around each active voxel in an accompanying activation analysis.

Once all active voxels within a region have been identified they can be summarised by

calculating the mean timeseries or employing a dimension reduction technique, such as

PCA, to extract a single timeseries that explains the most variability within the region (see

Section 1.1.4). This is justified because voxels within a region are assumed to have similar

timecourses (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008).

1.2.1 Structural Equation Modelling

Structural equation modelling (SEM) has been in use since the 1920s but was not introduced

to neuroimaging until 1994 when McIntosh et al. (1994a) applied it to PET data. SEM

employs a linear regression model containing instantaneous samples to identify directed

connectivity. The method does not search for connectivity but rather confirms whether or

not the sample data supports a proposed connectivity model (McIntosh et al., 1994b).

On introducing SEM to fMRI connectivity, McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima (1994, p.10) as-

serted that ‘a path coefficient is the expected change in activity of one region given a unit

change in the region influencing it’. However, they argued that there is no such general rule

for physical interpretation of neural pathway connections because each region has different

physical characteristics defining its neural response. Therefore, isolated coefficients have no

absolute meaning, but rather meaning is extracted when comparing a change in coefficients
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across tasks or groups.

To employ SEM, the fMRI dataset must adhere to certain assumptions. Most notably,

timeseries are assumed stationary while samples must be serially independent and noise

processes are typically required to conform to a multivariate Gaussian distribution. Sample

size must be sufficient to avoid inaccurate or improper solutions, such as non-convergence of

the optimisation procedure (Hoyle, 1995). Boomsma (1985) found that sample sizes of 100 or

more were sufficient, though Tanaka (1987) argued that the appropriateness of sample size is

governed by the number of unknown variables being estimated and the parameter estimation

method employed. Benter and Chou (1987) recommended 15 samples per unknown and

claimed that if the data are well behaved (e.g. no outliers) and conform to all assumptions

it is sufficient to acquire a minimum of 5 samples per unknown parameter.

SEM requires a hypothesised connectivity network with constituent regions identified and

every pairwise connection anticipated. SEM is a directional algorithm so a path must be

included for each direction of expected influence. It is important to ensure that the proposed

network is not under-determined. For example, it would not be possible to have only two

regions with each region proposed as influencing the other since this introduces two unknown

path coefficients to be calculated from a single sample covariance between the two regions.

The SEM model is over-determined by design so that, following system specification, the

best-fit path coefficients are determined via an iterative estimation algorithm such as max-

imum likelihood estimation (MLE), typically employing a Gaussian noise assumption. It-

eration terminates when parameters are found to suitably fit the data, as determined by a

prespecified value of a goodness of fit (GOF) index, or when some predetermined maximum

number of iterations is reached. A GOF index compares the sample data covariance matrix

with the model covariance matrix in such a way as to give a scalar ‘distance’ measure (Hoyle,

1995). Parameter estimation methods employ GOF indices compatible with their distribu-

tional assumptions. Each index introduces different qualities to the SEM method, such as

robustness of MLE to violations in a multivariate Gaussian assumption (Hoyle, 1995).

A well-known issue with iterative optimisation algorithms is the potential for returning a

local, rather than global, minimum. SEM implementations, such as the Linear Structural

Relations (LISREL) software package (Jreskog and Srbom, 1996), manage this risk by using

a non-iterative least squares estimation to initialise starting values, ensuring that start-

ing values are in the vicinity of the global minimum, and thereby reducing the chance of

converging to local minima.

On completion of iterative optimisation the best-fit model is used for hypothesis testing to

determine how accurately the model describes the data. The null hypothesis asserts that

the sample and model covariance matrices are equal, which is tested using the GOF index,

rendering the significance test dependent on the distribution of the GOF index. The scaled

GOF index introduced by Hu et al. (1992) converges to a χ2 variate for large sample sizes
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so that the null hypothesis is often tested using a χ2 GOF test (Hoyle, 1995). However,

convergence requires the distributional assumptions and large sample assumptions to hold;

use of the χ2 test is known to be sensitive to violations of these assumptions. To address

this sensitivity, Hu et al. (1992) introduced a scaled version of the test statistic that better

approximates a χ2 distribution when these assumptions are violated. Jreskog and Srbom

(1996) introduced an exploratory mode, initiated when a best-fit model is rejected, that

revises the model in such a way as to improve the GOF index.

The SEM assumption of sample independence is known to be violated by BOLD data

(Zarahn et al., 1997). Hypothesis testing with the χ2 GOF index scales the index by sample

size to generate a test statistic that is asymptotically χ2 distributed; this scaling is based on

the assumption of independence. For data containing autocorrelation between the samples,

the scale factor must be adjusted down. If this remains unaccounted for, the test statistic

will be scaled too high, thus increasing the false positive rate (Horwitz, 2005). Bullmore

et al. (2000) addressed this issue by estimating the number of independent observations in

the principal task-related timeseries via a PCA analysis.

When McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima (1994) introduced SEM to fMRI connectivity, they

recognised the potential problem in restricting unknown variables to ensure an overdeter-

mined system, worsened by the inclusion of both residual variances and regression coefficients

as unknowns. McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima (1994) proposed to fix the residual variances

to allow for more unknown path coefficients and/or a better ratio of samples to unknown

parameters. However, Gonzalez-Lima and McIntosh (1994) showed that the value assigned

to the residual variance impacts the goodness of fit test, increasing the chance of error.

Conversely, Goncalves et al. (2001) later found that the choice of fixed residual variance had

little impact on connectivity results.

Marrelec et al. (2009) compared partial correlation with SEM. They evaluated the methods

via simulation data generated from a large-scale, neurobiologically realistic network using a

method proposed by Horwitz (2005). Neurons and interactions were modelled by randomly

modifying connections during the stimulus trial periods and adding noise asynchronous to

the trial periods to half of each region’s neurons (Horwitz, 2005). Marrelec et al. (2009)

found that partial correlation and SEM produced very similar results, with all directional

links identified by SEM having an undirected counterpart in the partial correlation graph

depicting connections between regions.

Bullmore et al. (2000) claimed that hypothesis testing a proposed SEM model using a GOF

index is problematic because the χ2 GOF index is asymptotic and fMRI timeseries length

may be insufficient to employ the asymptotic result, with sample dependence potentially

further reducing the effective degrees of freedom contributing to the index estimate. They in-

stead proposed an exploratory procedure beginning with a null network (all path coefficients

are 0) and adding paths according to a modification index. Since additional connections
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never worsen the GOF, they include a penalty for complexity, implemented in the form

of the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). To avoid an underdetermined system, they

prohibit feedback loops, whereby a path is going in both directions between two regions.

An output of the exploratory phase is a bootstrapped distribution for the fit index, which

is then employed to determine whether the proposed model is within specified confidence

intervals.

Nonlinear terms can be incorporated into SEM models by including nonlinear combinations

of a single variable or nonlinear interactions between pairs of variables (Kenny and Judd,

1984). Büchel and Friston (1997b) used interaction terms generated by the product of two

regional timeseries to evaluate connectivity in visual pathways using fMRI data. Correlation

between an interaction timeseries and its constituents must first be removed by regressing the

product of the timeseries onto the individual signals, extracting the orthogonal component

of the interaction timeseries. The interaction term is then input to the SEM algorithm

as a regular regional timeseries. However, because the maximum likelihood optimisation

procedures require normal variates, a different estimation procedure must be employed,

such as generalised least squares (Kenny and Judd, 1984).

Zhuang et al. (2005) employed an exploratory version of SEM that began by utilising an

activation analysis to extract five ROIs and prohibiting improbable networks, leaving 16384

feasible networks. Each potential network was optimised to determine best-fit path coeffi-

cients and generate an associated GOF index. The network best explaining the data was

identified by comparing the GOF indices from all networks. The authors found that the

best-fit model was repeatable across subjects. This technique is obviously limited in scope

as it is not scalable with number of regions; the exponential growth in possible networks

with each new region will render the exhaustive analysis intractable very quickly.

Zhuang et al. (2008) applied SEM in a semi-exploratory manner by proposing six feasible

connectivity networks for a motor task. The networks were created from a combination of

prior anatomical knowledge and the results of an activation study. Each network contained

three or four regions assumed known and a single unknown region. Brain voxel timeseries

were substituted into the unknown region in succession and a GOF index calculated with

an accompanying t-value to determine significance of the voxel’s estimated path coefficient

in the model. If the resulting SEM model had a sufficiently high GOF index and the voxel’s

path was deemed significant, then both were saved and the results displayed on a model

index map. The model index map was colour coded to illustrate the model each active

voxel belonged to, as well as the GOF measure for the model. This technique appears open

to misinterpretation in the sense that two voxels on the model index map may both be

colour coded red, offering a visual impression that the voxels are connected when in fact

they were never assessed as part of a common network. Rather, the red colouring of both

voxels indicates that when each voxel was separately substituted into a model it passed some

fit criterion. Additionally, because each proposed model contained three or four regions of
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interest, a voxel’s colour cannot be easily interpreted to mean the voxel is connected with a

particular region but rather that the voxel was found to be an element of a network.

Storkey et al. (2007) introduced a method that learns a SEM network structure by inter-

preting the SEM model as the equilibrium activity of a Gaussian Bayesian network. They

introduced uniform priors over network structures and independent priors for connections

(i.e. priors assuming voxel independence), and then employed empirical methods to generate

the posterior distribution. Noise variance priors were found to have no impact on results

and were hence excluded. Simulation results showed that the structure with the maximum

posterior probability was similar to the true structure, but frequently included an incorrect

edge. The conclusion was, therefore, that learning SEM structures is informative but should

be used as a guide only.

A combined approach was introduced by de Marco et al. (2009), in which independent

component analysis (ICA) was used to determine the model to hypothesise for a SEM

analysis. The motivation behind using ICA as a precursor to SEM was to exhaustively

search the entire dataset to identify functionally connected regions. However, since ICA

precludes analytic methods to identify significant connections, SEM can be employed to

complete this task. Marrelec et al. (2007) employed a similar strategy, but utilised partial

correlation as a precursor to SEM instead of ICA. Since partial correlation cannot be used

to exhaustively search the entire dataset for connections, they assumed region selection was

completed a priori by some other means, which is not discussed. Partial correlation was

chosen for its capacity to identify contemporaneously connected regions whilst resolving

mediated influence. Marrelec et al. (2007) claimed that the additional partial correlation

phase is invaluable because of the limited number of regions in a SEM analysis. They also

proposed using partial correlation to validate the resulting SEM structure.

The use of partial correlation may assist in establishing which path coefficients to include

and exclude in SEM, but it should be recognised that partial correlation is also limited in the

number of possible regions in the network for the same reasons as SEM; namely, to ensure the

model is overdetermined. However, partial correlation employed to examine instantaneous

influence will be less compromised than SEM owing to its unidirectional connections; SEM

is bidirectional and hence requires two path coefficients to discover the relationship between

two regions, whilst partial correlation requires only one.

1.2.2 Autoregressive Modelling

autoregressive (AR) models, introduced by Yule (1927), are timeseries models with the

distinct property of being driven by noise; a zero variance noise process generates a zero

signal. At each time point, an auto (i.e. self) regressive signal is a weighted sum of past signal

values plus a white, Gaussian noise component. The number of lagged samples included in

the sum is dictated by the order, p, of the AR model, written AR(p). Model coefficients are
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determined via least squares estimation (LSE) or MLE, equivalent for the linear Gaussian

model (LGM) class.

Behaviour of an AR(p) process can be examined via spectral analysis, specifically by in-

specting the denominator of its rational transfer function (Zhang et al., 2006, p.191). Poles

are the roots of the denominator and govern the dominant frequencies in the signal. An

AR(p) process will have p non-zero complex poles; if any has magnitude greater than one,

the AR process will be unstable and signal magnitude will diverge to infinity over time with

probability one. The magnitude of each pole determines the significance of its contribution

and its location in the unit circle determines the frequency over which it dominates. Stable

AR models are wide-sense stationary, implying that both the mean and covariance of the

timeseries exist and are independent of time.

AR models can be generalised to vector autoregressive (VAR) models (Fuller, 1996, p.75),

which are multivariate models in which linear dependence between signals is estimated after

regressing out lagged influence from a vector of regions (Greene, 2008, p.693). The noise

process is multivariate Gaussian with no lagged linear dependence between constituents,

although they may be correlated contemporaneously.

Another variant of AR models is the autoregressive exogenous input (ARX) model (Jensen

et al., 2007, p.540). The current signal value of a timeseries in an autoregressive exogenous

input (ARX) model can depend on its own past as well as the past of a known, exogenous

input. ARX models can be combined with VAR models to include a multivariate signal

model with exogenous inputs.

Theoretically, an AR(p) model has zero coefficients for all lags longer than p. However,

in practice this is rarely the case and thus application of AR models to fMRI connectivity

requires establishing model order prior to parameter estimation. The most common class of

technique employed to identify model order is founded on stipulating a compromise between

minimising complexity and minimising error, with error designated by the residual sum of

squares (RSS) (McQuarrie and Tsai, 1998, p.24). Complexity, in this case, is defined by

model order because the number of coefficients increases linearly with p. Since there is a

guaranteed reduction in RSS with increasing complexity, this class of methods penalise or-

der, the exact details of which differ for the various order selection criteria and depend on the

paradigm from which it was derived, such as information theory – AIC (Akaike, 1973) and

Hannan and Quinn’s information criterion (HQC) (Hannan and Quinn, 1979) – or Bayesian

inference – Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978). An order selection crite-

rion that is not a member of this class is the partial autocorrelation function (PACF), which

instead uses partial autocorrelation coefficient values to identify model order (Fuller, 1996,

p.62). In theory, lags not incorporated in the AR model have partial autocorrelation coef-

ficients equal to zero. Lag orders with partial autocorrelation values that are significantly

different from zero are, therefore, considered part of the model (Bullmore et al., 1996a).
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Initially AR models were introduced to fMRI analysis by Bullmore et al. (1996a), who

established that fMRI activation data analysed using a general linear model (GLM) pro-

duced residuals that were not independent and Gaussian as required, but rather contained

significant autocorrelation. The result was realised using a single timeseries produced by av-

eraging voxels from the occipital cortex. Bullmore et al. (1996a) concluded that the residual

timeseries was most effectively modelled as an AR(1) process.

Tagaris et al. (1997) employed AR models in an fMRI activation analysis and examined the

residual for conformance to the assumptions of whiteness and Gaussianity. They employed

the PACF to establish that 18.9% of voxels had significant autocorrelation remaining in the

residuals, whereas 76.5% had white noise residuals (4.6% of voxel timeseries were not white

but could not be modelled using an AR model).

Following the seminal paper from Bullmore et al. (1996a) establishing autocorrelation in

fMRI activation residuals, AR models began to see increasing application in fMRI con-

nectivity analyses. Temporal precedence information facilitates estimation of directional

influences while the possibility for multivariate models addresses concerns regarding medi-

ated influence. Harrison et al. (2003) applied VAR models to connectivity by interpreting

regression coefficients as connection strengths. They introduced an additional bilinear term,

generated by calculating the product of two voxel timeseries, or a voxel timeseries and an

input, depending on the questions being explored, and orthogonalising the result with the

constituent signals. The orthogonalised timeseries was incorporated in the model as an

exogenous input and coefficients estimated via least squares.

Use of regression coefficients to designate connection strength by Harrison et al. (2003)

appears open to misconception since relative signal magnitudes remain unaccounted for.

Consider the case in which the predictor and target signals have a correlation coefficient

of one. If the target signal has magnitude ten times greater than the predictor signal, the

VAR coefficient will be 10, whilst if the target has magnitude ten times smaller than the

predictor, the coefficient will be 0.1. Thus, coefficients are susceptible to relative signal size

as well as strength of connectivity. Moreover, VAR models containing multiple lags utilise

multiple coefficients to describe the relationship between two regions. In this case, Harrison

et al. (2003) suggested using a coefficient table, which may be cumbersome to interpret.

Harrison et al. (2003) employed a Bayesian evidence technique introduced by Penny and

Roberts (2002) to simultaneously determine model parameters and model order. They as-

cribed a Gaussian prior with zero mean to VAR coefficients. Model order was identified by

setting coefficients values to the mean of the posterior distribution and assessing each coef-

ficient individually to determine whether it is 95% confidence interval crossed zero. Signifi-

cance of connectivity was established by ascertaining whether the zero vector of comparable

size crossed the 95% confidence interval of the vector of coefficients describing directional

influence. Harrison et al. (2003) identified ROIs via an activation analysis, and timeseries
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within each ROI were reduced to a single dimension by extracting the principle eigentime-

series. The authors found that using samples sizes less than 250 occasionally resulted in an

incorrect order estimate. Stability of the resulting AR models was not assessed, and hence

it is possible that the proposed network model is divergent.

A single AR model cannot be used to exhaustively search an fMRI dataset for connectivity

since the ratio of timeseries length to number of brain voxels is very small. Consequently, not

all voxels can be simultaneously incorporated into a connectivity analysis so that the problem

of spurious causality is not entirely mitigated. To address this limitation, prior knowledge

can be used to select regions of interest or, to circumvent the need for prior knowledge, a

sparse VAR model can be utilised in which the autoregression coefficient matrix consists

primarily of zeros. Valdes-Sosa et al. (2005) proposed such a method for fMRI connectivity,

in which regression coefficients were calculated using least squares, altered to include a

penalty term. Valdes-Sosa et al. (2005) evaluated and compared several penalty terms in

the context of fMRI connectivity. Each penalty operates slightly differently but they all

utilise the concept of down-weighting small coefficients to zero to ensure a sparse coefficient

matrix. Valdes-Sosa et al. (2005) simplified the problem by assuming an AR(1) model,

motivated by results of the application of sparse VAR matrices using Bayesian techniques

(Valdes-Sosa, 2004).

Kim et al. (2007) introduced a joint SEM-VAR modelling technique to model both instan-

taneous connectivity (via the SEM model) and directed connectivity (via the VAR model).

The covariance matrix for the SEM-VAR model was determined via a maximum likelihood

procedure and then the model was estimated and interpreted through standard SEM proce-

dures. For simplicity, VAR(1) models were assumed. The necessity for the joint SEM-VAR

technique by Kim et al. (2007) is not clear since VAR models have the capacity to model

contemporaneous causality in conjunction with lagged causality, without the need for SEM.

Gates et al. (2009) introduced a unified SEM and VAR method in which they provided a

mathematical transformation from distinct SEM and VAR models to a single model capable

of identifying both contemporaneous and lagged influence. Initially expressing a signal as

a weighted sum of current and past values, the model was then rearranged to express the

signal as a sum of exclusively past values with the coefficient vector dependent on both

contemporaneous and past influence. An automated model search was performed using

LISREL’s Lagrange multiplier test (Gates et al., 2009) in which the Lagrange multiplier uses

a χ2 test to determine if the change in GOF is significantly altered by the inclusion/exclusion

of a path. Again, the imperative for the proposal by Gates et al. (2009) is not clear given

VAR models have the capacity to identify significant instantaneous and directed influence.

Furthermore, model search may not be optimised if a model of sufficient fit is found and

thus the search terminated. Furthermore, the SEM coefficients used for directional influence

become indicative of instantaneous influence in the joint model.
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1.2.3 Granger Causality

The conventional axiom of causality is that cause must precede effect. Granger (1969) used

this general notion of temporal precedence to formally define causality in the context of time

series and detailed a specific application of the concepts to AR models. Granger argued that

if a source timeseries causally influences a target then knowledge of the source’s lagged sam-

ples reduces uncertainty of the target, where uncertainty is estimated using unexplained

signal variance. Geweke (1982) extended Granger’s concept of causality to AR models by

decomposing linear dependence into measures of instantaneous and directed dependence,

termed instantaneous Granger causality (IGC) and directed Granger causality (DGC), re-

spectively. Total linear dependence between two time series was then defined as the sum of

two directed influence measures plus an instantaneous influence measure.

AR models (Chapter 1.2.2) are integral to Geweke’s Granger causality (GGC) measures

and, therefore, application of the measures is valid only when assumptions of an AR model

are met. AR models are themselves a subclass of the LGM class and thus inherit LGM

assumptions in addition to those associated uniquely with the AR subclass. Therefore,

stationarity of voxel timeseries is required and noise processes must be independent and

identically distributed (iid) Gaussian. The model must be stable and model order must be

established via an order selection criterion. Validity of GGC measures necessarily depends

on conformance to these assumptions and correct identification of model order.

Significance testing GGC estimates in the context of Gaussian noise typically proceeds with

scaling the measure by the degrees of freedom contributing to its estimation, producing

a χ2 variate (Geweke, 1982). The constituent instantaneous influence measure, IGC, and

directed influence measures, DGC, can be evaluated for significance individually or the total

linear dependence can be assessed.

GGC was used to identify directed neuronal interactions in neurophysiological data in the

late 1990s (Bernasconi and Konig, 1999), though it was not applied to fMRI connectivity

until Goebel et al. (2003) evaluated its potential as a model-driven fMRI connectivity tech-

nique. The main issue considered by Goebel et al. (2003) was the feasibility of Granger

causality concepts in a low sampling rate and low signal to noise ratio (SNR) environment.

This was assessed by simulating local field potential (LFP) signals, representative of the net

neuronal activation contributed by all neurons within some given radius. The simulated LFP

signals were convolved with a sample haemodynamic response function (HRF), modelled as

a gamma function, and superimposed with white Gaussian noise (WGN). The result was

down-sampled to reflect the low BOLD sampling rate. Goebel et al. (2003) utilised GGC

measures to identify Granger causality and found that lagged influence embedded in LFP

simulations was identified using GGC measures although, as expected, the influence emerged

partly as directed dependence with a component of it erroneously appearing as instanta-

neous influence owing to the down-sampling. AR model order was set to the minimum of
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several order selection criteria, including AIC, BIC and HQC, while significance testing was

performed using resampling procedures.

Goebel et al. (2003) performed a whole-brain connectivity analysis with GGC by calculating

a seed signal and estimating GGC measures between the seed and all brain voxels. Conse-

quently, no a priori region selection was required - a point of departure from typical model-

driven methods. While Goebel et al. (2003) assessed the feasibility of estimating directed

influence from down sampled signals, they did not examine BOLD data for compliance with

AR assumptions, and, therefore, did not fully assess the validity of GGC measures for fMRI

connectivity. Furthermore, calculation of pairwise connectivity disqualifies the method from

resolving mediated influence.

Roebroeck et al. (2005) extended the work of Goebel et al. (2003) by further examining the

feasibility of GGC measures in fMRI connectivity. Roebroeck et al. (2005) demonstrated

that true directed influence from source to target can appear as influence from the target

to the source; this is a consequence of the low sampling rate of BOLD relative to the rate

of neuronal activity. In lieu of this phenomenon, Roebroeck et al. (2005) proposed reducing

the three GGC dependence measures to two: IGC and the difference between the two

DGC measures, with sign indicating direction of influence. The most significant drawback

is an inability to recognise feedback between two voxels since the difference between two

significant directed measures may be insignificant unless they are sufficiently disparate in

size. Roebroeck et al. (2005) evaluated the proposal using the simulation data described in

Goebel et al. (2003). They found that as the simulated BOLD sampling rate decreased, the

minimum model order required to capture influence decreased. This is intuitive since the

interval between lags increases and some of the dynamics are lost in down-sampling. A less

intuitive finding was an increase in estimated model order for down-sampled data relative

to the model order used to generate the LFP data. An explanation proffered was that the

AR model for the down sampled data was modelling the HRF dynamics.

Abler et al. (2005) applied the method proposed in Roebroeck et al. (2005) to experimen-

tal data acquired under conditions for which there exists consensus regarding connectivity

structure. The data was acquired using a long repetition time (TR) since an objective of

the paper was to assess sensitivity of GGC measures to long sample times. The resulting

connectivity structure concurred with the literature and illustrated the efficacy of GGC

measures in long TR environments.

Deshpande et al. (2010) delineated a “correlation-purged” technique in which a zero lagged

term was added to the regression component to render the DGC measures “cleansed of

zero-lag correlation” (Deshpande et al., 2010, p.1993). They noted that the relative down-

sampling of BOLD signals to neuronal signals causes lagged influence to leak into instanta-

neous influence and further claimed that use of the correlation-purged GGC measures will

rectify the leak. Need for the correlation-purged model is not clear since DGC is sensitive
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only to directed influence; existence of instantaneous influence between signals does not

modify the estimate of directed influence using DGC (Geweke, 1982).

A combination technique was introduced by Londei et al. (2006) involving sICA as a prepro-

cessing step, proceeded by application of GGC measures to identify connectivity between

sICA networks. SICA was used to extract independent spatial components and associated

time courses; task-related temporal components were identified by correlating them with a

reference function drawn from the experimental paradigm. GGC was then used to calculate

linear dependence between the primary task-related component and all other independent

components. The technique was extended in Londei et al. (2007) in which resampling mech-

anisms were used to determine the statistical significance of each connection. The technique

was also applied to experimental data acquired using a task for which a consensus has

been reached in the literature regarding its connectivity network. The sICA-GGC method

generated results that concur with the consensus.

Use of the primary task-related component as the connectivity seed is unusual since con-

nectivity is typically applied to the residuals of an activation analysis. Use of activation

networks was motivated by the “conjecture that the complexity of the fMRI response is

due to several other ongoing brain activities, apart from the one we are detecting, as well

as other ‘perturbations’ of blood flow, such as oscillations of blood pressure and changes

in cerebral blood volume” (Londei et al., 2007, p.45). GGC measures then estimate the

connectivity between these networks. A potential problem with this combined approach is

that sICA identifies networks by their non-Gaussianity which may be in conflict with the

Gaussianity assumptions of GGC measures.

Sato et al. (2006a) presented a method to cater for time-varying connectivity using wavelet

dynamic VAR models, with the objective of removing the stationarity and linearity as-

sumptions necessary for conventional AR models. Each time-varying AR coefficient was

represented by a truncated wavelet expansion using a proposed orthonormal basis func-

tion. This transforms the task of estimating AR coefficients to one of estimating wavelet

coefficients for which an iterative least squares optimisation was employed. Smoothness of

the resulting function was decided by the expected smoothness of the connectivity changes

and regulated by resolution of the wavelet expansion (i.e. the point of truncation). Time-

dependent connections between regions were determined by VAR regression coefficients at

that time. The technique was evaluated using five dimensional VAR(1) simulation data

depicting six experimental cycles, each with an identical time-varying connectivity network.

Estimated AR coefficients output by the method were shown to closely follow the time-

varying coefficients of the simulated data. When applied to experimental, data connectivity

was assessed using bivariate models.

The dynamic VAR model has the considerable advantage of being able to track changes in

the connectivity structure over time. A potential problem of the method is the number of
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coefficients required for relatively short timeseries. Depending on the temporal resolution

of the dynamic VAR coefficients, the degrees of freedom contributing to each estimate has

the potential to become very small. Use of model orders greater than one in addition to

dynamic coefficients will exacerbate the problem. This suggests that a compromise exists

between restricting the model’s capacity to account for autocorrelation and the benefits of

removing stationarity and linearity assumptions. Furthermore, iid assumptions of the noise

are still required for wavelet models (Bullmore et al., 2001).

1.2.3.1 Conditional measures of Granger Causality

GGC measures consider pairwise linear dependence and thus do not have the capacity to re-

solve mediated influence. To address this limitation, Geweke (1984) introduced conditional

Geweke’s Granger causality (CGGC) measures in which linear dependence between two re-

gions is evaluated in the presence of a third region or vector of regions. The conditional

measures introduced by Geweke include conditional instantaneous Granger causality (CIGC)

and conditional directed Granger causality (CDGC), which evaluate conditional instanta-

neous and directed influence, respectively. As in the bivariate case, total conditional linear

dependence is determined by summing the conditional instantaneous and directed compo-

nents.

Chen et al. (2006) applied CGGC measures to resolve mediated influence when evaluating

connectivities between neural field potentials. Geweke (1984) delineated spectral represen-

tations for the conditional measures, the derivation of which Chen et al. (2006) modified

slightly. Unsurprisingly, they found the technique effective at eliminating mediated influ-

ence in simulation data generating from VAR models with Gaussian white noise. CGGC

results on experimental data were found to concur with the neuroanatomy. Use of CGGC

measures requires a priori region selection, prohibiting application to whole-brain analysis

unless conditioning on exogenous inputs.

Gaglianese et al. (2011) employed the spectral representation of CGGC measures in an

fMRI connectivity analysis designed to resolve mediated influence in the motor cortex. They

significance tested CGGC estimates using resampling techniques in which AR coefficients

were shuffled and resampled 1000 times. This method appears prone to underestimating the

number of significant connections because the empirical null distribution is generated from

models that potentially contain influence. That is, there is nothing to suggest that reshuffled

AR coefficients will be absent of directed influence. If the empirical null distribution is

comprised of both null and active connections, the true negative rate will be higher than

specified by the confidence interval.

Guo et al. (2008) introduced a partial directed Granger causality (PDGC) measure to re-

solve erroneous influence derived from unknown, and hence unmodelled, exogenous inputs

and/or latent variables. PDGC is very similar to CDGC, differing only in an additional step
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to remove any remaining covariance between a target and the conditioned variables after

partialling out the conditional signals. They contend that since the noise terms are assumed

to contain any unmodelled exogenous processes, the additional step mitigates the potential

for such processes to erroneously appear as connectivity. When applied to simulation data

with contrived exogenous inputs, PDGC was better able to detect causal relationships than

DGC.

1.2.4 Dynamic Causal Modelling

Dynamic causal modelling (DCM) is a model-driven connectivity method proposed by Fris-

ton et al. (2003b). It is an input-state-output model that incorporates a generative neuronal

model to describe the relationship between neuronal activity and the BOLD signal. This is

achieved via the Balloon-Windkessel model that describes the changes in deoxyhaemoglobin

(i.e. the haemodynamic response) resulting from neuronal activity (Buxton et al., 1998).

DCM differs to other model-driven connectivity methods in that, once the model is deter-

mined, output is a deterministic function of inputs. The model was developed to better

understand how changes in input perturb the system, and how these perturbations affect

connections amongst regions.

Time-varying connectivity is supported by depicting changes in neuronal state and network

connectivity after perturbing the system, which is observed until the system enters a stable

state. DCM assumes continuous signals so Friston et al. (2003b) defined connectivity in

DCM as the rate of change in neuronal activity that one region causes in another. Higher

connectivity values, therefore, mean that change in neuronal state in the affected region is

faster in comparison to smaller values.

DCM models have two types of inputs. The first input group includes inputs established by

the experimental conditions, represented in a format known as the design matrix (Friston

et al., 2003b). These inputs affect neuronal states directly and, by design, each such input is

assumed to affect only one region. The second group of inputs include those that modulate

coupling between regions. These inputs change connectivity between regions, indirectly

affecting a region’s neuronal state. These inputs are also assumed to modulate only one

connection. The output of a DCM model is the measurable BOLD signal.

The models contain five state variables. The first state variable represents neuronal activity

in a particular region. The remaining state variables model the haemodynamic response,

used to estimate the BOLD signal. This review will focus on the connectivity component

of the model and will not describe haemodynamic modelling or estimation of the haemody-

namic state variables.

DCM has no exploratory component so that hypothesised networks are either endorsed or

rejected (Rogers et al., 2007). Parameter estimation of hypothesised networks proceeds us-
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ing Bayesian estimators to calculate posterior densities for unknown parameters. Once the

posterior probability densities of these parameters are known, the significance of the param-

eter can be determined. Prior densities of each coupling parameter matrix are assumed to

follow Gaussian distributions with zero mean and variances set to a non-zero value that is

identical for each unknown. Parameters are assumed to have independent prior distribu-

tions. To determine the posterior density, both the prior distribution and a likelihood are

required; the likelihood is obtained via Gaussian error assumptions between the observed

and estimated output. As further detailing of this process requires an understanding of the

haemodynamic modelling component of DCM, it won’t be expanded upon.

Lee et al. (2006) evaluated the performance of DCM on a large-scale simulation network

with known connectivity structure. They used a comparatively sophisticated technique

to generate the simulation data, modelled on that used by Husain et al. (2004). They

found that, for the smaller networks containing three regions, DCM determined the correct

connectivity structure. For larger networks containing five regions the connectivity network

path weights were not correctly identified, but the correct network shape was identified

using the model comparison techniques introduced by Penny et al. (2004a).

Penny et al. (2004b) compared the ability of SEM and DCM to identify connectivity. They

found that the models were comparable in performance; both models identified the same

connections when used to assess connectivity between visual regions during a visual attention

task.

1.3 Overview of contributions

Linear fMRI connectivity analyses typically employ an instance of the LGM class. Data-

driven techniques ostensibly lack a data model, although the correlation-based members

implicitly employ a LGM (Härdle and Simar, 2007, p.132). The ubiquitous employment

of correlation-based methods in the data-driven class render the majority of data-driven

methods implicitly founded on a LGM. Each method extracts its connectivity estimate from

different components of the model or statistic describing the model. Similarly, members of

the model-driven category measuring linear dependence between signals utilise an instance

of the LGM class, albeit explicitly.

Linear connectivity methods employing an instance of the LGM class impose several (often

implicit) assumptions. Specifically, signals are assumed wide-sense stationary, and noise

timeseries are required to be both white and Gaussian. Wide-sense stationarity requires

the first and second moments of a timeseries to be invariant with time (Fox, 1947, p.372),

while whiteness and Gaussianity require serially independent samples drawn from a Gaus-

sian distribution (Fox, 1947, p.113). Consequently, noise samples are assumed iid. Non-

conformance to these assumptions may invalidate results, and is particularly problematic if
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a lack of robustness is demonstrated. Extensive use of the LGM class in fMRI connectivity

suggests the need to examine fMRI data for conformance and/or robustness to assumption

violation. Chapter 3 contains a detailed analysis of the experimental resting state fMRI

dataset employed to validate theoretical results contained in this thesis. Conformance to

LGM assumptions is examined, in addition to ascertaining the applicability of AR models

to fMRI.

The primary contributions of this thesis are presented in Chapters 4-6. Each chapter con-

tains predominantly self-contained works, including a description of the problem motivation

and its consideration within fMRI connectivity literature. As such, there is some repetition

between chapters. Theoretical notation and background is introduced in Chapter 2 and not

reviewed in subsequent chapters.

Stationarity of voxel timeseries is important when applying linear Gaussian connectivity

techniques. Granger and Newbold (1974) demonstrated that violation can cause spurious

connectivity by altering the distribution of model parameters and, subsequently, depen-

dence measures. Non-stationarity can be construed as a time-varying weighting of intensity

samples, rendering samples with large weights more significant in the estimation of connec-

tivity. Noise samples randomly coinciding at a time point with a large weight can skew

results by making dependence artificially high. Conversely, if the signal of interest coincides

in a sample with low weight, it may be obscured by noise.

Non-stationarity has been modelled in fMRI activation studies in an effort to resolve the

loss of integrity associated with an invalid stationarity assumption (Woolrich et al., 2004;

Lund et al., 2006; Diedrichsen and Shadmehr, 2005). It is typically modelled as an aspect

of the noise process, attributed to noise sources such as subject movement during a task,

physiological interference, or hardware imperfections (Wise et al., 1996; Weisskoff, 1996;

Barry et al., 2010). For example, Diedrichsen and Shadmehr (2005) employed a linear

model with Gaussian noise characterised by time-dependent variance. They used empirical

evidence to motivate global application of time-varying weights so that all voxels were

ascribed an identical time-varying noise process.

The fMRI connectivity literature contains little discussion regarding non-stationarity of rest-

ing state data. Furthermore, although the potential for variable signal intensity has been

raised (Stejskal, 1965; Weisskoff, 1996; Kimberg, 2008), non-stationarity of signal power

– weighting both signal of interest and noise – has not yet, to the best of our knowl-

edge, been considered. In associating non-stationarity with only the noise process, an im-

plicit assumption of constant signal power is made. However, there is potential for signal

power to vary, attributable to inhomogeneous radio frequency (RF) amplification (Tanase

et al., 2011), variability in scanner performance (Weisskoff, 1996), and signal dissemina-

tion amongst surrounding voxels (Stejskal, 1965). In Chapter 4 we examine stationarity

properties of resting state fMRI timeseries via slice-dependent signal power. Slice variance
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processes are ascertained as non-stationary, and slices are shown to have dissimilar dis-

tributions of signal variance. Since timeseries within a BOLD slice are typically acquired

simultaneously, it is reasonable to assume uniform power properties across voxels within a

slice. The non-stationary process models variation in signal power both spatially (across

slices) and temporally. An analytic derivation for the distribution of voxel intensity, allowing

for non-stationary variance, is detailed.

The relevance of non-stationarity for fMRI connectivity is in its impact on linear depen-

dence estimates. In Chapter 4 analytic expressions are derived for correlation between

non-stationary voxel timeseries, and the expected value of sample correlation is shown to

be dependent on the non-stationary variance. A correction is proposed to restore integrity

of correlation results, the utility of which is demonstrated both analytically and empiri-

cally. The correction is shown to rectify the increase in spurious connectivity introduced by

non-stationarity.

BOLD signals are compromised by a myriad of noise sources; the signal of interest comprises

less than 10% of signal fluctuation, being instead dominated by physiological noise (Kruger

et al., 2001) and scanner noise (Bianciardi et al., 2009). BOLD signal composition strongly

motivates the need for preprocessing methods to minimise artificial correlation emanating

from noise processes such as synchronised cardiac and respiration (Birn et al., 2006). Tem-

poral filtering is a preprocessing method that aims to remove noise at frequencies that do

not coincide with the signal of interest. However, filter specification and implementation

vary considerably. For example, Lowe et al. (1998) and Hampson et al. (2002) apply a low-

pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter to remove frequencies above 0.08Hz, while Luca

et al. (2006) employ a high-pass filter at 0.004Hz implemented using a straight line fitting

approach and Liao et al. (2010) preprocess using a bandpass filter at 0.005 − 0.17Hz by

forcing the coefficients of unwanted frequencies to zero.

Chapter 5 examines the impact of temporal filtering on the distribution of sample corre-

lation. Temporal filtering alters the effective degrees of freedom of a signal, which has

consequences for the distribution of sample correlation. An analytic expression is derived

for the distribution of correlation estimates as a function of the complex frequency response

of the filter. Consider an example in which a white signal is ideally low-pass filtered. Partial

loss of the frequency spectrum necessarily introduces autocorrelation, rendering temporal

samples dependent on previous samples and decreasing the effective degrees of freedom.

Crucially, the result is valid for arbitrary true correlation and all filter specifications.

FMRI connectivity heavily depends on statistical testing of dependence measures to identify

significant connectivity and disregard weak connectivity. In Chapter 5, analytic distribu-

tions of correlation test variates, including Fisher’s z-transform and Student’s t-test, are

described as functions of the complex frequency response of the filter. It is shown that the

distributions of correlation test variates acquired from filtered data do not coincide with the
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distributions predicated on the independence assumption. Rather, the reduction in effective

degrees of freedom, instigated by temporal filtering, increases the sample variance of test

variates and, as a consequence, confidence intervals calculated from uncorrected test variates

are underestimated, thereby inflating the false positive rate and artificially inducing corre-

lation. The corrected distributions are, therefore, vital to ascertain accurate probabilities of

test variates and correctly identify significant connections. Furthermore, the introduced cor-

rections are crucial to enable meaningful comparison of connectivity results acquired from

differing temporal filtering procedures.

FMRI connectivity literature contains much discussion regarding the relative attributes of

the data-driven and model-driven modalities, and the consequent advantages and disad-

vantages of each. Data-driven methods are frequently described as correlation-based and

incapable of distinguishing directed influence (Friston et al., 1993; Sato et al., 2006b; Rogers

et al., 2007); since correlation is a scalar measure of linear connectivity between two time-

series, it is “ambiguous with respect to underlying directed interactions” (Roebroeck et al.,

2005, pg. 230). Moreover, employing a data-driven strategy purportedly disqualifies re-

solving mediated influence since it “does not provide any insight into how...correlations are

mediated” (Büchel and Friston, 1997a, p.1). The oft quoted compensation for these deficien-

cies is an absence of assumptions given that the measures are “a model-free characterization

of statistical association between time-series, without any regard for the underlying depen-

dence structure between the components” (Goebel et al., 2003, p.1252). The apparent lack

of distributional assumptions and the absence of conjecture regarding the type of dependen-

cies contained in the data implies that results cannot be rendered invalid for infringements.

Consequently, data-driven methods are described as drawing relatively weak conclusions

from few assumptions (Rogers et al., 2007).

Model-driven connectivity is typically defined as the influence one neural system exerts over

another (Friston, 1994; Marrelec et al., 2005; Goebel et al., 2003). This notion of causal

influence is attributed to the a priori assumptions apropos the data model, specifically

preselection of regions (Friston, 2009; Roebroeck et al., 2005; Marrelec et al., 2005), and

assumptions regarding the structure of dependence between timeseries, e.g. instantaneous vs.

directed. Data models are typically accompanied by additional distributional assumptions,

primarily to simplify analytic parameter estimation (Hamilton, 1994, p.117). Model-driven

methods are often surmised as having the ability to draw stronger conclusions at the expense

of strong assumptions (Rogers et al., 2007).

Data-driven and model-driven connectivity classes have traditionally been considered mu-

tually exclusive. That perception has started to alter with recognition that the demarcation

between the two modalities is not entirely clear or, as Lindquist (2011) contends, there is a

fluid scale between them. Indeed, use of a common model class - the LGM class - suggests

the potential for commonalities. Marrelec et al. (2005) recognised the implicit use of a LGM

in correlation-based methods, prompting an analytic assessment of the distinction between
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instantaneous connectivity methods across both data-driven and model-driven modalities.

They theoretically demonstrated that instantaneous influence measures are remappings of

conditional correlation under a linear Gaussian assumption. Directed influence was notably

absent from the analysis, as was recognition of equivalence between conditional correlation

and partial correlation in the context of a LGM.

Traditionally, a primary driver of the data-driven/model-driven dichotomy has been the

apparent enforced absence of directed influence from data-driven methods. However, the

fMRI connectivity literature contains some recognition of the capacity for correlation-based

measures to discern directed influence. For example, Kimberg (2008, p.4) states, “corre-

lations at a temporal lag are potentially informative (if not decisively so) as to the causal

direction of a functional connection”. The implications of such claims remain unexamined

in the fMRI connectivity literature.

The introduction of partial correlation to fMRI connectivity by Marrelec et al. (2006) further

blurred the boundary between data-driven and model-driven modalities because, although

partial correlation is correlation-based and hence data-driven, it has the capacity to resolve

mediated influence as well as the model-driven attribute of requiring a priori region iden-

tification to ensure the system is overdetermined. Marrelec et al. (2007, p.1188) claimed

that partial correlation can “bridge the gap that has endured between functional and effec-

tive connectivity”. Granger causality measures can also be seen to bridge this gap since,

although they are model-driven in the sense that a data model is assumed, the measures

also appear data-driven in amenability to whole-brain analysis using many bivariate VAR

models (Goebel et al., 2003).

Indistinct categorisation of both partial correlation and GGC into the data-driven/model-

driven dichotomy and the unexplored potential for correlation-based measures to identify

directed influence has raised questions regarding the relationship between linear connectivity

methods across modalities. The theoretical basis of linear Gaussian connectivity methods

for the analysis of fMRI data is examined in Chapter 6, and methodological dependencies

between techniques are clarified. In particular, Granger causality connectivity procedures,

which describe instantaneous and directed influence between sets of voxel time series, are

demonstrated to be remappings of correlation-based metrics. Furthermore, the statistical in-

ference tests applied to Granger causality measures are theoretically proven to be equivalent

to inference tests applied to correlation-based metrics.

The equivalence of Granger causality and correlation-based methods, in both metric and test

statistic, highlights the centrality of partial correlation and partial variance in linear con-

nectivity analyses, bridges the gap between functional and effective connectivity techniques,

and renders linear Granger causality a restatement of traditional data-driven methodologies

in the context of brain connectivity studies. Consequently, assignment of a linear Gaussian

connectivity method into the data-driven/model-driven dichotomy is ultimately a function
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of node selection and model configuration, rather than a distinction derived from method-

ological difference. Use of many univariate models for whole-brain connectivity analysis,

or a single multivariate model requiring a priori region selection and designed to resolve

mediated influence for a subset of brain voxels or regions, informs the assignment of a linear

connectivity method into the data-driven/model-driven dichotomy.

A summary of the organisation of this thesis follows.

• Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to BOLD data acquisition and preprocessing

before introducing the theoretical background required for presentation of original

work, including mathematical definitions of linear connectivity models and associated

test variates.

• Chapter 3 introduces the experimental dataset utilised throughout the thesis to

corroborate theoretical results with experimental evidence. Attributes of the data

necessary to employ linear Gaussian connectivity models are discussed, with a review

of their consideration in the fMRI connectivity literature and an assessment of the

experimental dataset in lieu of the stipulated attributes. Issues pertaining uniquely

to AR models are introduced with an examination of the legitimacy of AR models for

fMRI connectivity.

• Chapter 4 assesses fMRI data for non-stationarity and contains an analytic evaluation

of the impact of non-stationarity on connectivity. A correction is proposed that is

shown to restore both signal stationarity and the integrity of correlation estimates.

Additionally, the analytic distribution of voxel intensity for non-stationary timeseries

is delineated.

• Chapter 5 examines the impact of temporal filtering on the distribution of sample

correlation by deriving an analytic expression for its distribution as a function of the

complex frequency response of the temporal filter. Furthermore, the distributions of

sample correlation test variates are derived for temporally filtered datasets. The neces-

sity of the corrected distributions is demonstrated empirically using both simulation

and experimental data.

• Chapter 6 unifies linear connectivity methods by expressing model-driven linear

Gaussian dependence measures as remappings of data-driven correlational measures.

Consequently, assignment into the data-driven/model-driven dichotomy is shown to

be a function of model specification and model configuration. Additionally, model-

driven Granger causality test variates are shown to be asymptotically equivalent to

correlational test variates, and thus Granger causality measures can be seen to offer

no new insights into functional connectivity.

• Chapter 7 provides a conclusion to the thesis, reviewing the major contributions and

discussing opportunities for future work.
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2.1 Acquiring functional MRI datasets

2.1.1 Principles of functional MRI

Functional MRI (fMRI) is a non-invasive brain imaging technique offering relatively high

spatial resolution and poor temporal resolution compared with other imaging modalities,

such as electroencephalography and magnetoencephalography (Mulert and Lemieux, 2010,

p.453). The technique utilises coupling between blood oxygen concentration and neural

activity to generate a blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal (Ogawa et al., 1990).

Oxygen is transported throughout the body via haemoglobin in red blood cells. While

oxygenated haemoglobin is diamagnetic, its deoxygenated counterpart is paramagnetic, so

the two states carry different magnetic signatures (Moonen and Bandettini, 2000). When

neurons are stimulated in response to a task, they consume more oxygen, causing nearby

blood vessels to experience a comparative reduction in the concentration of oxygenated to

deoxygenated haemoglobin (Sarty, 2006, p.79). This reduction persists for approximately

one to five seconds after the increase in neural activity, after which arterial oxygenated blood

increases to the area, thereby increasing local blood volume, blood flow and oxygenation

concentration. The haemodynamics continue to increase for approximately four to five

seconds, after which a steady decrease back to baseline is observed, often followed by an

undershoot before the baseline is restored. Total oxygen flowing to the area actually exceeds

that extracted, so the level of oxygenated blood is higher as a result of neural activity. This

process is known as the haemodynamic response, which is described by the haemodynamic

response function (HRF) (Poldrack et al., 2011, p.74).

The connection between neural activity and haemodynamics has been recognised since the

late 19th century (Roy and Sherrington, 1890). However, it was not until the late twentieth

century that sensitivity of tissue type to magnetic resonance was recognised (Lauterbur,

1973). The sensitivity is largely founded on the varying molecular structure of different

tissue types and the differing concentrations of hydrogen (protons) (Woodward, 2001). The

prevalence of hydrogen atoms in the haemodynamic process enables use of magnetic res-

onance for detecting haemodynamic change, acting as an indirect indicator of the level of

neuronal activity within a region of the brain. A brief overview of the imaging process

follows.

Magnetic resonance imaging is based on the properties of spin, the term used for nuclear spin

angular momentum (Beutel et al., 2000). The spin of a charged particle, such as a proton,

generates a magnetic field and the nucleus exhibits a magnetic moment that depends on

the number of protons and neutrons present; a hydrogen nucleus contains a single proton

(Hashemi et al., 2010, p.44). When nuclei are not in a magnetic field, there is no preferred

orientation of the spins. However, if an external magnetic field is applied in direction z, the

classical model of magnetic resonance states that the nuclei tend to align so their magnetic
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moments are more oriented in this direction, and they precess, or rotate, around z (Atlas,

2009). In the presence of this external field, all hydrogen protons theoretically precess at

the same frequency, which is linearly proportional to field strength and characterised by

the Larmor equation (Bloch, 1946). A radio-frequency (RF) pulse applied at the Larmor

frequency affects the spins in such a way as to cause the net magnetisation to precess at

an angle away from z, where the angle (flip angle) is determined by the duration of the RF

pulse (Bloch, 1946). For example, a 90 degree pulse rotates the net magnetisation vector

away from z and onto the x − y plane. Consequently, application of an RF pulse creates

a transverse magnetisation component. Termination of the RF pulse causes the protons

to exponentially recover alignment with the external magnetic field in the z plane (Atlas,

2009). The time constant describing the rate of recovery in the z direction is denoted

T1 (Bandettini, 2006). The time constant describing signal decay on the x − y plane,

resulting from dephasing of the precessing protons, is denoted T2. T ∗
2 is typically used in

place of T2 to account for signal loss attributable to magnetic field inhomogeneities that

cause the protons to spin at slightly different frequencies and weaken the signal (Russell

et al., 2002). Inhomogeneities are areas in the magnetic field that do not exactly match the

external field strength. For example, a region with slightly higher magnetic field strength

will cause protons to precess at a slighter higher frequency, since precession is proportional

to field strength. This discrepancy accelerates the dephasing of protons, causing the signal

to decay faster (Westbrook, 2010, p.10). It is possible to apply a second RF pulse to rephase

protons on the transverse plane, causing an increase in the signal and producing a ‘spin’

echo (Westbrook et al., 2005). Gradient echos are created using the linear field gradients to

force spins in and out of phase. Both T1 and T2 (and hence T ∗
2 ) depend on tissue type.

Images generated to enhance T2 contrast are referred to as T2 weighted images. Fat has a

shorter T2 time than water so that it generates very little signal in a T2 weighted image,

appearing relatively dark. Conversely, water has a high T2 constant, producing a stronger

signal and therefore appearing relatively bright in a T2 weighted image. White matter

contains fat and therefore appears darker than grey matter in a T2 weighted image. The

haemodynamic response particularly effects T2 and T ∗
2 values via the oxygen concentration

of the protons (Thulborn et al., 1982), and hence BOLD fMRI data is typically generated

using T2 contrast weighting methods (Atlas, 2009, p.1788).

Numerous magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquisition protocols have been developed

to optimise configurable parameters according to specific imaging objectives. BOLD fMRI

images can be acquired using echo-planar imaging (EPI) (Atlas, 2009). EPI acquires a series

of comparably low spatial resolution gradient echo images in order to capture the temporal

dynamics of neuronal activity. Each image volume is procured by progressive acquisition of

two-dimensional planes, or slices (Bandettini, 2003). Frequency data of a two-dimensional

slice is collectively referred to as k-space; k-space is acquired serially, according to one of

numerous k-space sampling techniques, and image reconstruction performed via an inverse
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Fourier transform of the k-space data. EPI sequences sample k-space in a single RF pulse.

The time between RF pulses is referred to as the repetition time (TR) which, for EPI,

determines delay between image volumes. A two-dimensional slice can be acquired in 60-

100ms and typical sampling rates for image volumes are between 1.3 and 3.3 seconds (Tong

et al., 2011).

Sampling rate is determined in part by voxel size. Optimal voxel size is impacted by the

signal to noise ratio (SNR), a measure of signal strength compared to to background noise,

and partial volume effects, which occur when a voxel spans multiple tissue types (Weibull

et al., 2008). When voxels are too small, SNR is limited due to a reduced number of protons

contributing to the signal, but as voxel size expands SNR becomes increasingly compromised

by partial volume effects, since the risk of spanning multiple tissue types increases (Glover

and Krueger, 2002), and physiological noise, which is proportional to signal strength. Glover

and Krueger (2002) found the optimal voxel size to be 4mm3, while Amaro and Barker (2006)

asserted that voxel size should be within the range of 1 − 5mm3, and Chen et al. (2003b)

argued that optimal voxel size should match the size of activation.

Functional MRI (FMRI) has been revolutionary primarily because it is a non-invasive, in

vivo, whole-brain imaging method with good spatial resolution (Russell et al., 2002) and

temporal resolution sufficient to capture the haemodynamic response (Bandettini, 2003).

There are, however, several limitations to the method, primarily deriving from its indirect

measurement of neural activity (Johnson and Proctor, 2004). The sampling rate of fMRI

is limited by slice acquisition time so that millisecond neuronal activity is being captured

on a seconds timescale. Moreover, given the heterogeneous form of the HRF with respect

to delay to peak onset, signal magnitude and duration, temporal precedence relationships

between neural processes may be destroyed at the haemodynamic level. Bandettini (2009a)

asserted that the delay introduced by the HRF varies by up to four seconds, further limiting

the temporal resolution of BOLD. Another source of complexity for BOLD signals is the

inconsistent vasculature across voxels. For example, large blood vessels generate signals of

significantly greater magnitude than capillaries. The coupling between vasculature and the

haemodynamic signal limits the questions that can be addressed with fMRI. Consequently,

many assumptions are required for a meaningful interpretation of BOLD data (Bandettini,

2009a).

2.1.2 The BOLD Signal

Interpreting the BOLD signal

The fundamental objective of fMRI is to extract information regarding neuronal processes

and their interactions. However, extracting neuron-specific information from BOLD data

is complicated because the signals depend on factors other than neuronal activity, being

composed of complex interactions between neuronal activity, metabolism, blood flow, and
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blood volume (Bandettini, 2009b). Since these factors are regionally dependent, it is only

meaningful to examine changes in the BOLD signal; BOLD is not considered a quantitative

measure (Bandettini, 2006). Moreover, signal changes in BOLD appear to be determined by

local field potentials, which provide a measure of the sum of local neuronal activity rather

than neuronal spiking (Viswanatham and Freeman, 2007). Consequently, a change in the

amplitude of the HRF may be attributable to differing durations of neuronal activity rather

than an adjustment in the mean level of neuronal activity (Henson and Friston, 2007, p.179).

Nonetheless, the BOLD signal is assumed approximately proportional to neuronal activity

(Friston et al., 2003a, p.5), and the HRF can be considered a lowpass filter of neuronal

activity (Kim et al., 1997).

An important issue for BOLD signal analysis is the signal to noise ratio; BOLD data is

significantly compromised by noise, reducing SNR to the extent that the signal of interest

comprises between 1% and 10% of signal fluctuation (Howseman et al., 1997), depending

on experimental design, and is instead dominated by scanner noise (Bianciardi et al., 2009)

and subject noise (Kruger et al., 2001). Scanner noise manifests as either systematic noise,

such as baseline drift (Hashemi et al., 2010), or random errors, such as inhomogeneities

in the magnetic field that can cause blurring and distortions of the image (Jezzard, 1999).

Subject noise derives from between subject differences, describing the intrinsic variability in

brain shape and functionality of different subjects, and within subject variability, such as

head motion or physiological interference from respiration or cardiac cycles. Physiological

noise is particularly problematic because it imposes an upper limit on the temporal SNR

(Bodurka et al., 2007), and can induce artificial correlations (Lowe et al., 1998) by triggering

widespread synchronised pulsing of blood vessels (Dagli et al., 1999). Head motion has been

demonstrated to be correlated with stimulus events, increasing the likelihood that significant

activation may derive from motion artifact rather than neural activity (Hajnal et al., 1994).

2.1.2.1 Preprocessing BOLD

BOLD signal composition strongly motivates the need for preprocessing methods to mit-

igate the adverse impact of noise and, in the context of fMRI connectivity analysis, to

minimise artificial correlation emanating from noise, such as synchronised cardiac output

and respiration (Birn et al., 2006).

Each two-dimensional slice of an EPI image volume is acquired separately so that the last

slice is acquired almost a full TR later than the first. During the delay, changes may occur,

such as physiological changes or subject movement (Kiebel et al., 2007). Since connectiv-

ity methods assume that all voxels were sampled simultaneously, the preprocessing phase

typically commences with a slice timing correction algorithm. Slice timing correction uses

interpolation to estimate the signal that would have been obtained if the slices were obtained

simultaneously (Strother, 2006). Accuracy of the interpolation is inversely proportional to
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TR.

After slice timing correction, a motion correction algorithm is typically employed to correct

for a subject’s head movement. Head movement can cause the signal from a brain region

to shift in and out of a studied voxel (Bannister et al., 2007). This is most problematic

for voxels on tissue boundaries that experience significant changes between high and low

intensities (Costagli et al., 2009). Typically, motion correction algorithms assume that the

head is a rigid body and, therefore, correct only for rotation and translation, requiring a

rigid body registration with six degrees of freedom (Costagli et al., 2009). Such methods

do not address non-linear effects of head movement, such as the pulsatile motion derived

from cardiac and respiratory cycles (Lund et al., 2006), or spin history effects (Friston et al.,

1996) in which, unless the TR is much longer than the T1 of the tissue, the current voxel

signal will depend on previous RF pulses and is therefore a function of movement history

(Atlas, 2009, p.190).

The high noise environment of fMRI has led to the conventional use of spatial smoothing as

a preprocessing step. Spatial smoothing involves blurring the image to reduce noise, with

the assumption that noise is averaged out. The activation area must be larger than the

blurring area so that the signal of interest is not decimated (Yue et al., 2010). This process,

therefore, assumes that random noise has a higher spatial frequency than the signal of

interest (Atlas, 2009). Spatial smoothing improves signal characteristics if the assumptions

are met but reduces spatial resolution (Yue et al., 2010), vindicated by the pre-existing

spatial correlation due to functional similarities of adjacent brain regions (Strother, 2006).

However, spatial smoothing can increase partial volume effects and destroy signal of interest

(Weibull et al., 2008). The standard spatial smoothing filter is a Gaussian kernel.

The last stage in the preprocessing pipeline is usually temporal filtering, aimed at removing

noise concentrated at frequency bandwidths that do not coincide with the BOLD signal of

interest. Physiological noise derived from respiratory and cardiac function is concentrated

at comparatively high frequencies (> 0.1Hz) (Lowe et al., 1998; Cordes et al., 2001; Thomas

et al., 2002), while scanner drift is localised to frequencies below 0.01Hz (Bianciardi et al.,

2009). Functional correlations typically subtend frequencies between 0.01− 0.1Hz (Demirci

et al., 2009; Biswal et al., 1995; Cordes et al., 2001; Salvador et al., 2005a). The most

common temporal filter specification utilised in the fMRI connectivity literature is 0.01 −
0.08Hz bandpass filtering (Auer, 2008).

This thesis considers BOLD data acquired under resting state conditions so that it is not

necessary to remove task activation from signals prior to a connectivity analysis. Connec-

tivity analysis can be performed using a data-driven method or a model-driven method.

Data-driven methods typically identify a seed voxel and estimate correlational dependence

between the seed and all brain voxels. Model-driven methods employ a priori knowledge to

identify a subset of brain voxels and regions and calculate dependence between this subset.
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In both cases, the estimates of dependence must be inference tested to identify significant

connections between the voxels or regions. The theoretical background for the primary

data-driven and model-driven linear connectivity methods is now presented, including de-

lineation of models and definitions of dependence measures, with an overview of the analytic

inference methods available for significance testing each measure.

2.2 Data Models

2.2.1 Notation

Let x = [x1, · · · , xn]′ and y = [y1, · · · , ym]′ denote two random, real valued vectors, where
′ denotes transpose. The covariance between x and y is

σx,y = E{(x− E{x})(y − E{y})′} =









σx1,y1 · · · σx1,ym

...
. . .

...

σxn,y1 · · · σxn,ym









. (2.1)

The variance of a scalar variate is defined as σ2
xi

= σxi,xi
.

Timeseries values are designated by lower case symbols with subscript t, and the uppercase

counterpart denotes its frequency representation derived using the Fourier transform. For

a timeseries xt, denote the past p signal values of x at time t, from xt−1 to xt−p, by

x
(p)
t−1 = [xt−1, · · · , xt−p].

Temporally filtered signals and parameters derived from filtered signals are designated using

the superscript (f). Variates standardised to zero mean and unit variance are indicated by

superscript (s). The spectral counterparts to standardised signal variates, not standardised

themselves, are also denoted by (s).

Where applicable, Greek symbols denote statistical measures while sample estimates are

referred to by name, for example ρx,y and corr (xt, yt) for correlation and sample correlation,

respectively. Correlation refers to instantaneous (lag-0) correlation, unless a specific lag is

prepended to the term. Estimates of model parameters are identified by a circumflex, ,̂

prediction of a variate by a tilde, ,̃ approximate equivalence in distribution is denoted
a
=,

and
a∼ indicates asymptotic equivalence with sample size. Finally, to aid readability, let

∑

k

≡
T−1
∑

k=0
.

2.2.2 The linear Gaussian model class and measures of dependence

The linear Gaussian model (LGM) class defines a linear relationship at each time instant,

t, between a scalar, xt, and a multivariate signal of dimension m and/or a vector of lagged
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time series measurements, zt, hereafter referred to as the ‘predictor’. The signal is assumed

measured in additive Gaussian white noise, et, so that the model is given by

xt = b′zt + et, (2.2)

where b = [b1, · · · , bm]′ is a vector of coefficients.

If the predictor is univariate (i.e. m = 1), the strength of instantaneous linear association

between xt and zt can be determined using correlation, defined as (Whittaker, 2009)

ρx,z !
σx,z

σxσz
, (2.3)

where σx and σz denote the standard deviation of x and z, respectively; recall that σx,z

denotes covariance between x and z.

For a multivariate predictor, correlation generalises to multiple correlation, with the coeffi-

cient of determination - i.e. multiple correlation squared - defined as (Hamilton, 1994),

R2
x,z !

σx̃,x

σ2
x

, (2.4)

where x̃ denotes the prediction of x so that, from Eq. (2.2), x̃ = b′zt.

Partial variance is a measure of the variance remaining in xt after regressing out the influence

of predictor zt (Whittaker, 2009),

σ2
x|z ! σ2

x−x̃ = σ2
e . (2.5)

Partial covariance is defined as the covariance between two stochastic signals after partialling

out the influence of a common predictor. Consider a second process, yt = c′zt + ut, where

c denotes a vector of coefficients and ut designates additive white Gaussian noise. If ỹt

represents the prediction of yt by zt, so that ỹt = c′zt, then (Whittaker, 2009)

σx,y|z ! σx−x̃,y−ỹ

= σx−b′z,y−c′z.

Partial correlation is the normalisation of partial covariance onto the range [−1, 1],

ρx,y|z !
σx,y|z

σx|zσy|z
. (2.6)

Zero partial correlation implies conditional independence between xt and yt, given knowledge

of zt.

It should be noted that, for the LGM class, sample estimates of the model parameter
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derived from maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) are equivalent to values acquired using

least squares estimation (LSE) (Lupton, 1993) and, for the model described in Eq. (2.2),

determined by (Whittaker, 2009)

b̂ = (cov (zt))
−1cov (zt, xt) . (2.7)

For the case of univariate zt, this leads to the MLE/LSE sample estimate of correlation

(Whittaker, 2009),

corr (zt, xt) =
cov (zt, xt)

std (zt) std (xt)

=

T
∑

t=1
(zt − µ̂z) (xt − µ̂x)

√

T
∑

t=1
(zt − µ̂z)

2
T
∑

t=1
(xt − µ̂x)

2

, (2.8)

where µ̂z and µ̂x denote the sample means of zt and xt, respectively.

Sample correlation can be equivalently expressed using standardised variates by a simple

rearrangement of Eq. (2.8) (Whittaker, 2009),

corr (zt, xt) =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

(zt − µ̂z)

std (zt)

(xt − µ̂x)

std (xt)

=
1

T

T
∑

t=1

z(s)t x(s)
t , (2.9)

where z(s)t and x(s)
t designate the standard normal counterparts of zt and xt, respectively,

such that z(s)t = zt−µ̂z

std(zt)
and x(s)

t = xt−µ̂x

std(xt)
.

Correlation is used to refer to instantaneous, or lag-zero, correlation. To estimate time-

lagged linear dependence between between signals, the cross-correlation function is used

with lag specified by τ (Kumar, 2009),

γz,x(τ) =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

z∗t xt+τ , (2.10)

where z∗t indicates the complex conjugate of zt. The Fourier transform of cross-correlation

satisfies (Kumar, 2009)

Γz,x(k) =
1

T
Z∗
kXk, k = 1, · · · , T, (2.11)

where Zk and Xk denote the Fourier transforms of the vectors z = [z1, · · · , zT ]′ and x =

[x1, · · · , xT ]′, evaluated at frequency index k, respectively. Consequently, application of the
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inverse Fourier transform requires that

γz,x(τ) =
1

T 2

T−1
∑

k=0

Z∗
kXke

2πi k
T τ . (2.12)

It is pertinent to note that the cross-correlation between standardised variates at lag zero

is equivalent to correlation,

ρz,x ≡ γz(s)x(s)(0). (2.13)

Finally, convolution between zt and xt is denoted by zt ( xt, and is defined as

zt ( xt !
1

t

t
∑

j=1

xjzt−j . (2.14)

2.2.3 Statistical testing of correlation-based measures

Assuming Gaussian signals and independent samples, the variance of sample correlation is

given by (Fisher, 1915)

σ2
corr(zt,xt) =

(1− ρ2z,x)
2

T
. (2.15)

Thus sample variance of correlation depends on the true correlation, rendering it difficult

to significance test correlation estimates for which the true correlation is unknown. Fisher

(1915) overcame this problem by proposing a variance stabilising transformation1, known

as Fisher’s z-transformation,

r (zt, xt) !
1

2
ln
1 + corr (zt, xt)

1− corr (zt, xt)
. (2.16)

The transformation to r (corr (zt, xt)) is advantageous as the variance of r (corr (zt, xt)) is

independent of true correlation and asymptotically normal with sample size. The significance

of a correlation estimate can then be tested using (Fisher, 1915)

r (corr (zt, xt)) ∼ N
(

r (ρz,x) ,
1

T − 2

)

, (2.17)

where r (ρz,x) is Fisher’s z-transformation of the true correlation.

Under an assumption of zero correlation, an alternative method available for evaluating the

significance of a correlation estimate is to transform corr (zt, xt) into a Student’s t-variate

1In the case of sample data characterised by a variance dependent on the unknown true mean of the
data, a variance stabilising transformation can be applied to render the variance independent of the mean.
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(Kumar, 2009),

t (zt, xt) = corr (zt, xt)

√

T − 2

1− corr (zt, xt)
2 ∼ t (T − 2) . (2.18)

The analytic test variates detailed in Eqs. (2.17)-(2.18) assume that the constituent signals

are drawn from a bivariate normal distribution with independent samples (Härdle and Simar,

2007, p.67). The distribution of sample correlation and its test variates are not robust to

violation of the Gaussian assumption for small sample sizes (Kowalski, 1972).

The distribution of a sample estimate of partial correlation between xt and yt, after removing

the influence of zt, Eq. (2.6), is given by (Fisher, 1924)

corr (xt, yt|zt) ∼ N






ρxt,yt|zt

,

(

1− ρ2xt,yt|zt

)2

M






, (2.19)

where ρxt,yt|zt
is the true partial correlation, T represents the total number of samples, m

denotes the dimension of the predictor, zt, and M denotes the degrees of freedom, M = T −
m−1, contributing to the calculation. Similarly to correlation, the variance of sample partial

correlation depends on the true partial correlation. Fisher (1924) showed that Fisher’s z-

transformation can be employed to remove this dependence,

r (corr (xt, yt|zt)) =
1

2
ln
1 + corr (xt, yt|zt)
1− corr (xt, yt|zt)

. (2.20)

and demonstrated that the distribution of r (xt, yt|zt) is asymptotically Gaussian,

r (corr (xt, yt|zt))
a∼ N

(

r
(

ρxt,yt|zt

)

,
1

M

)

, (2.21)

where r
(

ρxt,yt|zt

)

denotes Fisher’s z-transformation of the true partial correlation, ρxt,yt|zt
.

To measure linear influence from a multivariate predictor, zt, to a scalar target, xt, the

multiple correlation coefficient, Eq. (2.4), or partial variance, Eq. (2.5), can be employed. In

both cases, the significance tests were designed to evaluate the incremental efficacy obtained

from adding predictors. Therefore, nested models are employed to determine if the change

in linear dependence between the two models - the models before and after the additional

predictors are added - is significant. In the case of evaluating linear dependence between

zt and xt under a null hypothesis of zero dependence, the efficacy of zt is compared with

having no predictor at all.

For the partial variance measure, nested models are compared by evaluating the change

in the amount of signal variance remaining after regressing out predictors. The variance

remaining for the model with no predictor at all is simply the variance of the signal itself.
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Therefore, significance testing linear dependence between zt and xt under a null hypothesis

of zero dependence, requires the partial variance test (Fox, 1947),

q (var (xt − 0) , var (xt − x̃t)) = q (var (xt) , var (et))

=
var (xt)− var (et)

var (et)

M

m

q (var (xt) , var (xt − x̃t)) ∼ F (m,M) .

(2.22)

Employing the same nested models concept to test the significance of a multiple correla-

tion estimate requires the null hypothesis model with no predictor to have zero multiple

correlation. In this case, the significance test for multiple correlation becomes (Fox, 1947),

h (mcorr (xt, zt) ,mcorr (xt, 0)) = h (mcorr (xt, zt) , 0)

=
mcorr (xt, zt)

2

1−mcorr (xt, zt)
2

M

m

h (mcorr (xt, zt)) ∼ F (m,M) .

(2.23)

2.2.4 Autoregressive models

Gaussian noise-driven autoregressive (AR) models form a subclass of the linear Gaussian

model (LGM) class in which the predictor contains lagged components of the signal itself,

in a self (auto) regression (McQuarrie and Tsai, 1998, p.89). Model order, p, determines the

longest lag present in the predictor. vector autoregressive (VAR) models are a multivariate

generalisation of AR models (McQuarrie and Tsai, 1998, p.199). The VAR(p) model for

timeseries xt and yt is defined by

[

xt

yt

]

!

[

a c

b d

]′ [
x
(p)
t−1

y
(p)
t−1

]

+

[

et

ut

]

,

[

et

ut

]

∼ N (0,Σ) , (2.24)

where a = [a1, . . . , ap]′, b = [b1, . . . , bp]′, c = [c1, . . . , cp]′, and d = [d1, . . . , dp]′ are vectors

of autoregressive coefficients and et and ut are the noise processes driving the signals xt

and yt, respectively. Assume that there are T samples. The noise covariance matrix, Σ, is

determined as

Σ !

[

ε δ

δ η

]

. (2.25)

AR models are the trivial VAR case for which δ = 0 and the autoregressive coefficients

b = c = 0, effectively decoupling the two timeseries into distinct univariate AR models.

Components of an AR model will be identified with subscript A. VAR models will be

identified by subscript V .
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2.2.5 Model order selection

Applying AR models to connectivity analysis requires determining model order, defined by

the maximum lag included in the regression. The quality of a model’s fit is assessed via

prediction error, which is summarised by the variance of the estimated residual timeseries.

Therefore, it is required to find the model order that minimises estimated residual variance.

However, residual variance is a monotonic decreasing function of model order and hence

increasing order can never result in a worse model fit (Rezek and Roberts, 1997). Therefore,

since parsimony is desirable, model order is penalised. The most common approach to

order selection is founded on trading model complexity (determined by model order) and

prediction error, the exact details of which differ for the various order selection criteria.

Parsimony is important in fMRI connectivity, where timeseries are often short, to maximise

samples for parameter estimation and to avoid overfitting (overestimating model order)

which models the noise and renders a model less applicable to other datasets generated

from the same model specification (Goldenshluger and Zeeviy, 2001). A brief summary of

the most common order selection criteria used in fMRI connectivity is provided here, but is

by no means an exhaustive review.

The final prediction error (FPE) criterion (Akaike, 1969) was derived from the notion of a

training set; a training set of size T − (p+1) is used to estimate the final prediction error for

a sample of size T + p+1 (Rezek and Roberts, 1997). FPE is susceptible to overestimating

model order (Goldenshluger and Zeeviy, 2001). Akaike (1973) later proposed a generalised

criterion derived from information theoretic concepts, which he termed Akaike’s information

criterion (AIC). The objective of AIC is to select the model that minimises, in a maximum

likelihood sense, the expectation of the Kullback-Liebler distance between a model and

the data (Akaike, 1973). FPE and AIC are asymptotically equivalent with sample size

(Rezek and Roberts, 1997). AIC was shown to be problematic in that its variance does

not tend to zero with increasing sample size (Rezek and Roberts, 1997); the minimum

description length (MDL) was introduced to resolve this issue (Rissanen, 2007), penalising

model order less severely than AIC. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) maximises the

posterior probability distribution of the model, assuming that the data can be described by

a distribution in the exponential family (Schwarz, 1978). BIC imposes a more severe penalty

on model complexity than AIC, and its variance tends to zero with increasing sample size

(Shittu and Asemota, 2009). MDL and BIC are equivalent for the LGM class (Fitzgibbon

et al., 2004). Finally, Hannan and Quinn (1979) derived an order selection criterion (HQC)

based on AIC, but with consistency, meaning that with probability one, HQC will select

the correct model as sample size tends to infinity.

For each criterion, the objective is to identify the most parsimonious model by minimising

the order selection equation as a function of model order, p. Assume the criteria are being

evaluated for an AR(p) model with residual variance ε̂A, and let T denote the number of
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image volumes in the timeseries so that the degrees of freedom remaining for parameter

estimation is N = T − p. The equations for several order selection criteria are then as

follows:

Akaike information criterion: AIC = N ln (ε̂A) + 2p, (2.26)






Bayesian information criterion:

Minimum description length:
BIC = MDL = N ln (ε̂A) + p ln (N) , (2.27)

Hannan Quinn information criterion : HQC = N ln (ε̂A) + 2p ln (ln (N)) . (2.28)

Final prediction error: FPE =
N ε̂A (N + p+ 1)

N − p− 1
, (2.29)

Akaike information criterion corrected: AICc = ln (ε̂A) +
N + p

N − p− 2
, (2.30)

Another order selection criterion that is used less frequently in the fMRI literature is the

partial autocorrelation function (PACF). To calculate the order of an AR(p) model for

timeseries xt, the PACF is calculated for a range of lags. The PACF at lag k is defined as

the autocorrelation between xt and xt−k that remains unaccounted for by the autocorrelation

contained in lags 1 through to k − 1. Theoretically, the PACF of an AR(p) model should

be zero for all lags greater than p, though in practice such coefficients are independent

and identically distributed (iid) Gaussian variates, distributed around a mean of zero with

standard deviation 1/
√
N (Fuller, 1996). Each PACF coefficient is significance tested and

model order is determined by the maximum lag of the set of all PACF coefficients that

exceed the stated threshold.

The necessity of a threshold to distinguish significant PACF values implies that AR time-

series with actual coefficients less than the threshold cannot be modelled as they cannot be

distinguished from noise.

2.2.5.1 Stability

The z-transform can be applied to a discrete time signal to determine its complex frequency

domain representation. The transform facilitates analysis of the frequency characteristics

of a model. If X (λ) denotes the value of timeseries xt at complex frequency λ then the

z-transform is defined as (Ifeachor and Jervis, 1993, p.106),

X (λ) =
∞
∑

i=−∞
xiλ

−i. (2.31)

Applied to the AR model for xt, Eq. (2.24), with δ = 0 and c = b = 0, the z-transform

can be interpreted as a time-shift operator such that the power of λ−i indicates the lag of
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a sample in the sum (Shin and Hammond, 2008, p.149),

X (λ) = X (λ)
p
∑

i=1

aiλ
−i + E (λ) , (2.32)

where E (λ) denotes the z-plane frequency representation of et.

In the z-domain, the response of an AR process can be characterised by its transfer function,

which is a rational function of system output to system input. Rearrangement of Eq. (2.32)

allows the transfer function of the AR model to be written as,

H (λ) =
E (λ)

X (λ)

=
1

1−
p
∑

i=1
aiλ−i

. (2.33)

Stability of an autoregressive model is governed via the poles of its transfer function, which

are identified by the roots of the transfer function’s denominator. This equation is often re-

ferred to as the characteristic equation. Expanding the denominator of the transfer function,

the characteristic equation can be written,

λp − a1λ
p−1 − · · ·− ap = 0. (2.34)

The values of λ that satisfy this equation are the poles of the AR(p) system. All poles must

lie within the unit circle for the system to be stable, so that (Hamilton, 1994)

|λi| ≤ 1, ∀i = 1, · · · , p (2.35)

is a necessary and sufficient condition for stability (Prandoni and Vetterli, 2008, p.152).

2.2.5.2 Granger causality measures

Granger causality employs the notion of temporal precedence to formally define causal de-

pendence in the context of timeseries (Granger, 1969); a timeseries, xt, causally influences

another timeseries, yt, if knowledge of the past of xt reduces uncertainty of yt, where un-

certainty is quantified by the proportion of signal variance that remains unaccounted for.

Geweke (1982) extended the concepts for autoregressive models by decomposing depen-

dence into instantaneous and directed dependence. Geweke’s measure of Granger causality

(GGC) was then defined as a sum of the two reciprocal directed influence measures plus an

instantaneous influence measure, as will be defined below.

The total linear dependence between xt and yt of the bivariate VAR model defined in
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Eqs. (2.24)-(2.25) is measured by directed Granger causality (DGC) from yt to xt, denoted

Fy→x, directed Granger causality from xt to yt, denoted Fx→y, and instantaneous Granger

causality (IGC) between xt and yt, designated by Fx·y; summing these three measures gives

the total linear dependence between two timeseries (Geweke, 1982),

Fx,y ! Fx→y + Fy→x + Fx·y, (2.36)

where

DGC:







Fy→x ! ln var(et,A)
var(et,V ) ,

Fx→y ! ln var(ut,A)
var(ut,V ) ,

(2.37)

IGC: Fx·y ! ln
var (et,V ) var (ut,V )
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

var

([

et,V

ut,V

])∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (2.38)

In an extension to multivariate models, Geweke (1984) introduced conditional instantaneous

Granger causality (CIGC) and conditional directed Granger causality (CDGC), measures

of dependence in which the influence between xt and yt is estimated given knowledge of a

third timeseries, zt, to provide robustness in the presence of mediated influence. Denote by

Vxz the bivariate VAR model containing x and z, and by Vxyz the multivariate VAR model

of x, y, and z, then

CIGC: Fx·y|z = ln
var

(

et,Vxyz

)

var
(

ut,Vxyz

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

var

([

et,Vxyz

ut,Vxyz

])∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (2.39)

CDGC: Fy→x|z = ln
var

(

et,Vxy

)

var
(

et,Vxyz

) . (2.40)

Partial directed Granger causality (PDGC), introduced by Guo et al. (2008) and similar

to conditional Granger causality, removes any additional covariance between the source

and target variables to address concern regarding potentially unmodelled inputs that are

common to all regions, such as cardiac noise. If wt is the residual of zt after regressing onto

the VAR predictor, then

PDGC: Fy→x|·z ! ln
var (et,Vxz

|wt,Vxz
)

var
(

et,Vxyz
|wt,Vxyz

) . (2.41)

While the notation of ‘|·’ to denote PDGC is somewhat cumbersome, it is also intuitive

in the sense that ‘|z’ denotes regressing onto z’s past, while ‘·z’ refers to the subsequent

removal of any remaining instantaneous covariance between the residuals of xt and zt.
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2.2.5.3 Statistical inference testing of Granger causality measures

The IGC and DGC dependence measures described in Chapter 2.2.5.2 each form test statis-

tics when scaled by the degrees of freedom that contributed to the estimation, given by

N = T − 2p− 1.

Under the null hypothesis, H0 : Fx·y = 0, the IGC measure, Eq. (2.38), is asymptotically

χ2 distributed (Geweke, 1982). Let Sx·y = NFx·y denote the test variate for IGC. Then

Sx·y
a∼ χ2 (1) . (2.42)

Recall that
a∼ denotes asymptotic equivalence with sample size.

The null hypothesis for directed influence, measured via DGC, Eq. (2.37), is expressed as

H0 : Fy→x = 0. The DGC inference test has an asymptotic χ2(p) distribution (Geweke,

1982),

Sy→x
a∼ χ2 (p) , (2.43)

where Sy→x = NFy→x denotes the test variate for DGC.
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3.1 Introduction

FMRI connectivity analyses typically estimate linear dependencies in the brain in the con-

text of a LGM. Correlation-based data-driven methods implicitly employ a LGM (Härdle

and Simar, 2007, p,.132) so that the predominance of correlation-based methods in the cat-

egory (Friston, 1994; Wang and Xia, 2007; Sun et al., 2004; Marrelec et al., 2006) renders

the majority of data-driven methods implicitly founded on a LGM. Members of the model-

driven category that measure linear dependence between signals explicitly utilise an instance

of the LGM class (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994; Gates et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2007).

Additionally, AR models, a subclass of the LGM class, are utilised by model-driven meth-

ods that consider autocorrelation in the signals, such as the VAR method introduced by

Harrison et al. (2003), and Granger causality techniques (Goebel et al., 2003; Roebroeck

et al., 2005; Liao et al., 2010; Deshpande et al., 2009).

The use of a standard LGM is coupled with several implicit assumptions which must be

validated to guarantee integrity of results. Signals are required to be wide-sense stationary,

and the noise process is assumed iid Gaussian (Fox, 1947, p.113). Wide-sense stationar-

ity requires the timeseries mean and variance to remain constant over time, while the iid

Gaussianity assumption requires an absence of autocorrelation in the noise timeseries so

that it is comprised of serially independent samples drawn from a Gaussian distribution. In

the absence of model assumption conformance, a measure must be examined to ensure it is

robust to the violation.

The importance of assumption validity suggests the need for a detailed appraisal of the

experimental BOLD dataset employed in this thesis. Therefore, in this chapter we introduce

the dataset and discuss the assumptions of a LGM with a review of their consideration in

the fMRI literature, and an appraisal of the experimental dataset employed throughout this

thesis. The key contributions of this chapter are now outlined.

1. LGM model assumptions: Contrary to the LGM Gaussianity assumption for noise,

BOLD FMRI noise is understood to be Rician distribution. A Rician distribution is well

approximated by a Gaussian distribution for high SNR environments. Validity of the Gaus-

sianity assumption for LGM models is considered with a review of the literature and an

appraisal of an experimental resting state BOLD dataset. LGM models also assume tem-

poral sample independence and wide-sense stationarity of signals. The validity of these

assumptions is also examined, including a review of their consideration in the fMRI litera-

ture and an assessment of the experimental dataset.

2. AR model stability: AR models incorporating linear autoregression form a subclass

of the LGM class that requires additional assumptions. The self regression contained in AR

models can render them unstable, and hence appraising an AR model for stability is crucial

in ensuring it is a meaningful model. This chapter contains a discussion of the AR test for
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stability and its use in fMRI connectivity literature.

3. AR order selection: Model order selection is a significant issue for AR models; iden-

tifying the most parsimonious model is important in order to capture all signal dynamics,

while retaining as many degrees of freedom as possible for parameter estimation (Goldensh-

luger and Zeeviy, 2001). Overfitting also compromises performance of a model because the

additional degrees of freedom model the particular noise process in the timeseries sample,

which is not generalisable to later instances of the process (de Waele and Broersen, 2003).

This chapter contains a review of order selection criteria employed in the fMRI connectiv-

ity literature, and compares the performance of each using an experimental resting state

dataset.

4. AR model applicability: An AR residual timeseries is required to be stationary,

Gaussian and white. Therefore, if voxel timeseries are indeed generated from an AR process,

the residual should conform to these assumptions with correct model order. Using a resting

state BOLD dataset the applicability of AR models to fMRI resting state data analysis is

evaluated in this chapter by examining residuals for assumption conformance across a range

of model orders. The performance of AR models is further scrutinised by calculating the

proportion of voxel signal variance explained by the models. Additionally, the performance

of VAR models, using both brain and non-brain voxels as predictors, is examined to ascertain

whether it is signal of interest or noise that is being explained by a VAR model.

This chapter is organised as follows. The dataset utilised for validating theoretical results

contained in the thesis is introduced. Section 3.2 describes acquisition of the resting state

BOLD dataset. This dataset is examined for conformance to LGM assumptions, key point

1 above, in Section 3.3, and the applicability of AR models, key points 2–4 above, in

Section 3.4. As distinct to other chapters in this thesis, each of the key points is explored

without division into explicit methods and results sections.

3.2 Experimental data acquisition

Three healthy controls were scanned on a 3T Siemens Tim TRIO MRI scanner using two

different procedures: 1) resting state BOLD echo planar imaging and 2) a motor task

performance BOLD EPI. For both procedures we collected 219 volumes for each participant

(repetition time = 1600 ms; echo time = 20 ms; flip angle = 90; 24 trans-axial slices, matrix

= 64 × 64, acquisition voxel size=3.125 × 3.125 × 5.5 mm3)1. The motor task was a block

design containing alternating periods of 30s each. During the active period the subjects

were instructed to press either the left or right button according to an arrow displayed on

the screen that changed randomly every second. During the baseline period, subjects were

instructed to focus on a crosshair at the screen’s centre point. Slice timing correction and

1Data courtesy of the Florey Neuroscience Institutes, Parkville.
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motion correction were performed using FSL FEAT (Jenkinson et al., 2002) and data were

detrended using MATLAB to mitigate the effects of coil heating.

The left hemisphere primary motor cortex (LMC) and the right hemisphere primary motor

cortex (RMC) were identified via a conventional general linear model (GLM) activation

analysis (Friston et al., 1994) applied to the motor task data. LMC and RMC timeseries

were formed for each subject by averaging the five most activated voxels in each region-of-

interest. Brain and non-brain timeseries were formed by averaging five random voxels from

within and outside the brain, respectively.

3.3 Linear Gaussian Model Assumptions

In this section, the assumptions for utilising LGMs are examined. Previous discussions of

each assumption in the fMRI literature are reviewed, followed by an appraisal of the validity

of the assumption for the resting state BOLD dataset employed in this thesis (Section 3.2).

As the name implies, linear Gaussian models assume that error terms are characterised

by a Gaussian distribution. Although LGM models require an assumption of Gaussianity,

fMRI noise is understood to be Rician distributed. This is because voxel intensity values

are derived from the magnitude of complex Gaussian components (Bernstein et al., 1989).

Nonetheless, the Rician distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian distribution for

voxels with sufficient SNR; Gudbjartsson and Patz (1995) showed that, in the context of

structural MRI data, the Gaussian assumption for Rician voxel intensity values is reasonable

even for fairly small SNR, requiring the ratio of signal mean to noise standard deviation to

be greater than three.

Many researchers have found support for the assumption of Gaussianity. Wink and Roerdink

(2006) assessed the validity of a Gaussian assumption for fMRI data and found that it is

acceptable, and further demonstrated that the difference between two Rician distributions

can be well approximated by a Gaussian distribution. This is highly relevant for BOLD data

in which only comparisons between timeseries is meaningful. Petersson et al. (1999) found

the Gaussian approximation valid on the basis of Gaussian spatial smoothing and justified

by the central limit theorem. Conversely, Hanson and Bly (2001) argued that BOLD noise

is Gamma distributed, motivating the result by interpreting voxels as a source or sink

for exponential processes with similar decay rates. They highlight the danger in incorrectly

assuming Gaussian distributed noise, namely that the heavier tail of the Gamma distribution

significance tested as a Gaussian distribution results in a higher false positive rate. However,

Chen et al. (2003a) asserted that the result in Hanson and Bly (2001) stemmed the spatial

distribution of noise since spatial and temporal samples were pooled, and further showed

that a Gaussian approximation was valid for the temporal distribution of BOLD noise. The

distribution of voxel intensity values of resting state data is discussed in more detail in
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Chapter 4.

Gaussianity of voxel timeseries for the experimental resting state dataset employed in this

thesis (Section 3.2) was assessed using the Anderson-Darling test (p = 0.01) (Anderson and

Darling, 1952). The Anderson-Darling test attempts to transform the sample data to a

uniform distribution using the hypothesised distribution, in this case Gaussian. A distance

metric is then employed to evaluate the uniformity of transformed data. The Shapiro-Wilk

(Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (Smirnov, 1948) tests were also applied

with very similar results so only the Anderson-Darling test results are presented here.

Each subject had between 88% and 92% of brain voxels considered normal according to the

Anderson-Darling test for normality. For non-brain voxels, the percentage for normality

reduced to between 50% and 60% for all subjects. These results are in accordance with

the Gaussianity approximation for Rician distributed voxels acquired with sufficiently high

SNR. As expected, for all voxels the three parameter Student’s t distribution fit as well or

better than a Gaussian distribution, where distribution fit was evaluated in a log-likelihood

sense. An example brain voxel is shown in Fig. 3.1 with both a Gaussian and a three param-

eter Student’s t distribution optimally fit to the voxel’s intensity samples using maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE). The brain voxel was considered normal using the Anderson-

Darling test for Gaussianity but the Student’s t distribution was optimal. The distribution

of voxel intensity is discussed further in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.1: MLE (solid line) fit to an example voxel’s sample intensity values (dashed line)
for: A: a Gaussian distribution, B: a three parameter Student’s t distribution (LHS), the
Student’s t distribution is optimal in a log-likelihood sense.

An important assumption of the LGM class is wide-sense stationarity, which requires the

first and second moments of a timeseries to remain constant over time (Hamilton, 1994).

Granger and Newbold (1974) demonstrated the importance of a stationarity assumption by

showing that its violation causes incongruities between the actual and expected distributions

of the null hypothesis test variate, in some cases leading to spurious regression. Moreover,

non-stationarity can distort connectivity estimates by inadvertently applying an implicit

time-varying weight to samples (Cohen et al., 2003). Random noise occurring at samples
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with a large weight can appear connected whilst signal of interest occurring at low-weight

samples can be obscured by noise. Therefore, if the non-stationarity remains uncorrected,

connectivity results may not be reflective of the underlying neuronal dependence.

Non-stationarity is a known issue for fMRI data owing to both non-stationary noise processes

(Diedrichsen and Shadmehr, 2005), such as subject movement, and non-stationary signal

power, a repercussion of inhomogeneous RF amplification (Tanase et al., 2011). We tested

voxels for stationarity using the Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) test (Bhargava,

1986), which is a unit root test with a null hypothesis of stationarity.

90% of non-brain voxels were found to be stationary, while the proportion of stationary

brain voxels was consistently between 50% and 60%, and not significantly tissue specific

(data not shown). Stationarity in the context of fMRI connectivity is considered further in

Chapter 4.

A problematic assumption of the LGM class for BOLD data is the assumption of sample

independence or, equivalently, an absence of autocorrelation in the noise process. Bullmore

et al. (1996a) first identified autocorrelation in the residuals of an fMRI activation study.

It is now accepted that fMRI noise can contain significant autocorrelation due to under-

lying physiological fluctuations (Purdon and Weisskoff, 1998) and that, since SNR varies

with acquisition sampling rate, the extent of autocorrelation attributable to physiological

fluctuations varies also. Several methods have been proposed to address the problem of

autocorrelation. Precolouring imposes a known autocorrelation function on the noise via

temporal smoothing of voxel timeseries (Worsley and Friston, 1995), while prewhitening

transforms the data to remove any autocorrelation in the error terms (Bullmore et al.,

1996a). Prewhitening is optimal in terms of variance of parameter and noise estimates, but

on the unlikely premise that the autocorrelation structure is known (Bullmore et al., 2001;

Woolrich et al., 2001). Lack of understanding of the autocorrelation profile leads to bias in

statistical inference of model parameters (Marchini and Smith, 2003). Sample variance of

autocorrelation estimates is high so Gautama and Hulle (2004) proposed averaging across

all voxels within the brain to increase degrees of freedom of the estimate and, therefore, re-

duce sample variance. However, to complicate matters spatial variability of autocorrelation

exists that can not be accounted for by tissue variability (Bullmore et al., 1996a). If spatial

variability remains unaddressed averaging across brain voxels will underestimate or overes-

timate and autocorrelation for specific voxels (Gautama and Hulle, 2004). Consequently, it

is preferable to estimate noise autocorrelation for voxels individually (Locascio et al., 1997).

Voxel timeseries from the experimental dataset were examined for sample independence us-

ing the Breusch-Godfrey test, which also works in the presence of lagged dependent variables

(Breusch, 1979). Three lags (p = 1, 2, 3) were included in a voxel’s test for independence.

Non-brain voxels were found to be predominantly white (greater than 90% for all subjects),

and brain voxels consisted of many non-white voxels, close to 50% for all subjects. In
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this case, some tissue specificity was exhibited, with cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) and grey

matter (GM) both exhibiting higher rates of non-white voxels (approximately 60% for all

subjects) while the white matter (WM) revealed lower rates of sample dependence, being

approximately 20% for all subjects. The impact of autocorrelation on the distribution of

sample correlation is detailed in Chapter 5. Voxel timeseries that were both non-stationary

and non-white did exhibit tissue specificity, predominantly in the CSF (Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Example slice (z=15) from subject 1 showing voxels that are both non-white
and non-stationary (red).

3.4 Autoregressive model assumptions

We examine the applicability of AR models to resting state BOLD data and investigate

issues including model stability and order selection. A brief discussion of how AR models

are employed in fMRI connectivity literature is first provided.

The demonstrated presence of autocorrelation in BOLD signals prompted a focus on au-

toregressive models in the fMRI connectivity literature. Harrison et al. (2003) employed

a single multivariate VAR model with autoregressive coefficients interpreted as connection

strength. Where there were multiple lags depicting directed influence between regions, a

table of connection strengths was provided. Coefficients whose standard deviation about

the mean crossed zero were discarded as insignificant. Valdes-Sosa et al. (2005) employed a

sparse VAR model to avoid the necessity of a priori knowledge for region selection. A model

order of one was assumed and an iterative process employed, during which coefficients were

successively forced to zero according to their size.

Granger causality employs AR models to identify temporal precedence relationships from

lagged dependence. Geweke’s Granger causality (GGC) measures utilise the concept of

Granger causality but decompose dependence into instantaneous and directed influence
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components. GGC measures have been applied extensively in fMRI connectivity (Goebel

et al., 2003; Roebroeck et al., 2005; Abler et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2009a),

with a concurrent stream of frequency domain GGC implementations (Chen et al., 2006;

Zhou et al., 2009a; Demirci et al., 2009; Deshpande et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2009, 2006a).

Implicit in the application of Granger causality methodology is the assumption that voxel

timeseries are described well by AR models.

3.4.1 Applicability of AR models to fMRI connectivity

The applicability of AR models to fMRI resting state data analysis was evaluated by ex-

amining the conformance of LGM assumptions with differing model order. An AR residual

timeseries is required to be stationary, Gaussian and white. Therefore, if voxel timeseries

are indeed generated from an AR process, the residual should be seen to conform to these

assumptions with sufficient order. There is a pronounced lack of inclusion of the AR(0)

model in order selection within fMRI connectivity literature (Harrison et al., 2003; Goebel

et al., 2003; Deshpande et al., 2009; Cecchi et al., 2003); if LGM assumptions are met for

an AR(0) residual then an AR model is unnecessary.

We examined assumption conformance for model orders between zero and six. For each

model order we employed MLE to determine regression coefficients for the univariate AR

model (Eq. (2.24)). Conformance to AR model assumptions was examined using: the

Anderson-Darling test for Gaussianity (Anderson and Darling, 1952), the Breusch-Godfrey

test for independence (Breusch, 1979), and the KPSS test for stationarity (Bhargava, 1986).

In each case the significance level, α = 0.01. The results are shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Proportion of brain voxels with AR(p) residual timeseries satisfying LGM as-
sumptions for model order, p ∈ [0, 6]. A: Test of Gaussianity using the Anderson-Darling
test. B: Test for sample independence using the Breusch-Godfrey test. C: Test for station-
arity using the KPSS test.

Increasing model order increases the number of brain voxels with residual timeseries that

conform to LGM assumptions (Fig. 3.3). An AR(6) model culminates in almost 100% of
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brain voxel residuals being white, Gaussian and stationary, compared with approximately

50% of voxel timeseries satisfying all three assumptions. This result suggests that AR models

are valid for modelling fMRI data. Indeed, an example voxel timeseries (Fig. 3.4A) shows

that the fitted AR(3) signal captures the dynamics of the voxel timeseries well. However,

closer inspection reveals that despite the improved conformance to model assumptions, the

residuals of the AR(3) model were almost identical to the AR(0) model, indicating poor

model performance. An example is shown in Fig. 3.4B, in which the voxel timeseries is non-

white and non-stationary, but after fitting an AR model (of order 3 in this case), the residual

becomes white and stationary. However, the signal component of the AR model has not

necessarily captured all of the signal dynamics. This may be indicative of an inappropriate

model type or perhaps of the small percentage of signal fluctuation attributable to signal of

interest, often cited as less that 10% (Kruger et al., 2001). This example demonstrates that

it cannot be assumed that a single model type is applicable to all brain voxels.
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Figure 3.4: Example voxel timeseries and AR residuals. Each voxel timeseries (blue) is
considered non-white and non-stationary prior to fitting an AR(3) model, while each residual
(green) is considered white and stationary after fitting an AR(3) signal (red). Note that
the voxel timeseries have been truncated to account for the initiation period of the AR(3)
model. A: A good fit; the fitted AR signal follows the dynamics of the voxel timeseries.
B: A poor fit; the fitted AR signal has not captured voxel timeseries dynamics despite the
residual passing iid Gaussianity tests.
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It is well known that increasing model order will always result in reduced residual variance

since the additional degrees of freedom are used to model the noise process (Rezek and

Roberts, 1997). However, for a true AR process, there will be a sharp reduction in incre-

mental signal variance explained with increasing order once the true lag is exceeded (Rezek

and Roberts, 1997). This concept is tested on experimental BOLD data by fitting an AR

model to the LMC timeseries with model orders between one and ten (Fig. 3.5A). VAR

models were also fit to the LMC timeseries to model the impact of the RMC, brain voxels,

and non-brain voxels on residual variance across a range of model orders (Fig. 3.5A) (see

Section 3.2 for details on how these timeseries were generated). An example of the residual

timeseries for each model is shown in Fig. 3.5B.

Figure 3.5: AR and VAR model fits to the LMC of three subjects. A: Residual variance of
LMC shown as a proportion of original signal variance, and plotted as a function of model
order, for model(timeseries): AR(LMC) (blue), VAR(LMC,RMC) (red), VAR(LMC,brain)
(cyan), and VAR(LMC,non-brain) (green), for subjects: 1 (solid), 2 (dashed) and 3 (dashed-
dotted). B: Example segment of LMC timeseries for subject 2 (black), with estimated signals
from models: AR(1) fit (blue), VAR(1) fit with RMC (red), VAR(5) fit with RMC (orange).

Residual variance decreased with increasing order when modelling the LMC timeseries

with both randomly selected voxels and voxels drawn from the contralateral motor cor-

tex (Fig. 3.5A). While contralateral timeseries decreased residual variance in VAR models,

we have demonstrated that randomly selected timeseries from both within and outside the

brain produce the same effect; non-brain signals diminished residual variance comparably to

all brain signals. A salient observation is the impoverished description that AR models pro-
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vide of resting state BOLD signals (Fig. 3.5B). These results suggest that the VAR models

are modelling the noise in the LMC timeseries rather than signal of interest. It is possible

that components of the noise are common to the timeseries extracted from LMC, RMC,

brain, and non-brain, causing the comparable performance of all regions, although the poor

fits suggest this is not a primary factor. It appears more likely that all VAR models perform

comparably because all model the LMC timeseries poorly.

3.4.2 Order estimation criteria

Use of AR models introduces the complication of identifying model order, which requires

ascertaining the maximum lag present in the regressor. Identifying the most parsimonious

model is important to optimise model performance; underfitting results in unmodelled signal

dynamics whilst overfitting compromises predictive performance by modelling the noise

process, which is not generalisable (de Waele and Broersen, 2003). There are many methods

available for order selection, most of which require minimising an expression for model error

and impose a penalty for complexity (Section 2.2.5). The BIC (Schwarz, 1978) imposes

a harsher penalty than AIC (Shittu and Asemota, 2009), whilst AIC is known to overfit

because of being derived asymptotic with length but applied to finite samples (de Waele

and Broersen, 2003). HQC (Hannan and Quinn, 1979) lies between AIC and BIC in terms

of probability of overestimating and underestimating model order (Asghar and Abid, 2007).

In the fMRI connectivity literature, Chang and Glover (2010) and Roebroeck et al. (2005)

employed BIC for order estimation, while Baraldi et al. (2007) used AIC. (Roebroeck et al.,

2005) estimated model order by finding the minimum of AIC, BIC, and HQC, and Tagaris

et al. (1997) and Locascio et al. (1997). employed the PACF is sometimes used and it is

also common in the fMRI literature to simply assume an AR model order, typically AR(1)

(Bullmore et al., 1996a; Goebel et al., 2003; Abler et al., 2005).

AIC, BIC, and HQC, defined in Section 2.2.5 were applied to the experimental resting

state dataset (Section 3.2) to determine how different criteria estimate model order, and to

establish how dependent the resulting model is on the choice of criteria. For model orders

between zero and ten, MLE (Eq. (2.7)) was employed to estimate the regression coefficient

vector, aA, for the univariate AR model (Eq. (2.24)). For each voxel timeseries, the order

selection criteria were minimised across model order according to Eqs. (2.26)-(2.28).

The estimated AR model order was found to vary significantly between both subject and

criteria. Using the notation [subject 1, subject 2, subject 3], for the LMC timeseries AIC

evaluated model order to be p = [5, 1, 1], respectively. BIC estimated LMC model order for

the three subjects to be [4, 1, 1]. For the RMC, AIC determined model order for the subjects

to be p = [1, 5, 5], while BIC estimated model order as [1, 1, 2]. Evidently, there is a lack of

consistency across both subject and selection criteria.
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The estimates of model order for three slices of subject 1 are shown for AIC, BIC, and

HQC (Fig. 3.6). All three measures indicate that a single model order cannot be assumed

valid across all brain voxels, and certainly a model order of 1 is insufficient. Further to

this, all three order selection criteria exhibit tissue specificity, particularly BIC. AIC esti-

mates model order comparatively higher than HQC and BIC, which is in agreement with

its known tendency to overfit the data (de Waele and Broersen, 2003). HQC appears less

conservative than BIC, while less prone to overfitting than AIC. BIC estimates are the most

conservative, which is expected since it’s penalty term is most severe (Shittu and Asemota,

2009). Although FPE was examined, these results have not been incorporated since they

were identical to AIC; this is credible since AIC and FPE are asymptotically equivalent

(Liew, 2004).
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Figure 3.6: Order selection criteria applied to resting state data brain voxels of subject 1.
For each model order between zero and ten MLE was used to estimate the AR coefficient
vector and calculate residual variance. The residual variance that minimised each order
selection criteria was used to identify model order. AIC: Akaike information criterion,
BIC: Bayesian information criterion, HQC: Hannan-Quinn criterion.

An AR(1) model is frequently assumed in fMRI connectivity literature (Bullmore et al.,

1996a; Goebel et al., 2003; Abler et al., 2005). We calculated the AR(1) coefficient for

all brain voxels across subjects (Fig. 3.7). The estimated AR(1) coefficient displays tissue

specificity, with high values in grey matter and lower values in white matter. These demar-

cations are reminiscent of the low frequency artifact demonstrated by Lund et al. (2006),

and attributed to hardware error. If so, this has ramifications for GGC measures that utilise
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lagged regressors to identify causal relationships.

3.4.3 AR model stability

An AR model can be described by its characteristic equation, the roots of which determine

model stability (see Section 2.2.5.1). The roots, or poles, dictate the behaviour of an AR

model because they designate the dominant frequencies and relative strength of each fre-

quency. Poles with absolute value greater than 1 result in an unstable model with signal

magnitude that will diverge to infinity over time. In the context of fMRI, stability of an

AR model is crucial for a meaningful biological model that prevents the voxel intensity, and

hence haemodynamic response, from growing without limitation. Accordingly, Valdes-Sosa

et al. (2005) rejected sparse VAR models with poles greater than one to ensure stability.

We examined use of the temporal coefficient size to determine significance of lagged samples

in an AR regression (Harrison et al., 2003), by comparing the poles of two AR systems that

differed only in the inclusion of a small coefficient. The impact of removing an apparently

insignificant coefficient on stability was examined by assessing the poles of the following two

AR systems:

AR system 1: xt = 1.1xt−1 + 0.15xt−2 + et, (3.1)

AR system 2: yt = 1.1yt−1 + 0yt−2 + ut, (3.2)

where the model for xt denotes an AR system with a coefficient at lag 2, while the model

describing yt represents the AR system with the coefficient set to zero. Stability results are

shown in Fig. 3.8. The first model, containing a small coefficient for the lag 2 sample, is

stable, since the poles are inside the unit circle. After forcing the small coefficient of the

second lag to zero, the poles of the model indicate that it is no longer stable, and signal

magnitude will diverge to infinity. In this example, a seemingly insignificant temporal

coefficient is seen to be critical to stability of the model.

3.5 Conclusions

The validity of linear connectivity methods is contingent on the timeseries conforming to

often implicit and untested assumptions of the linear Gaussian model class. We have as-

sessed an experimental fMRI resting state dataset for conformance to the LGM assumptions.

While the Gaussianity assumption was found to be valid, the stationarity and whiteness as-

sumptions were more problematic. These assumptions are considered in detail in Chapters 4

and 5.

Granger causality methodologies are increasingly employed in fMRI connectivity analyses.
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Im

Re

Figure 3.8: Poles of two different AR models differing in the inclusion of one small coefficient
on the second lagged sample, and demonstrating the necessity for establishing AR model
stability via poles; xt = 1.1xt−1 − 0.15xt−2 + et (green), yt = 1.1yt−1 + 0yt−2 + ut (red).

The validity of Granger causality in fMRI relies on the assumption that timeseries are

well-described by stationary and stochastic AR models of determinable order. While a

VAR model that includes the contralateral timeseries decreases the residual variance in

VAR models, we have demonstrated that randomly selected timeseries from within and

outside the brain produce the same effect. AR models provide impoverished descriptions of

resting state BOLD signals, and are not robust across order selection procedures or model-

training/model-validation timeseries decompositions. Granger causality methodology must,

therefore, be applied to experimental fMRI with caution.
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Non-stationarity in fMRI

Connectivity
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4.1 Introduction

FMRI connectivity analysis utilises BOLD data to determine how spatially remote regions

cooperate to fulfill a task, or connections between regions observed when simply at rest.

BOLD data is notoriously noisy, being impacted by both equipment related noise, such as

coil interference (Bandettini et al., 1998) and scanner drift (Bianciardi et al., 2009), and

subject noise, such as physiological interference (Biswal et al., 1995) or subject movement

(Barry et al., 2010). Both equipment and subject noise can be irregular and therefore

non-stationary. Scanner equipment can generate non-stationary signal variance from in-

homogeneous RF amplification (Tanase et al., 2011), coil resistance and inductive losses

(Gudbjartsson and Patz, 1995), disparities in scanner performance (Weisskoff, 1996), and

signal attenuation from diffusion and dissemination amongst surrounding voxels (Stejskal,

1965). Delay between slice acquisitions can render the introduced non-stationarity slice

dependent, which is significant for connectivity in which comparison between voxels is key,

in contrast to an activation analysis in which voxels are analysed independently (Kimberg,

2008).

FMRI connectivity analysis frequently employs a linear Gaussian model (LGM) to estimate

linear dependence between a seed timeseries and all brain voxels (Marrelec et al., 2005;

Goebel et al., 2003; Wang and Xia, 2007; Tana et al., 2008). A core assumption of the LGM

class is weak stationarity of the constituent timeseries, requiring the mean and variance

of each signal to be constant over time. Violation of this assumption has implications for

integrity of connectivity results since the distribution of the test statistic is altered (Granger

and Newbold, 1974). Linear dependence estimates may also be skewed as time-varying

variance is analogous to applying a (non-constant) weight to each sample; samples associated

with higher variance receive a greater weighting and are, therefore, more significant in the

correlation estimate (Cohen et al., 2003). Random noise occurring at samples characterised

by large variance can skew results and even induce spurious connectivity (Granger and

Newbold, 1974). Therefore, if the non-stationarity remains uncorrected, connectivity results

may not be reflective of the underlying linear dependence between voxels.

Non-stationarity of BOLD timeseries has been examined in an effort to resolve the loss

of integrity associated with a stationarity assumption for non-stationary data. Lund et al.

(2006) modelled non-stationarity of noise via nuisance variable regression in an fMRI activa-

tion analysis. This restricts removal of non-stationary processes to those explicitly modelled

in the regressors. Diedrichsen and Shadmehr (2005) addressed time-varying volume variance

in a fMRI activation study by employing a linear model with Gaussian noise characterised

by time dependent variance. The non-stationary process was assumed to apply globally,

affecting all voxels identically. This choice was motivated empirically by observing correla-

tion between voxel-wise time dependent variances and global scaling parameters. Sample

variance was estimated for each image and employed as a weighting in a least squares es-
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timate of regression coefficients. Restricted maximum likelihood (Bartlett, 1937) was used

to determine regression coefficients. Luo and Puthusserypady (2007) consider the noise

model proposed by Diedrichsen and Shadmehr (2005), employing a Bayesian framework to

estimate the time-varying weights.

The necessity for modelling non-stationarity is typically argued with visual evidence (Cal-

houn et al., 1999; Lund et al., 2006; Diedrichsen and Shadmehr, 2005) or is assumed

(Oikonomou et al., 2009; Long et al., 2005), so that there is a notable absence of statis-

tical evidence demonstrating non-stationarity (Park et al., 2010). Furthermore, modelling

of non-stationary processes has typically been limited to fMRI activation data; there have

been few investigations into non-stationarity of resting state signals. Typical modelling of

non-stationarity has focused on addressing non-stationary noise processes (Calhoun et al.,

1999; Lund et al., 2006; Diedrichsen and Shadmehr, 2005) or non-stationary dependence

measures (Long et al., 2005; Chang and Glover, 2010; Niazy et al., 2011; Park et al., 2010);

there has been less attention paid to non-stationary signal variance.

The distribution of resting state BOLD noise is typically assumed Gaussian in fMRI con-

nectivity analyses (Friston, 1994; Wang and Xia, 2007; Sun et al., 2004; Marrelec et al.,

2006). While the fMRI literature contains experimental evidence for this assumption (Wink

and Roerdink (2006); Petersson et al. (1999)), there has also been evidence to the con-

trary: Hanson and Bly (2001) argued that BOLD noise is Gamma distributed, while Chen

et al. (2003a) showed that the Gaussianity assumption is valid only when voxel timeseries

are normalised by voxel standard deviation, which they proposed reduces non-Gaussianity

introduced by head movement.

We propose a model of the non-stationarity in voxel intensities introduced by fluctuations

in slice-dependent signal power. Slice variance of resting state data is empirically shown

to be non-stationary and optimally characterised by an inverse Gamma distribution. The

distribution of intensity values for voxels with non-stationary variance is analytically deter-

mined to be a generalisation of a Student’s t distribution. The impact of non-stationary

signal variance on connectivity is determined via analytic derivation of correlation between

non-stationary signals. We establish that the expected value of correlation between non-

stationary signals is altered, and propose a correction that is analytically shown to restore

both signal stationarity and correlation results, thereby mitigating the effect of spurious

correlation for non-stationary timeseries. Theoretical results are corroborated with empir-

ical evidence that demonstrates the utility of our correction in restoring stationarity and

integrity of connectivity results.

This chapter is organised as follows. General background detailing notation and definitions

of variance and correlation are be reviewed in Section 2.2.2. Theoretical results are de-

tailed in Section 4.2, incorporating a derivation for the distribution of voxel intensity for

signals with time-varying variance (Section 4.2.2), a description of the non-stationary signal
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model, and the consequent expression for correlation between non-stationary timeseries with

proposed correction (Section 4.2.3). Empirical and experimental methods are described in

Section 4.3, followed by a description of results in Section 4.4 and discussion in Section 4.5.

4.2 Theoretical results

In the acquisition of BOLD data, two-dimensional slices are typically obtained serially, on

a millisecond time scale. This can result in changes in the equipment and subject environ-

ment, ultimately modifying signal characteristics between slices, causing non-stationarity

of voxel timeseries (Calhoun et al., 1999). FMRI analyses typically assume stationarity of

voxel timeseries and therefore it is desirable to determine a correction to restore stationarity.

Voxels within the same slice are acquired simultaneously and hence signal power within a

slice should be constant. We propose a model of non-stationarity for resting state BOLD

data in which each two-dimensional slice is characterised by a distinct non-stationary vari-

ance process. The distribution of voxel intensity is analytically derived for this model and

the impact of the non-stationarity on correlation is determined. Crucially, a correction is

proposed that is demonstrated to restore stationarity and correct correlation values so they

reflect the true linear dependence between voxel timeseries.

4.2.1 A non-stationary model of resting state timeseries

We begin by proposing a model for the measured non-stationary signal in a voxel x, sit-

uated in slice n. The signal model decomposes the voxel intensity into stationary and

non-stationary components,

xn,t = x(s)
n,tσn,t, t = 1, . . . , T, (4.1)

where x(s)
n,t denotes the stationary component at time t, and σn,t is a time-varying mul-

tiplicative variance process distinct to slice n, distributed according to an inverse gamma

distribution (see Section 4.4),

σ2
n,t

∼ IG

(

αn,
1

βn

)

. (4.2)

Here αn and βn are slice specific shape and scale parameters, respectively, and IG denotes

the inverse gamma distribution.

The resting state stationary component is assumed to be Gaussian distributed (Wink and

Roerdink, 2006),

x(s)
n,t ∼ N

(

0,σ2
x

)

, (4.3)
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4.2.2 Distribution of voxel intensity

We analytically derive the distribution of measured non-stationary voxel intensity in resting

state fMRI given the model proposed in Section 4.2.1.

As x(s)
n,t and σn,t are independent random variables,

xn,t ∼ N
(

0,σ2
xσ

2
n,t

)

. (4.4)

We now determine the distribution of non-stationary voxel intensity when σn,t is unknown.

Let α = αn and β = βn for readability, and introduce a precision parameter, τt = 1
σ2
n,t

,

observing that Eq. (4.2) requires τt to be gamma distributed according to, τt ∼ Ga (α,β)

(Hamada et al., 2008, p.392), so that

pGa (τt ; α,β) = xα−1e−βx βα

Γ(α)
. (4.5)

Here Γ is the gamma function.

Let zt =
xn,t

σx
. Then Eq. (4.4) becomes

zt ∼ N
(

0,
1

τt

)

, (4.6)

with conditional probability density function

p (zt | τt) =
√

τt
2π

e−
τt
2 (zt)

2

. (4.7)

The unconditional distribution of zt is determined by integration over τt, as follows:

p (zt) =

∫ ∞

0
p (zt | τt) p (τt) dτ

=

∫ ∞

0

τ
1
2
t√
2π

e−
τt
2 z2

t
βα

Γ(α)
τα−1
t e−βτtdτ

=

∫ ∞

0
τ
α− 1

2
t e

−τt

(

β+
z2t
2

)

βα

Γ(α)

1√
2π

dτ.

(4.8)

Substituting a = α+ 1
2 and b = β + z2

t

2 , gives

p (zt) =
βα

Γ(α)

Γ(a)

ba
1√
2π

∫ ∞

0
τa−1
t e−τtb

ba

Γ(a)
dτ

=
βα

Γ(α)

Γ(a)

ba
1√
2π

.

(4.9)
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Therefore,

p (zt) =
βα

Γ(α)

Γ
(

α+ 1
2

)

(

β + z2
t

2

)α+ 1
2

1√
2π

=
Γ
(

α+ 1
2

)

Γ(α)

(

1

2πβ

)
1
2







β +
(

zt√
2

)2

β







−(α+ 1
2 )

.

(4.10)

Substituting xn,t = ztσx back into Eq. (4.10), orchestrated via a change of variables (Pa-

poulis and Pillai, 2002), requires

p
(

xn,t

)

= p (zt)

∣

∣

∣

∣

dzt
dxn,t

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
Γ
(

α+ 1
2

)

Γ(α)

(

1

2πβ

)
1
2







β +
( zt

σx√
2

)2

β







−(α+ 1
2 )

1

σx

=
Γ
(

α+ 1
2

)

Γ(α)

(

1

2πβσ2
x

)
1
2
(

1 +
z2t

2σ2
xβ

)−(α+ 1
2 )

. (4.11)

The three parameter Student’s t distribution is (Härdle and Simar, 2007, p.129)

pt (z ; µ, ν,λ) =
Γ
(

ν+1
2

)

Γ
(

ν
2

)

(

λ

πν

)
1
2

[

1 +
λ (z − µ)2

ν

]− ν+1
2

, (4.12)

Therefore the voxel intensity distribution, Eq. (4.11), is an instance of the three parameter

Student’s-t distribution where µ = 0, ν = 2α and λ
ν = 1

2βσ2
x
. Consequently, the voxel

intensity of sampled non-stationary resting state BOLD data described by the model in

Section 4.2.1 is characterised by a generalised Student-t distribution.

4.2.3 Impact of non-stationarity on fMRI connectivity

Many fMRI connectivity methods, such as correlation-based measures (Friston et al., 1994;

Wang and Xia, 2007), Granger causality methods (Goebel et al., 2003; Guo et al., 2008;

Chen et al., 2006), and structural equation modelling (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994),

assume stationarity of voxel timeseries. We now propose a correction to apply to voxel

timeseries that restores stationarity.
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Let x(c)
n,t denote a corrected voxel timeseries, given by

x(c)
n,t =

xn,t

σ̂n,t
(4.13)

where σ̂2
n,t is the sample variance of voxel intensities within slice n at time t. It is assumed

that this sample variance will include both the time-varying variance of interest, σ2
n,t, and

a scale-factor, σn, such that

x(c)
n,t =

x(s)
n,tσn,t

σn,tσn

=
x(s)
n,t

σn
. (4.14)

Observe that the corrected voxel timeseries is now stationary, but with a variance that differs

by a constant factor from that of the variance of the stationary component, x(s)
n,t, Eq. (4.3).

Consequently,

x(c)
n,t ∼ N

(

0,
σ2
x

σ2
n

)

. (4.15)

Correlation-based measures assume stationarity of timeseries and are known to be suscep-

tible to spurious significance if this assumption is violated (Granger and Newbold, 1974).

We now derive an expression for correlation between non-stationary timeseries, and demon-

strate that the corrected correlation achieves the value equivalent to the correlation of the

underlying stationary component.

Sample correlation requires an estimate of the variance of each voxel timeseries. From the

model for non-stationarity, the variance of a voxel timeseries can be determined as

σ2
xn,t

= E
{

xn,t
2
}

− E2
{

xn,t

}

= E
{

x(s)2
n,t σ2

n,t

}

− E2
{

x(s)
n,tσn,t

}

= E
{

x(s)2
n,t

}

E
{

σ2
n,t

}

− E2
{

x(s)
n,t

}

E2 {σn,t}

= µ
x
(s)2
n,t

µσ2
n,t

,

(4.16)

where the last line results from the zero mean of the stationary voxel timeseries, Eq. (4.3).

Let ρ
x
(s)
n ,y

(s)
m

represent the true correlation between stationary voxel signals xn,t and ym,t,

and let ρxn,ym
denote the correlation between the weighted counterparts. Let corr ( ) denote

sample correlation so that sample correlation between measured non-stationary signals is
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expressed as

corr
(

xn,t, ym,t

)

=
1

T

T
∑

t=1





x(s)
n,tσn,t

√

µ
x
(s)2
n,t

µσ2
n,t









y(s)m,tσn,t
√

µ
y
(s)2
m,t

µσ2
m,t





=
µσn,t

µσm,t
√

µσ2
n,t

µσ2
m,t

corr
(

x(s)
n,t, y

(s)
m,t

)

, (4.17)

where the last line results from independence between voxel intensity values and the time-

varying weights.

Denote the weighting of sample correlation between non-stationary variates by ω so that

ω =
µσn,t

µσm,t
√

µσ2
n,t

µσ2
m,t

=

∑

σn,t

∑

σm,t
√

T
∑

σ2
n,tT

∑

σ2
m,t

. (4.18)

Jensen’s inequality (Jensen, 1906), applied with unitary weights, provides the result that

∑

σn,t

T 2
≤
∑

σ2
n,t

T
,

∑

σm,t

T 2
≤
∑

σ2
m,t

T

(4.19)

which implies

(

T
∑

t=1

σn,t

)2

≤ T
∑

σ2
n,t,

(

T
∑

t=1

σm,t

)2

≤ T
∑

σ2
m,t,

(4.20)

so that

T
∑

t=1

σn,t ≤
(

T
∑

σ2
n,t

)
1
2
,

T
∑

t=1

σm,t ≤
(

T
∑

σ2
m,t

)
1
2
.

(4.21)

Substituting this result into Eq. (4.18) gives

ω ≤ 1. (4.22)

Consequently, time-varying weights necessarily reduce sample correlation between non-
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stationary signals.

Correlation between corrected timeseries is given by

corr
(

x(c)
n,t, y

(c)
m,t

)

=
1

T

T
∑

t=1





x(c)
n,t − µ

x
(c)
n,t

σ
x
(c)
n,t









y(c)m,t − µ
y
(c)
m,t

σ
y
(c)
m,t





=
1

T

T
∑

t=1

( xn,t

σn,t

σxσn,t

σnσn,t

)( ym,t

σm,t

σyσm,t

σmσm,t

)

=
1

T

T
∑

t=1

(

x(s)
n,t
σx

σn

)(

y(s)m,t
σy

σm

)

= corr
(

x(s)
n , y(s)m

)

.

(4.23)

This demonstrates that correlation between corrected voxel timeseries is equivalent to the

correlation between the stationary component of the voxel timeseries; the impact of the

non-stationary variance component has been removed and the underlying linear dependence

has been recovered, as required.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Simulated data

MATLAB was used to generate simulation datasets of 2000 timeseries pairs. Denote the

constituent timeseries in each pair by x(s)
n,t and y(s)m,t. Each pair was generated from a bi-

variate normal distribution characterised by: timeseries length, T ∈ {200, 300, 400, 500};
true correlation, ρ ∈ [−1, 1]; mean values of x(s)

n,t and y(s)m,t, denoted µx and µy, respectively,

drawn from the range [−100, 100]; and the variance of x(s)
n,t and y(s)m,t, denoted σx and σy,

respectively, both randomly selected from the range (0, 100]. For each dataset, a single time-

varying variance process was generated for x(s)
n,t timeseries and another for y(s)m,t timeseries

to emulate voxels within a slice. Non-stationary variance samples were randomly drawn

from an inverse gamma distribution, with the two parameters randomly selected from the

range [1, 10]. Each timeseries in the dataset was then weighted by the square root of the

appropriate time-varying variance process, according to whether it was designated x(s)
n,t or

y(s)m,t within the pair.

Time-varying slice variance was estimated by calculating sample variance across all x(s)
n,t

signals, and across all y(s)m,t signals, in the dataset. The precision correction, Eq. (4.14), was

applied to generate timeseries corrected for non-stationarity.

Correlation was calculated between each timeseries pair before being weighted by the non-

stationary variance process, after being weighted, and after the correction was applied.
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4.3.2 Experimental data

Experimental data acquisition was described in Section 3.2. The left motor cortex (LMC)

was identified for each subject using the activation dataset acquired during the motor task.

Average timeseries were created for the LMC of each subject by averaging across voxels in

the region of interest (ROI).

For each subject, the time-varying slice variance was estimated by calculating the sample

variance of voxel intensity in each slice at each time point. The best-fit distribution for

the variance process of each slice was determined by calculating the MLEs for distribution

parameters and identifying the MLE distribution amongst the set of Weibull, Gaussian,

Gamma, Inverse Gamma, Student’s t, Exponential, Log-normal, Laplace, Rayleigh, Pois-

son, and Cauchy distributions, that attained the minimum negative log-likelihood. The

Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to determine if slice variance processes were drawn

from distributions with equal mean (Wilcoxon, 1945). This choice was motivated by the

non-normal distribution of slice variance. Slice variance was also tested for stationarity, for

which the augmented Dickey Fuller test was employed (Said and Dickey, 1984). In both

cases, the results were significance tested with α = 0.01.

Corrected voxel timeseries were formed by weighting voxel samples according to time-varying

variance, as per Eq. (4.14). Seed-voxel correlation maps were generated with a LMC seed for

datasets with and without applying the non-stationarity correction. Correlation estimates

were significance tested using Fisher’s z-transformation, Eqs. (2.16)-(2.17), and the resulting

maps thresholded (α = 0.01 Bonferroni corrected).

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Results for the non-stationary model of resting state time-

series

For each subject and for all slices within each subject’s dataset, the inverse gamma distribu-

tion was the distribution that best characterised the temporal slice variance. The optimal

inverse gamma distributions are shown for all slices in a single subject (Fig. 4.1). Despite

significant variation in the MLE parameters, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.2, in each case the

distribution of the sample variance process is seen to be accurately characterised by an

inverse gamma distribution.

The probability distribution of Gaussian intensity values with inverse gamma non-stationary

variance was analytically derived to be a generalisation of a Student’s t distribution,

Eq. (4.11). Experimental intensity values corroborate the theoretical result; for each subject,

the temporal distribution of both slice intensity and individual voxel intensity was deter-
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of slice sample variance. Slice sample variance values (blue) and
MLE inverse gamma distribution fit to slice variance (red), across slices 1-24.
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Figure 4.2: Maximum likelihood parameters for slice sample variance values fit optimally
to the inverse gamma distribution, IG(α, 1

β ). A: Plot of α (solid) and 1
β (dashed) across

slice number. Note that each parameter has a separate y-axis labelling because of the size
disparity, so that α is labelled on the left side of the figure whilst 1

β is labelled on the right

side of the figure. B: Scatter plot of 1
β against α.
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mined to be best characterised by a three parameter Student’s t distribution (Fig. 4.3).

The optimal three parameter Student’s t distributions for the slice and voxel are similar,

although the voxel distribution has significantly reduced degrees of freedom. Since a Stu-

dent’s t distribution is asymptotically Gaussian with degrees of freedom our empirical results

support the Gaussianity assumption inherent in a LGM.
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Figure 4.3: Three parameter Student’s t distribution (red) fit to experimental data values
(blue) for a single subject, drawn from A: all voxels within a slice z=16 and across time,
B: a single voxel timeseries within z=16 (x=32, y=32).

Our theoretical results in Section 4.2.1 were derived using a model of slice-dependent, time-

varying variance. This model differs to that of Diedrichsen and Shadmehr (2005), in which

a global time-varying variance was assumed so that all voxels within a 3-d image were asso-

ciated with a single non-stationary weighting. Our model of slice dependent, non-stationary

variance was validated using the experimental dataset. Fig. 4.4 shows the temporal variance

processes for two exemplar slices, demonstrating both non-stationarity and the dissimilarity

of the time-varying process for each slice. A more formal examination of dissimilarity was

performed using the Wilcoxin rank-sum test to test for equality of slice variance distribu-

tions between all slice pairs. Fig. 4.5 shows the result of the paired tests in matrix form;

blue indicates that the null hypothesis of identical means is supported while red indicates

rejection of the null hypothesis, suggesting that sample variance values for the slice pair

are drawn from different distributions. The result clearly establishes that slice variance

distributions are dissimilar in a majority of cases, supporting our model of slice dependent

variance.

Stationarity of slices was evaluated using the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) stationarity

test applied to each slice. For all subjects, more than 70% of the slice variance processes

were found to be non-stationary.
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Figure 4.4: Example slice variance processes from the resting state dataset of subject 3, for
slice z=3 (blue) and slice z=10 (red)

Figure 4.5: Test of slice dependence for time-varying variance. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test
is applied to each slice pair to ascertain equivalence of slice variance distributions. Blue
indicates that the null hypothesis of equivalence is supported whilst red indicates rejection
of the null hypothesis (α = 0.01).
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4.4.2 Results showing the impact of non-stationarity on fMRI con-

nectivity

Non-stationary variance is problematic when methods that assume stationarity are employed

to estimate brain connectivity. The theoretical results detailed in Section 4.2.1 model non-

stationarity derived from temporal changes in signal power. The impact of non-stationarity

on correlation was analytically established in Section 4.2.3, in which it was shown that a

non-stationary weighting alters the expected value of sample correlation, which is critical

for fMRI connectivity results. In this section, the theoretical results are corroborated with

empirical evidence from both simulated and experimental data.

4.4.2.1 Empirical data
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Figure 4.6: A: Histogram of correlation estimates between stationary timeseries pairs
with true correlation, ρ = 0.8. B: Histogram of correlation estimates acquired from non-
stationary timeseries pairs, with variance for each timeseries within a pair randomly derived
from IG(2, 2) or IG(3, 2). C: Histogram of correlation between timeseries pairs corrected
for non-stationarity. D: Scatter plots between original correlation estimates drawn from
stationary timeseries against correlation estimates of weighted, non-stationary timeseries
(dots) and correlation estimates derived from timeseries corrected to restore stationarity
(circles).

Empirical datasets were used to examine the impact of non-stationary variance on sample

correlation, and the utility of the voxel timeseries correction proposed in Eq. (4.14). A his-

togram of correlation estimates derived from the underlying stationary timeseries (Fig. 4.6A)

shows an expected correlation that matches the true correlation of 0.8. Correlation esti-

mates acquired from timeseries pairs weighted by a non-stationary inverse gamma process

(Fig. 4.6B) have a clearly transformed expected value, decreased to 0.68 in precise agreement

with the analytic expression derived in Eq. (4.17). Furthermore, the variance of the corre-
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lation estimates for the weighted timeseries is increased, thereby reducing confidence in the

estimates and inducing spurious correlation. The histogram of correlation estimates between

timeseries corrected for non-stationarity, Eq. (4.14), (Fig. 4.6C), demonstrates the efficacy

of our correction in restoring stationarity to the distribution of sample correlation, thereby

reestablishing the expected value of sample correlation to the true correlation (Fig. 4.6C).

Fig. 4.6D contains a scatterplot between sample correlation values calculated from the sta-

tionary timeseries, against both sample correlation of the non-stationary timeseries and

those from the corrected timeseries. While the histograms are indicative of changes in the

distribution of sample correlation, the scatterplots depict changes in individual correlation

estimates as a consequence of the time-varying weighting and subsequent correction. Corre-

lation estimates of weighted timeseries differ by up to 0.25 from the correlation contained in

the original, stationary timeseries, with a standard deviation of 0.15. Conversely, the scat-

terplot between stationary correlation estimates and those derived from timeseries corrected

to restore stationarity are almost indistinguishable.

4.4.2.2 Experimental data

The timeseries correction, Eq. (4.14), was applied to the experimental resting state dataset

introduced in Section 4.3.2 to examine its ability to restore stationarity. The weighting

of correlation anticipated by the theory as a consequence of the non-stationary variance,

Eq. (4.18), was found to be in close agreement with experimental values. For example, for

voxels co-located with the LMC, the anticipated weighting of correlation was 0.97 of the

true underling correlation for subject 1, while experimentally the change was 0.93. Further-

more, the scatterplot between experimental correlation estimates before and after correction

(Fig. 4.7) is reminiscent of the scatterplot generated using empirical data (Fig. 4.6D). Exper-

imental correlation estimates are not acquired from the same true correlation, as is the case

for the empirical data, so there is a larger range in correlation values for the experimental

data. Correlation values estimated from timeseries corrected for stationarity deviated from

uncorrected sample correlation values by up to 0.25, with an standard deviation of 0.05.

The utility of the non-stationarity correction is demonstrated in Fig. 4.8, in which seed-

voxel correlation maps with a LMC seed is shown prior, and subsequent, to the correction

for non-stationary slice variance, Eq. (4.14), for two different subjects. The z-maps for

both subjects show a visible difference in connectivity to the LMC as a result of correcting

for non-stationarity. Uncorrected z-maps contain a higher number of outliers than z-maps

acquired from corrected timeseries, suggesting that uncorrected maps contain some connec-

tivity artificially induced by non-stationarity. Connectivity maps generated from corrected

datasets show bilateral connectivity in the primary motor cortex, in closer agreement to

expectations for resting state connectivity with the motor cortex (Biswal et al., 1995).
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Figure 4.7: Scatterplot of correlation estimates between the LMC and brain voxels (slice 19),
before correcting for non-stationarity against correlation estimates acquired after applying
the correction to restore stationarity.
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Figure 4.8: Maps of significant LMC-seed voxel correlation for uncorrected timeseries, and
timeseries corrected for non-stationary signal power, tested using Fisher’s z-transformation.
For each subject, the number of outliers for corrected datasets is reduced. Spatial smoothing
can cause clusters of outliers, which are visibly reduced after correction, creating significance
maps in closer conformance with expected results.
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4.5 Discussion

Connectivity analyses of resting state fMRI data typically require stationarity of timeseries.

However, this assumption is violated by non-stationarity derived from noise sources such as

head movement, or by variable signal power originating from sources such as inhomogeneous

RF amplification (Tanase et al., 2011) and signal attenuation (Stejskal, 1965). Violation of

the stationarity assumption impacts connectivity results by implicitly applying a weighting

to timeseries elements. Random noise occurring at a sample characterised by high variance

may contribute more to a correlation estimate than a sample containing signal of interest

but located in a region of low signal variance. Consequently, correcting for non-stationarity

is not only desirable but necessary (Cohen et al., 2003).

In the context of fMRI activation data, Diedrichsen and Shadmehr (2005) addressed the

non-stationarity problem by estimating a global weighting for each image volume to model

non-stationary subject movement, while Lund et al. (2006) added regressors to model non-

stationary physiological subject noise. Non-stationarity of resting state data has received

considerably less attention, with a shift in focus to establishing time-varying linear depen-

dence (Long et al., 2005; Chang and Glover, 2010; Niazy et al., 2011; Park et al., 2010).

We propose a model for non-stationarity motivated by time-varying signal power during

acquisition. Since voxels within a slice are acquired simultaneously in 2-d EPI acquisitions,

we examined slice variance, describing temporal changes in the variance of voxel intensities

within a slice. We established empirically that slice variance is non-stationary and can be

well modelled by an inverse gamma distribution, in agreement with Hansen et al. (2003).

Importantly, each slice variance process was found to be particular to that slice, contrary to

the global assumption made by Diedrichsen and Shadmehr (2005). Incorrectly assuming an

identical non-stationary process for all slices adversely effects connectivity results because

signal of interest may be ignored based on an increase in noise variance in the overall image

volume.

We have proposed an analytic expression for the distribution of normally distributed voxel

intensity with non-stationary variance described by an inverse gamma distribution. The

resulting distribution of voxel intensity was shown to be a generalisation of a Student’s t

distribution, which was further validated using an experimental resting state dataset.

Having modelled the non-stationary distribution of fMRI voxel intensities, we subsequently

considered the impact of non-stationary slice variance in the context of connectivity analy-

ses, deriving an analytic expression for correlation between non-stationary signals. Sample

correlation for the time-varying processes was established as a function of the time-varying

variance. Empirical results corroborated the theoretical results and further demonstrated a

discernible change in the variance of sample correlation between non-stationary timeseries.

A precision correction to restore stationarity of signals was proposed, which produced cor-
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rected stationary signals that differed from the original stationary signals by a constant scale

factor, an inconsequential effect for correlation, since correlation is insensitive to scale. The

efficacy of our correction was validated using simulation data; after applying our proposed

correction the mean value of sample correlation coincided with the true correlation between

the underlying stationary signals. Experimental data showed reduced outlier connectivity

and the number of significant connections reduced in accordance with the smaller variance

of stationary signals. Furthermore, the change in mean correlation agreed with that antici-

pated by the analytically derived expression for correlation between non-stationary signals.

4.6 Conclusion

Linear fMRI connectivity methods typically require stationarity of timeseries. We have

demonstrated that resting state fMRI data do not meet this requirement but rather have

time-varying slice-dependent variance that is well modelled by an inverse gamma distribu-

tion. The resulting voxel intensity distribution under this model is a generalisation of a

Student’s t distribution. The impact of non-stationary signal power on connectivity was

established by analytically deriving an expression for correlation between non-stationary

timeseries. Subsequently, a correction was proposed and validated using both empirical and

experimental datasets.
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Filtering Induces Correlation in

fMRI Resting State Data
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5.1 Introduction

BOLD fMRI data can be employed in a fMRI connectivity analyses to gain insight into the

functionality of neural networks in the brain. The BOLD signal is compromised by a myr-

iad of noise sources including equipment-related noise, such as coil interference (Bandettini

et al., 1998) and scanner drift (Bianciardi et al., 2009), and subject-initiated noise, such as

physiological interference (Biswal et al., 1995) and subject movement (Barry et al., 2010).

For BOLD signals obtained at 3T, the signal of interest comprises less than 10% of signal

fluctuation, and is instead dominated by physiological noise (Kruger et al., 2001) and scan-

ner drift (Bianciardi et al., 2009). This composition of the BOLD signal strongly motivates

the use of preprocessing methods to suppress noise that, in the context of fMRI connectiv-

ity analyses, attempt to minimise artificial correlation emanating from noise processes such

as synchronised cardiac and respiration (Birn et al., 2006). Temporal filtering is one such

preprocessing method, aimed at removing noise concentrated at frequency bandwidths that

do not coincide with signals of interest. Physiological noise derived from respiratory and

cardiac function is concentrated at comparatively high frequencies (> 0.1Hz) (Cordes et al.,

2001; Lowe et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 2002), while scanner drift is localised to frequencies

below 0.01Hz (Bianciardi et al., 2009). Functional correlations typically subtend frequencies

between 0.01-0.1Hz (Biswal et al., 1995; Cordes et al., 2001; Demirci et al., 2009; Salvador

et al., 2005a). Filter specification and implementation employed in fMRI connectivity lit-

erature varies considerably, the most common filter specification being 0.01-0.08Hz (Auer,

2008; Cauda et al., 2011; Uddin et al., 2009; Zhong et al., 2009). For example, Lowe et al.

(1998) and Hampson et al. (2002) apply a low-pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter to

remove all frequencies above 0.08Hz. Liao et al. (2010) preprocess using a bandpass fil-

ter at 0.005-0.17Hz by forcing the appropriate frequency coefficients to zero, while Luca

et al. (2006) employ a high-pass filter at 0.004Hz, implemented using a straight line fitting

approach.

FMRI connectivity analyses frequently use seed-voxel correlation, in which sample correla-

tion is calculated between a seed signal and all brain voxels (Friston, 1994; Biswal et al.,

1995). The significance of a correlation estimate is typically determined via Fisher’s z-

transformation (Fisher, 1915) or Student’s t-test (Anderson, 2003), generating a map of

z-scores or t-scores, respectively. The distribution of sample correlation and, therefore,

the distribution of associated significance test variates is conventionally derived using an as-

sumption that voxel timeseries are comprised of temporally independent samples. The use of

filtering in fMRI connectivity analyses violates the independence assumption by introducing

autocorrelation to the timeseries and, as a consequence, statistical inference results may be

invalidated. Moreover, these heterogeneous approaches to temporal filtering contain widely

varying degrees of departure from the independence assumption. This has ramifications for

the validity of inter-experimental comparison of results.
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The variance of sample correlation proposed by Fisher (1915) is dependent on timeseries

length, which dictates the degrees of freedom of the correlation estimate. By introducing

autocorrelation, temporal filtering reduces the effective degrees of freedom (Kruggel et al.,

2002). Friston et al. (1994) considered the problem of sample dependence in the context of

fMRI activation analyses, demonstrating that the effective degrees of freedom contributing

to sample correlation depends on the extent of autocorrelation in the constituent signals.

Their proposed correction to z-score estimates, valid for uncorrelated signals, is calculated

from the spectral densities of the constituent signals, necessitating an estimate for each

signal pair. Bullmore et al. (2000) addressed the issue of sample dependence in correlation

estimates by modelling autocorrelation as a first order autoregressive process and extracting

the residual of the autoregression. The ratio of the residual variance to the original variance

in the timeseries was then used to weight timeseries length to obtain an estimate of the

effective degrees of freedom. The efficacy of this approach depends heavily on the model of

autocorrelation in the timeseries.

In this chapter we derive an analytic expression for the distribution of correlation esti-

mates acquired from temporally filtered data, from which the corrected degrees of freedom

contributing to the estimate is determined. The distribution of sample correlation is ex-

pressed as a function of the complex frequency response of the filter. Crucially, the result

is valid for any true correlation and arbitrary filter specifications. Furthermore, we present

corrections to the significance tests of correlation, including Fisher’s z-transformation and

Student’s t-test. We demonstrate that, in the absence of our correction, the distributions

of the correlation test variates derived from filtered data do not coincide with expected

distributions predicated on the independence assumption. As a consequence, intended con-

fidence intervals are inadvertently rendered obsolete, with increased false positive rates and

artificially induced correlation. The utility of our corrections for mitigating this effect and

restoring confidence intervals is demonstrated using both empirical and experimental data.

Our proposed corrections therefore support noise suppression via filtering, while ameliorat-

ing the problem of artificially induced connectivity. Importantly, restoring the integrity of

confidence intervals supports meaningful inter-experimental comparison of results.

In this chapter analytic results are discussed in the context of resting state connectivity.

However, as the corrections are valid for arbitrary true correlation, they are also applicable

to task-activation connectivity analyses, which is the subject of current work. The results

in this chapter also have implications for group level connectivity analyses given that the

variance of group correlation estimates has contributions from both within-subject and

between-subject variance (Penny et al., 2004c).

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2.2, the necessary theoretical background

was was introduced. Section 5.2 contains our theoretical results, including the distribution

of sample correlation between filtered signals, and distributions for z-score and t-score test

variates derived from filtered signals. Theoretical results are verified both empirically and
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experimentally, the methods of which are described in Section 5.3, with results presented in

Section 5.4. Section 5.5 presents a discussion of these results.

5.2 Theoretical Results

We derive an analytic expression for the distribution of sample correlation between filtered

signals, and show that the variance of sample correlation is a function of the complex fre-

quency response of the filter. We subsequently derive corrected expressions for statistical

inference tests of sample correlation, including both Fisher’s z-transformation and the Stu-

dent’s t-test. In so doing, we demonstrate that temporal filtering induces artificial correlation

by reducing the effective degrees of freedom of the estimate.

5.2.1 Filtering induces correlation

Temporal filtering employed as a preprocessing step prior to fMRI connectivity analysis

typically applies an identical filter to all voxels; consequently, the distribution of sample

correlation is first derived under the assumption that an identical filter is applied to each

timeseries. It is assumed that the timeseries are white, Gaussian signals containing arbitrary

contemporaneous correlation.

Initially suppose that xt and yt are identically filtered using a filter described by the complex

frequency response fk, for all frequencies k. Our first result is that the distribution of sample

correlation between the filtered signals, x(f)
t and y(f)t , is

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

a∼ N
(

ρx,y,

(

1− ρ2x,y
)2

κ

)

, (5.1)

where the corrected degrees of freedom between filtered signals, κ, is

κ !

(

∑

k

f2
k

)2

∑

k

f4
k

. (5.2)

An upper bound on the corrected degrees of freedom is

κ ≤ T. (5.3)

The upper bound for the corrected degrees of freedom is obtained if and only if power is

constant across frequencies, implying that the signal is white and, therefore, samples are

independent. Eq. (5.3) supports the intuitive interpretation of κ as a corrected degrees of
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freedom. Thus, temporal filtering of timeseries may reduce the degrees of freedom con-

tributing to a correlation estimate.

Proof of Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3). A necessary first step toward deriving the sample correlation be-

tween filtered signals is to determine expressions for the spectral constituents of both the

unfiltered and filtered standardised timeseries.

Timeseries xt and yt can be written as the Fourier transform of iid Gaussian frequency

components,

xt =
1

T

∑

k

Xke
2πi k

T t, (5.4)

yt =
1

T

∑

k

Yke
2πi k

T t,

where each frequency component is distributed as (Fuller, 1996)

Xk ∼ N
(

0, Tσ2
x

)

, (5.5)

Yk ∼ N
(

0, Tσ2
y

)

.

The temporal variates, Eq. (5.4), can be transformed to standard normal variates by

x(s)
t !

xt

σx
∼ N (0, 1) (5.6)

y(s)t !
yt
σy

∼ N (0, 1)

so that, from Eq. (5.5),

X(s)
k !

Xk

σx
∼ N (0, T ) (5.7)

Y (s)
k !

Yk

σy
∼ N (0, T ) .

If a filter, described by complex frequency response fk, at each frequency k, is applied to

both xt and yt, the resulting filtered signals are

x(f)
t !

1

T

∑

k

Xkfke
2πi k

T t

y(f)t !
1

T

∑

k

Ykfke
2πi k

T t. (5.8)

Note that to preserve realness of the temporal signals, the imaginary frequency components

of the filter are assumed to be conjugate symmetric around 0.
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Employing the distribution of the spectral variates, Eq. (5.5), variance of the filtered signal

sample at time t, x(f)
t , can be expressed as

σ2
x(f) =

1

T 2

∑

k

(

σ2

X
(f)
k e2πi k

T
t

)

, (5.9)

where σ2

X
(f)
k e2πi k

T
t
denotes the variance of the spectral variate at frequency k, weighted

according to the inverse Fourier transform. Letting R and I denote real and imaginary

components, respectively, Eq. (5.9) can be rearranged so that

σ2
x(f) =

1

T 2

∑

k

(

σ2
R{X(f)

k }
+ σ2

I{X(f)
k }

)

=
1

T 2

∑

k

(

fk
∗fkσ

2
R{Xk} + fk

∗fkσ
2
I{Xk}

)

=
1

T 2

∑

k

(

f2
kσ

2
R{Xk} + f2

kσ
2
I{Xk}

)

, (5.10)

since the conjugate symmetry of the signals requires the imaginary components to sum

to zero. Furthermore, real and imaginary components of the spectral variates have equal

variance (Millioz and Martin, 2010) so that

σ2
x(f) =

1

T 2

∑

k

(

f2
k

2
σ2
Xk

+
f2
k

2
σ2
Xk

)

=
σ2
x

T

∑

k

f2
k , (5.11)

Similarly, for y(f)t ,

σ2
y(f) =

σ2
y

T

∑

k

f2
k . (5.12)

Therefore, standardising the filtered timeseries results in

x(f,s)
t =

x(f)
t

σx

√

∑

k

f2
k

T

y(f,s)t =
y(f)t

σy

√

∑

k

f2
k

T

,

(5.13)
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which gives rise to the complementary spectral variates

X(f,s)
k =

Xkfk

σx

√

∑

k

f2
k

T

Y (f,s)
k =

Ykfk

σy

√

∑

k

f2
k

T

.
(5.14)

For unfiltered bivariate normal random variables sample correlation, corr (xt, yt), is calcu-

lated as

corr (xt, yt) =
cov (xt, yt)

std (xt) std (yt)

=

T
∑

t=1
(xt − µ̂xt

)(yt − µ̂yt
)

√

T
∑

t=1
(xt − µ̂xt

)2
T
∑

t=1
(yt − µ̂yt

)2

, (5.15)

where µ̂xt
and µ̂yt

denote the sample means of xt and yt, respectively. Sample correlation

can be equivalently expressed using standardised variates by a simple rearrangement of

Eq. (5.15) (Whittaker, 2009),

corr (xt, yt) =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

(xt − µ̂xt
)

std (xt)

(yt − µ̂yt
)

std (yt)

=
1

T

T
∑

t=1

x(s)
t y(s)t , (5.16)

where x(s)
t and y(s)t denote the standard normal counterparts of xt and yt, respectively, such

that x(s)
t =

(xt−µ̂xt )
std(xt)

, and y(s)t =
(yt−µ̂yt )
std(yt)

. Correlation is equivalent to cross-correlation,

Eq. (2.10), between standardised variates at lag zero,

ρx,y = γx(s)y(s)(0). (5.17)

Employing the convolution theorem, the Fourier transform of cross-correlation satisfies (Ku-

mar, 2009)

Γx,y(k) =
1

T
X∗

kYk, k = 1, · · · , T, (5.18)

where Xk and Yk denote the values for frequency k, of the Fourier transforms of the vectors

x = [x1, · · · , xT ]′ and y = [y1, · · · , yT ]′, respectively. Consequently, application of the
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inverse Fourier transform requires that

γx,y(τ) =
1

T 2

T−1
∑

k=0

X∗
kYke

2πi k
T τ . (5.19)

To derive the distribution of sample correlation between filtered variates express sample

correlation as lag-0 cross-correlation (Eqs. (5.17)-(5.19)) between Eq. (5.14), which gives

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

=
1

T 2

∑

k

X(f,s)
k

∗
Y (f,s)
k e2πi

k
T 0

=
1

T 2

∑

k









(Xkfk)
∗

σx

√

∑

k

f2
k

T

Ykfk

σy

√

∑

k

f2
k

T









=
1

T
∑

k

f2
k

∑

k

(

X∗
k

σx

Yk

σy
fk

∗fk

)

=
1

T
∑

k

f2
k

∑

k

(

X∗
k

σx

Yk

σy
f2
k

)

, (5.20)

where the last line follows from the conjugate symmetry of the filtered signals.

Although the product terms, X∗
kYk, Eq. (5.20), have a Laplacian distribution (see Ap-

pendix 5.A), the central limit theorem dictates that the sum tends to a Gaussian distribu-

tion. To describe the distribution of sample correlation, we therefore only require the mean

and variance as sufficient statistics of the Gaussian distribution.

Application of Eq. (5.7) to Eq. (5.20), in conjunction with the iid attribute of the unfiltered

spectral components, yields the expected value of corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

:

E
{

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)}

=
1

T
∑

k

f2
k

E
{

X(s)
k Y (s)

k

}

∑

k

Tf2
k

=
ρx,y

T
∑

k

f2
k

∑

k

Tf2
k

=
ρx,y
∑

k

f2
k

∑

k

f2
k

= ρx,y. (5.21)

To determine the variance of sample correlation, rewriting Eq. (5.20) using the standard-

ised spectral components of the serially independent signals, Eq. (5.7), and employing the
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independence of spectral variates obtains

σ2

corr
(

x
(f)
t ,y

(f)
t

) =
1

T 2

(

∑

k

f2
k

)2

∑

k

σ2
X

(s)
k

∗

Y
(s)
k

f4
k .

(5.22)

It remains to determine σ2
X

(s)
k Y

(s)
k

. Considering the standardised form of sample correlation,

Eq. (5.16), we can write,

σ2
corr(xt,yt) =

1

T 2

T
∑

t=1

σ2
x(s)y(s) , (5.23)

since the unfiltered signals are comprised of independent temporal samples. Rearranging

Eq. (5.23), and employing the known variance of sample correlation between unfiltered

signals, Eq. (2.15), gives

σ2
x(s)y(s) =

(

1− ρ2x,y
)2

, (5.24)

which implies that

σ2
X

(s)
k Y

(s)
k

= T 2
(

1− ρ2x,y
)2

. (5.25)

Substitution of Eq. (5.25) in Eq. (5.22) yields the sample variance of correlation between

filtered signals,

σ2

corr
(

x
(f)
t ,y

(f)
t

) =
1

T 2

(

∑

k

f2
k

)2

∑

k

T 2
(

1− ρ2x,y
)2

f4
k

=

∑

k

f4
k

(

∑

k

f2
k

)2

(

1− ρ2x,y
)2

, (5.26)

and the proof for Eqs. (5.1)-(5.2) is complete.

It now remains to prove Eq. (5.3). Recall that the corrected degrees of freedom, Eq. (5.2),

is given by

κ !

(

∑

k

f2
k

)2

∑

k

(f2
k )

2 .
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Denote the power at frequency k by pk = f2
k , so that

κ =

(

∑

k

pk

)2

∑

k

p2k
. (5.27)

Application of Jensen’s inequality with identically unitary weights for all frequencies requires

that (Jensen, 1906)





∑

k

pk

T





2

≤

∑

k

p2k

T
. (5.28)

Noting that pk is necessarily positive, rearranging gives

(

∑

k

pk

)2

∑

k

p2k
≤ T. (5.29)

Substituting f2
k for pk completes the proof of Eq. (5.3).

The result in Eq. (5.1) generalises easily to the case in which signals are filtered multiple

times. The concept of multiple filters can also be employed to model sample dependence

existing prior to temporal filtering. Where there are a total of n filters applied to each

signal, and fi,k denotes the complex response of filter i at frequency k, the net complex

frequency response of the filters can be determined by

fk =
n
∏

i=1

fi,k. (5.30)

The corrected degrees of freedom, Eq. (5.1), can then be determined as usual.

Proof. The proof follows directly from the definition of a temporally filtered signal, Eq. (5.8).

The distribution of sample correlation, Eq. (5.1), was derived assuming that signals were

filtered using a common filter or common multiple filters. This assumption can be relaxed

and the distribution of sample correlation determined for the case where signals are filtered

using different filters. Let signals xt and yt be temporally filtered by filters specified by

complex frequency responses fx,k and fy,k, respectively, for all frequencies, k. Our result is
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that the distribution of sample correlation between the filtered signals, x(fx)
t and y

(fy)
t , is

corr
(

x(fx)
t , y

(fy)
t

)

a∼ N









ρx,y

∑

k

fx,kfy,k
√

∑

k

f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k

,
(

1− ρ2x,y
)2

∑

k

f2
x,kf

2
y,k

∑

k

f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k









. (5.31)

Note that filtering the timeseries with disparate filters modifies the expected sample corre-

lation from the original true correlation, ρx,y.

Proof. Note that this derivation follows the same procedure as the derivation of Eq. (5.1)

and is included for completeness.

Temporal filtering of white, Gaussian timeseries xt and yt by disparate filters respectively

defined by complex frequency responses, fx,k and fy,k, for all frequencies k, generates filtered

signals x(fx)
t and y

(fy)
t , respectively. The filtered signals can be expressed as

x(fx)
t =

1

T

∑

k

Xkfx,ke
2πi k

T t, (5.32)

y
(fy)
t =

1

T

∑

k

Ykfy,ke
2πi k

T t.

Variance of the filtered signals can be determined by application of Eq. (5.11) to be

σ2
x(fx) =

σ2
x

T

∑

k

f2
x,k (5.33)

σ2
y(fy) =

σ2
y

T

∑

k

f2
y,k.

Therefore, standardising the filtered time series, x(fx)
t and y

(fy)
t , requires

x(fxs)
t =

x(fx)
t

σx

√

∑

k

f2
x,k

T

(5.34)

y
(fys)
t =

y
(fy)
t

σy

√

∑

k

f2
y,k

T

, (5.35)
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which generates the complementary spectral variates

X(fxs)
k =

Xkfx,k

σx

√

∑

k

f2
x,k

T

(5.36)

Y
(fys)
k =

Ykfy,k

σy

√

∑

k

f2
y,k

T

.

Expressing sample correlation as a special case of cross-correlation, Eq. (5.17), and deriving

cross-correlation from its spectral components, Eq. (5.19), results in

corr
(

x(fx)
t , y

(fy)
t

)

=
1

T 2

T−1
∑

k=0

X(fxs)
k

∗
Y

(fys)
k

=
1
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∑

k
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√

∑
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∑
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T
√

∑
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f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k

∑

k

(

X∗
k

σx

Yk

σy
fx,k

∗fy,k

)

=
1

T
√

∑

k

f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k

∑

k

(

Xk

σx

Yk

σy
fx,kfy,k

)

, (5.37)

where the last line results because the filtered signals are assumed to be real.

Application of the central limit theorem requires that the sum tends to a Gaussian distribu-

tion. Consequently, mean and variance are sufficient to describe the distribution of sample

correlation between timeseries filtered with disparate filters.

The expected value of corr
(

x(fx)
t , y

(fy)
t

)

can be derived from Eq. (5.37) by observing that

the standardised spectral components of the unfiltered timeseries, Eq. (5.7), are iid;

E
{

corr
(

x(fx)
t , y

(fy)
t

)}

=
1

T
√

∑

k

f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k

E
{

X(s)
k Y (s)

k

}

∑

k

(fx,kfy,k)

=
ρx,yT

T
√

∑

k

f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k

∑

k

(fx,kfy,k)

= ρx,y

∑

k

fx,kfy,k
√

∑

k

f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k

. (5.38)
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To determine the variance of sample correlation between disparately filtered signals rewrite

Eq. (5.37) using the standardised spectral components of unfiltered signals X(s)
k and Y (s)

k ,

Eq. (5.7), as

σ2

corr
(

x
(fx)
t ,y

(f)
t

) =
1

T 2
√

∑

k

f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k

∑

k

σ2
X

(s)
k

∗

Y
(s)
k

f2
x,kf

2
y,k.

(5.39)

Application of Eq. (5.25) then gives

σ2

corr
(

x
(fx)
t ,y

(fy)
t [y]

) =
1

T 2
∑

k

f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k

∑

k

T 2
(

1− ρ2x,y
)2

f2
x,kf

2
y,k

=
(

1− ρ2x,y
)2

∑

k

f2
x,kf

2
y,k

∑

k

f2
x,k

∑

k

f2
y,k

, (5.40)

and the proof is complete.

5.2.2 Correcting for induced correlation

Statistical inference testing of correlation estimates is crucial to identify significant func-

tional connections. The distribution of a significant test variate for correlation depends on

the distribution of sample correlation. The result in Eq. (5.1) can be utilised to correct sta-

tistical testing of correlation estimates between filtered signals. We derive corrected distri-

butions for Fisher’s z-transformation, r
(

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

))

and the Student’s t-test variate,

t
(

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

))

.

Again assuming that xt and yt are identically filtered, using a filter described by the complex

frequency response fk, at frequency k, our result is that the distribution of Fisher’s z-

transformation of corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

is

r
(

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

))

∼ N
(

r (ρx,y) ,
1

κ

)

. (5.41)

Thus, for identical filters the mean is unaffected but, as a consequence of the upper bound

on κ, Eq. (5.3) temporal filtering of white signals necessarily increases the variance of sample

correlation. The upper bound is obtained only in the case of white signals.

For an ideal filter defined by a low cut-off frequency, fl, and a high cut-off frequency, fh, we

demonstrate that the distribution of Fisher’s z-transformation of sample correlation reduces
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to

r
(

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

))

a∼ N
(

r (ρx,y) ,
1

2Ts(fh − fl)T

)

, (5.42)

where Ts denotes the sampling time for acquisition. The corrected degrees of freedom is,

therefore,

κ = 2Ts(fh − fl)T. (5.43)

Recall that for a null hypothesis of zero true correlation, sample estimates can be tested

for significance using a Student’s t-test. We show that sample correlation between filtered

signals can be transformed to a Student’s t-test variate by

t
(

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

))

= corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

√

√

√

√

κ
(

1− corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)2
) (5.44)

with distribution

t
(

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

))

∼ t





(

∑

k

|fk|2)|fk|2
)2

2
∑

k

(|fk|2)|fk|2)2



 . (5.45)

Proof of Eqs. (5.41)-(5.45). The variance of r
(

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

))

can be derived via the

delta method (Oehlert, 1992), which states that if corr ∼ N
(

ρ,σ2
corr

)

then for some function

g(corr) with derivative defined at ρ, a first order approximation of its distribution is given

by

g(corr)
D→ N

(

g(ρ),σ2
corrg

′(ρ)2
)

, (5.46)

where
D→ denotes convergence in distribution.

Let

g(corr) ! r (corr) =
1

2
ln
1 + corr

1− corr
(5.47)

so that

g′(corr) =
1

1− corr2
. (5.48)
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Applying Eq. (5.1) to Eq. (5.46) gives

σ2

r
(

corr
(

x
(f)
t ,y

(f)
t

)) = σ2

corr
(

x
(f)
t ,y

(f)
t

)(g′(ρx(f),y(f)))2

=

(

1− ρ2
x(f),y(f)

)2

κ

1
(

1− ρx(f),y(f)

)2

=
1

κ
, (5.49)

proving the variance component. From Eq. (5.1), the mean of corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

is simply

ρx,y; transforming the mean using g(ρx,y), the result for Eq. (5.41) follows.

To prove Eqs. (5.42)-(5.43), define an ideal filter by a low cut-off frequency, fl, and a high

cut-off frequency, fh. For a timeseries of length T denote the interval between discrete

frequencies by (Atlas, 2009, p.54)

∆f =
1

T
, (5.50)

so that fl = ∆fkl and fh = ∆fkh, where kl and kh denote indices for the low and high

cut-off frequencies, respectively.

Since the filter is ideal

fk =







0, for k < fl, fh < k

1, for fl ≤ k ≤ fh.
(5.51)

so that the expression for corrected degrees of freedom between filtered signals, Eq. (5.2),

reduces to

κ =
(2 (kh − kl))

2

2 (kh − kl)

= 2 (kh − kl)

=
2 (fh − fl)

∆f
. (5.52)

The sampling interval can be expressed as (Westbrook et al., 2005, pp.77-81)

Ts =
1

T∆f
. (5.53)

Substituting this into Eq. (5.52) gives

κ = 2TsT (fh − fl) , (5.54)
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and the proof of Eqs. (5.42)-(5.43) is complete.

It now remains to prove Eqs. (5.44)-(5.45). As the t-test is only valid when testing the null

case of zero correlation, it suffices for this proof to consider only the case in which x(f)
t and

y(f)t are independent.

To aid readability in deriving the transformation of sample correlation to a Student’s t

statistic, define

wt = x(f,s)
t y(f,s)t (5.55)

with sample mean

µ̂w =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

wt

=
1

T

T
∑

t=1

x(f,s)
t y(f,s)t , (5.56)

which is equivalent to sample correlation between filtered signals, corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

,

Eq. (5.16).

The Student’s t-test statistic is acquired from the ratio of a standard normal variate to

an independent χ variate. The t-test for sample correlation obtains these variables from

descriptive statistics of wt.

The standard normal variate is derived by standardising the sample mean, µ̂w. From

Eq. (5.1), µw (i.e. corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

) has an asymptotically normal distribution with mean

zero, and can be standardised by,

µ̂(s)
w =

µ̂w

σµw

= µ̂w

√
κ. (5.57)

To construct the χ variate, consider the sample variance of wt,

var (w) =
1

T − 1

T
∑

t=1

(

w2
t − µ̂2

w

)

=
T

T − 1

(

1− µ̂2
w

)

, (5.58)

where the last line is a consequence of Eq. (5.55), which describes wt as the product of

independent, standard normal variates, so that E{w} = 0 and σ2
w = 1. Application of
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Parseval’s theorem (Kammler, 2000) under the null hypothesis requires that

T
∑

t=1

w2
t =

1

T

∑

k

|Wk|2

var (w) =
1

T
var (W ) , (5.59)

which permits the use of the sample variance of Wk to determine the signal variance for wt.

Since wt is derived from the product of temporal variables, x(f,s)
t and y(f,s)t , Eq. (5.55), the

convolution theorem dictates that Wk is determined by the convolution of the frequency

domain counterparts, X(f,s)
k and Y (f,s)

k , Eq. (5.14), so that

Wk = X(f,s)
k ( Y (f,s)

k

=
T

Tσxσy

∑

k

f2
k

(fkXk ( fkYk)

=
1

∑

k

f2
k

N
∑

j=1

fjfk−jX
(s)
k Y (s)

k−j . (5.60)

Although each term in the sum has a Laplacian distribution (see Appendix 5.A), application

of the central limit theorem results in an asymptotic normal distribution for Wk, with zero

mean and variance,

var (W ) =
1

∑

k

f2
k

N
∑

j=1

|fj |2|fk−j |2σ2
X

(s)
j

σ2
Y

(s)
k−j

=
T 2

(

∑

k

f2
k

)2 |fk|
2 ( |fk|2. (5.61)

Consequently, the distribution of the variance of Wk and hence wt (Eq. (5.59)) can be

considered a weighted sum of χ2 variates, which can be approximated by a χ2 distribu-

tion with effective degrees of freedom determined by the Welch-Satterthwaite’s equation
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(Satterthwaite, 1946; Welch, 1947),

d =

(

∑

k

|Wk|2
)2

∑

k

|Wk|4

=





T 2
(

∑

k

f2
k

)2

∑

k

|fk|2 ( |fk|2




2

2
∑

k

T 4
(

∑

k

f2
k

)4 (|fk|2 ( |fk|2)2

=

(

∑

k

|fk|2 ( |fk|2
)2

2
∑

k

(|fk|2 ( |fk|2)2
, (5.62)

where the factor of 1
2 is a consequence of d being an even function.

The standard normal and χ variates from which the Student’s t-test statistic is constructed

are required to be independent. Given that the sample mean and sample variance of a

Gaussian variable are independent1 (Whittaker, 2009), a ratio of the sample mean, µ̂w, and

sample variance, var (w), both scaled by σw, satisfies the independence requirement. To this

end define

v ! (T − 1)
var (w)

σ2
w

= T
(

1− µ̂2
w

)

, (5.63)

since σ2
w = 1.

The Student’s t variate can now be constructed from the ratio of Eqs. (5.57)-(5.63),

µ̂(s)
w√
v

∼ t (d) . (5.64)

Substituting corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

for µ̂w, and employing the expression derived for the degrees

1The sample mean and sample variance of a Gaussian, zt ∼ N
(

µz ,σ2
z

)

, are independent since E{µz(zt−
µz)} = 0.
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of freedom Eq. (5.62) results in

t
(

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

))

= corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)

√

√

√

√

κ

1− corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

)2

t
(

corr
(

x(f)
t , y(f)t

))

∼ t











(

∑
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|fk|2 ( |fk|2
)2

2
∑

k

(|fk|2 ( |fk|2)2











. (5.65)

This completes the proof for Eqs. (5.44)-(5.45).

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Simulated data

MATLAB was used to generate simulation datasets, each containing 2000 pairs of timeseries

from a bivariate normal distribution, characterised by timeseries length T ∈ [500, 10000],

variance σ2 ∈ [1, 100], and correlation ρ ∈ (−1, 1). Correlation induced between signals was

independent of frequency and a sampling frequency of Ts = 1 second was used.

A set of filters, containing both realistic and unrealistic filter designs, was constructed to

test the effect of different power distributions amongst signal frequencies on κ. FIR filters

were included in the filter set as realistic filters with linear phase response. AR filters were

incorporated as fMRI signals are known to contain autocorrelation. Step and ramp filters

were impractical filter designs that were included to examine the generality of results. The

complex response vector of each filter was scaled by s ∈ { 1
2 , 1, 2, 4, 8} to determine the

impact of modifying signal power and, in the case of multiple filters being applied, the net

effect of multiple filters with differing scale factors.

FIR filters were parameterised by low cut-off frequency fl ∈ [0, 0.5), high cut-off frequency

fh ∈ (0, 0.5], such that fl < fh and scale of amplitude response, s. AR filters were generated

using a random lag order p ∈ {0, 10}, and a randomised coefficient vector b, tested for

stability. Step filters were constructed by setting the frequency response between fl and fh

to three different amplitudes, s
3 ,

s
2 , s, at equal divisions between fl and fh. The amplitude

response of ramp filters increased linearly between fl and fh from 0 to s. An example of each

filter type is shown in Fig. 5.1. For each filter specification, a frequency response vector was

generated, f = [f0, · · · , fT ]′, from which the corrected degrees of freedom, κ, was calculated.

To determine the impact of filtering on both white and non-white signals, and to verify

the result for multiple filters, Eq. (5.30), random combinations of up to three filters were

applied to datasets. Where a single filter was employed, it was applied to each timeseries
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Figure 5.1: Amplitude response of example filters from each filter class. A: FIR filter with
cut-off frequencies fl = 0, fh = 0.25 and scaling parameter s = 1. B: Step filter with
cut-off frequencies fl = 0.125, fh = 0.275 and scale parameter s = 2. C: Ramp filter with
cut-off frequencies fl = 0.125, fh = 0.275 and scale parameter s = 0.5. D: AR(1) filter with
coefficient of 0.9.
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after inducing correlation between signal pairs. For the case of two filters, one was applied

prior to correlation being induced between timeseries pairs, and the other was applied after

correlation induction. Finally, in the case of three filters, one was applied prior to correlation

being induced between timeseries and the other two were applied post correlation induction.

The analytic expression for the corrected variance of sample correlation, Eq. (5.1), was

evaluated using the net complex response of the multiple filters according to Eq. (5.30),

where necessary. Sample correlation was calculated for each signal pair in the dataset and

the variance across the sample correlation estimates determined. The empirical and analytic

estimates for sample correlation were plotted against a sum of the filter’s normalised power

spectral density.

Corrected distributions for the sample correlation test statistics were verified by gener-

ating empirical distributions of the test statistics with and without the filtering correc-

tion. For each simulation dataset sample correlation between timeseries pairs was recorded

both before and after filtering with random combinations of up to three filters. Fisher’s

z-transformation was applied and the resulting z-scores standardised to enable comparison.

The z-scores generated from unfiltered data were standardised using the distribution predi-

cated on independent samples, Eq. (2.17), while z-scores generated from filtered data were

standardised using the uncorrected distribution and the corrected distribution that accounts

for filtering, Eq. (5.41). A histogram was generated for each case. The same process was

employed to generate empirical distributions for the t-test using the uncorrected test statis-

tic, Eq. (2.18), and the test variate adjusted for filtering, Eq. (5.44), using the corrected

distribution, Eq. (5.45).

5.3.2 Experimental data

The resting state BOLD dataset introduced in Section 3.2 was employed. All images were

motion corrected and smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian 6x6x6mm3 kernel, applied using

MATLAB . A conventional general linear model (GLM) activation analysis (Friston et al.,

1994) was applied to the motor task data to identify the LMC. An average hemodynamic

timeseries was created for the LMC of each subject by averaging across voxels in the region

of interest (ROI).

For each subject, seed-voxel correlation maps were calculated using the averaged LMC

as the seed. A low-pass FIR filter with cut-off, fh = 0.1Hz, was then applied, and the

correlation maps re-calculated. For the unfiltered data, voxels significantly connected to

the LMC were identified by thresholding the z-scores based on the standard distribution

derived for independent samples, Eq. (2.17), with α < 0.01 (Bonferroni corrected). Z-scores

derived from filtered data were thresholded using both the uncorrected distribution, and the

distribution corrected for filtering, Eq. (5.41), also with α < 0.01 (Bonferroni corrected).
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Figure 5.2: Variance of sample correlation estimated from simulations (solid lines), and
predicted using the filter’s complex response (dashed lines), for various true correlation
values.

5.4 Results

The theoretical results presented in Section 5.2 established an analytic expressions for the

distribution of sample correlation between filtered timeseries based on the complex frequency

responses of the filters. Analytic expressions were also provided for the test variates of sample

correlation of filtered timeseries, using both Fisher’s z-transformation and Student’s t-test.

Empirical results validating the corrections are now presented, with experimental results

demonstrating the significance of the corrections in connectivity analyses.

5.4.1 Empirical results

The variance of sample correlation was recorded after applying each filter type to each

simulation dataset. Additionally, for each simulation, the variance of sample correlation

predicted by the analytic correction proposed in Eq. (5.1) was recorded. The simulation re-

sults (Fig. 5.2) demonstrate that the sample variance of correlation between filtered signals

is accurately predicted by the analytic expression in Eq. (5.1), derived from the filter’s com-

plex amplitude response. Furthermore, the correction is clearly valid for all true correlation

values. The figure also indicates that the variance of sample correlation becomes arbitrarily

large as the remaining filter power becomes infinitesimally small.

Histograms of correlation test variates derived from both unfiltered and filtered Gaussian

noise were generated to empirically compare the distributions of samples. Fig. 5.3 shows

an example result generated using a true correlation of ρx,y = 0.3. All true correlation
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Figure 5.3: Empirical distributions of correlation test variates derived from Fisher’s z-
transformation, z (corr (xt, yt)), and Student’s t-test, t (corr (xt, yt)), sampled from both
unfiltered and filtered simulation data with; true correlation, ρx,y = 0.3; T = 1000; σ2 = 1.
A low-pass FIR filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.08Hz was used for filtering. A: Fisher’s
z-scores for unfiltered data. B: Uncorrected z-scores for filtered data. C: Corrected z-scores
for filtered data. D: t-scores derived from the t-test for unfiltered data. E: Uncorrected
t-scores for filtered data. F: Corrected t-scores for filtered data.

values generated histograms centred at 0 (data not shown) since z-scores and t-scores were

standardised, and the expected value of sample correlation is unchanged when filtering

signals with a common filter, Eq. (5.1). Standardised and corrected test variates derived

from filtered timeseries have the same distribution as standardised test variates acquired

from unfiltered timeseries, and conform with the standard normal distribution, indicating

that the samples were standardised using the true distributions of the test variates. The

uncorrected empirical distribution derived from filtered datasets show clearly the impact

of temporal filtering; the measures are characterised by visibly increased variance and no

longer conform to the standard normal distribution from which they were drawn, so that

thresholding to identify significant sample correlation values no longer yields meaningful

results. An intended z-score confidence interval of 95% is reduced to 60% if uncorrected and

predicated on the violated assumption of sample independence. Conversely, thresholding the

corrected measures derived from filtered data successfully restores the intended confidence

interval to 95%.

5.4.2 Experimental results

To examine the impact of our correction in the context of fMRI connectivity seed-voxel cor-

relation maps were computed for two subjects using both unfiltered and filtered resting state

BOLD data (Fig. 5.4). Thresholded maps generated from unfiltered data and significance

tested using z-scores (Fig. 5.4A,G) and t-scores (Fig. 5.4D,J) show marked variation both

across inference tests and between subjects. Connectivity maps generated from filtered data
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and significance tested using uncorrected measures show an inordinate proportion of voxels

connected to the LMC (Fig. 5.4B,E,H,K), and exhibit substantial differences between sub-

jects but improved consistency across significance test. Connectivity maps generated from

filtered data and significance tested using our corrected expressions contain a feasible pro-

portion of significant voxels connected to the LMC seed, with connectivity in conformance

with the literature (Fig. 5.4C,F,I,L) (Vollmar et al., 2011; Xiong et al., 1999; Park et al.,

2011), and exhibit improved consistency in connectivity both across the inference tests and

between subjects.
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Figure 5.4: Seed-voxel correlation maps derived from sample correlation values for unfiltered,
and filtered, data, significance tested using Fisher’s z-transformation, r (corr (xt, yt)), and
the t-test, t (corr (xt, yt)), thresholded at p < 0.05 (corrected). An FIR filter with a cut-off
frequency of 0.1Hz was used for filtering. Subject 1: panels A-F. Subject 2: panels G-L.
A, G: Fisher’s z-scores for unfiltered data. B, H: Uncorrected z-scores for filtered data.
C, I: Corrected z-scores for filtered data. D, J: t-scores derived from the t-test applied to
unfiltered data. E, K: Uncorrected t-scores for filtered data. F, L: Corrected t-scores for
filtered data.

5.5 Discussion

BOLD data is notoriously noisy, promoting the emergence of preprocessing techniques in

fMRI connectivity analyses. Temporal filtering is a preprocessing technique that aims to

reduce power at frequencies containing predominantly noise, thereby improving SNR. How-

ever, a secondary effect of temporal filtering, crucial in the context of fMRI connectivity,

is its impact on the distribution of sample correlation. The expression for the variance of

sample correlation, proposed by Fisher (1915) is founded on an assumption of sample in-

dependence and, necessarily, an absence of autocorrelation in the constituent signals. The
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process of filtering violates this assumption by introducing autocorrelation to the signals.

We have demonstrated that temporal filtering reduces the degrees of freedom contributing to

correlation estimates, thus increasing the associated variance. We have addressed this issue

by deriving an analytic expression for the post filtering distribution of sample correlation

as a function of the complex frequency response of the filter.

As the distribution of sample correlation governs the distribution of its test variates, z-scores

and t-scores are also impacted by temporal filtering. We have derived corrected distributions

for both z-score and t-score estimates as a function of the filter frequency response, thereby

restoring integrity to statistical inference results acquired from filtered datasets. If the filter-

induced change in distribution is not accounted for, the consequent increase in variance will

inflate the false positive rate, artificially inducing correlation.

As the extent of filtering and hence departure from sample independence increases, the

expression for the variance of sample correlation proposed by Fisher (1915) becomes in-

creasingly inaccurate. BOLD data are characterised by a narrow frequency band containing

signal of interest that renders fMRI correlation estimates vulnerable to significant deviation

from the expected distribution. Furthermore, the absence of a filtering standard, in conjunc-

tion with diverse frequency spectra induced by differing sample rates, impedes comparison of

results across different experimental configurations. Use of our corrections for significance

testing ensures confidence intervals are correct and enables comparison of results across

heterogeneous experimental conditions.

The importance of our corrections is exemplified in application to experimental resting state

data, described in Section 5.4. Inconsistency of the correlation maps between the unfiltered

test statistics suggests that noise is corrupting results, advocating the need for temporal

filtering to suppress noise. However, while the uncorrected test statistics acquired from

filtered data show improved consistency across the test types, the improbable proportion of

significant voxels is not reflective of expected results, but instead suggests severely compro-

mised confidence intervals (Biswal et al., 1995; Xiong et al., 1999). The correlation maps

derived from the corrected test statistics show improved consistency across both inference

tests and subjects, and conform to established expectations (Wu et al., 2011; Vollmar et al.,

2011).

The composition of BOLD signals is known to be dominated by noise, components of which

are isolated in specific frequency bands. Consequently, BOLD signals may not exhibit white

frequency spectra prior to temporal filtering. In this case the frequency spectra can be

considered a naturally occurring filter. Eq. (5.30) addresses this eventuality by stating that,

in the case of multiple filters, the distribution of sample correlation is determined by the net

filter gain. This remark is verified empirically in Section 5.4, which further demonstrates

that the correction remains valid if a filter is applied prior to correlation being induced. The

implications of this result are two-fold. First, filters can be employed to model temporal
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structure in the original, unprocessed data, allowing for relaxation of the independence

assumption for BOLD signals. Secondly, the corrections are valid both when decimated

frequencies contain only noise, and when filtering extracts signal of interest.

Friston et al. (1994) recognised the significance of autocorrelation in calculation of a cor-

rected degrees of freedom for sample correlation. However, they estimate the variance of

sample lag-0 correlation across multiple instances using the variance of cross-correlation

across multiple lags. This is only valid for signals containing zero correlation at all lags.

Indeed, Fisher (1915) showed that the variance of sample correlation should diminish with

increasing strength of correlation, while the variance of the cross-correlation function ac-

tually increases with true correlation. This difference renders the correction proposed by

Friston et al. (1994) incompatible with Fisher’s z-transformation, which is applied to sample

correlation to generate a test variate independent of true correlation.

The complex responses of a finite impulse response filter and an infinite impulse response

filter can be approximated by an ideal filter response, described by its low and high cut-

off frequencies. In this case, the corrected degrees of freedom can be determined simply

from the filter cut-off frequencies, and the variance of Fisher’s z-score reduces to the simple

expression described in Eq. (5.42). This result is particularly useful in the context of fMRI

connectivity, where the use of such filters is prevalent.

The impact of temporal filtering on the distribution of sample correlation estimates has

implications for group analyses also, given that total variance is a function of within-subject

variance (Penny et al., 2004c). An in depth examination of the impact on group analyses is

beyond the scope of this thesis and is the subject of current work.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have demonstrated that the fMRI preprocessing step of temporal filter-

ing increases the sample variance of correlation, thereby inflating the false positive rate and

artificially inducing connectivity. We have derived an analytic expression for the variance of

sample correlation as a function of the filter frequency response. Furthermore, we have es-

tablished corrected expressions for the z-score and t-score test variates of sample correlation,

restoring confidence intervals and integrity of results. We advocate employing the proposed

correction to ameliorate the problem of artificially induced connectivity while retaining the

improved noise suppression acquired from temporal filtering.
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5.A Product of complex Gaussian variates

The product of two Gaussian random variables results in a product-normal variate. Assum-

ing we take the product of x ∼ pN
(

x ; 0,σ2
x

)

and y ∼ pN
(

y ; 0,σ2
y)
)

, the resulting product

normal variate, xy ∼ pPN (xy ; σxσy), has the characteristic function 1

(1+σ2
xσ

2
y)

1
2

(Pearson

et al., 1929). The sum of two identical product normal variates has the characteristic func-

tion

ψ =
1

(1 + σ2
xσ

2
yt

2)
1
2

1

(1 + σ2
xσ

2
yt

2)
1
2

=
1

(1 + σ2
xσ

2
yt

2)
∼ p
Lapl

(xy ; 0,σxσy) . (5.66)

Thus, the sum of two identical product normal variables generates a Laplacian variable.
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6.1 Introduction

FMRI connectivity analysis techniques have traditionally been categorised into data-driven

methods and model-based methods, termed functional and effective connectivity, respec-

tively, by Friston et al. (1993). Data-driven connectivity techniques most commonly extract

information from whole-brain correlation or covariance maps (Friston, 1994; Rogers et al.,

2007) and therefore do not incorporate a notion of directional influence, purportedly since

correlation is a scalar measure of total linear connectivity between two voxels (Friston et al.,

1993; Sato et al., 2006b; Rogers et al., 2007); correlative connectivity measures are described

as “ambiguous with respect to underlying directed interactions” (Roebroeck et al., 2005,

pg. 230). In contrast, model-based methods, such as structural equation modelling (SEM)

(McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994; Gonzalez-Lima and McIntosh, 1994) and dynamic

causal modelling (DCM) (Friston et al., 2003b), employ some form of a priori knowledge to

examine selected networks in the brain, based on a parametric model of the relationships

between network nodes (Friston, 1994).

Marrelec et al. (2005) examined the relationship between data-driven and model-based con-

nectivity techniques and demonstrated that, while unmediated correlation fails to capture

the complexity of interactions modelled in SEM, conditional correlation that mediates re-

lationships between network nodes is sufficient to express the relationships that arise in a

linear Gaussian SEM analysis. Their work provided the underpinnings of a unified view of

connectivity analysis techniques that transcends the functional/effective dichotomy. How-

ever, it did not consider measures describing lagged influence, such as Granger causality.

A concurrent stream of connectivity analysis techniques arose in the medical imaging lit-

erature based on the concepts of Granger causality. Granger (1969) defined the axiom of

causality, that cause must precede effect, in the context of time series by asserting that a

time series y causally influences x if one is better able to predict x knowing the past of y.

Granger causality, also termed Granger-Wiener causality with appropriate deference to the

seminal work of Wiener (1956), refers to the quantification of causality in stochastic time

series through analysis of the variance of the residual processes. Geweke (1982) extended

Granger’s application of causality to autoregressive models by the introduction of both a

directed and an instantaneous Granger causality measure, which together form a measure

of total linear dependence between two time series.

The application of Geweke’s Granger causality (Geweke’s Granger causality (GGC)) mea-

sures to fMRI data seemingly enlarged the pool of fMRI connectivity analysis techniques,

“promising further insights” (Zhou et al., 2009a, pg. 2198) into neural connectivity by pro-

viding methods that were simultaneously functional, taking a whole-brain approach, and

effective, by their dependence on a parametric model (Goebel et al., 2003; Roebroeck et al.,

2005; Abler et al., 2005). While linear Granger causality measures are known to be limited

in their ability to infer causality from fMRI timeseries (Smith et al., 2011), their uptake in
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fMRI analyses has been rapid. The breadth of GGC techniques to-date spans conditional

GGC measures (Chen et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2009a), partial GGC measures (Guo et al.,

2008), frequency domain implementations (Chen et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2009a; Demirci

et al., 2009; Deshpande et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2009), and Bayesian (Valdes-Sosa, 2004),

time-varying (Sato et al., 2006a) and nonlinear (Li et al., 2010) methods.

While similarities between GGC and correlation-based connectivity methods have been ac-

knowledged, e.g. Rogers et al. (2010, pg. 1062) note that “partial Granger causality is

based on the concept of partial covariance...”, the precise nature of the relationship be-

tween the two has remained oblique. The primary objective of this chapter is to ascertain

whether connectivity identified by GGC measures can be equally assessed using lagged or

partial correlation measures. We investigate the relationship between GGC and correlation-

based connectivity methods through an examination of how GGC measures can be exactly

expressed as remappings of correlation-based quantities. Furthermore, we show that the

statistical inference tests applied to GGC and correlation-based connectivity are equivalent.

Our aim was to develop a clear understanding of the theoretical basis of linear connectivity

analysis methods for human brain mapping researchers, in particular, to establish the place

of Granger causality as a surrogate for correlation-based techniques.

The chapter is organised as follows. The main contributions of the chapter are described in

Section 6.2; that GGC measures can be expressed as nonlinear functions of correlation-based

quantities, and that the statistical inference tests of GGC measures are equivalent to those

applied to their correlation-based counterparts. The theoretical results are then verified

empirically (Section 6.3 and Section 6.4). The chapter then concludes with a discussion

(Section 6.5) regarding implications of the equivalence mappings between GGC measures

and correlation-based measures for fMRI connectivity.

6.2 Theoretical Results

We investigate dependencies between correlation-based measures and GGC measures in

the following sections, and present the primary contribution of this chapter; that all GGC

measures are remappings of traditional correlation-based connectivity measures. We subse-

quently show that GGC inference tests provide the same information as inference tests of

their counterpart correlation-based measures.

6.2.1 GGC Measures as Functions of Correlation

The following five statements of equivalence demonstrate that all GGC measures are
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Equivalence 1. Instantaneous Granger causality is a remapping of partial correlation:

Fx·y = −ln

(

1− corr
(

xt, yt|x(p)
t−1,y

(p)
t−1

)2
)

.

Proof. Rearranging instantaneous Granger causality (IGC), Eq. (2.38), gives

Fx·y = ln
var (et,V ) var (ut,V )

var (et,V ) var (ut,V )− cov (et,V , ut,V )
2

= −ln

(

1− cov (et,V , ut,V )
2

var (et,V ) var (ut,V )

)

. (6.1)

Using the definition of partial variance, Eq. (2.5), and employing partial correlation,

Eq. (2.6), the equivalence follows.

It follows trivially from the first statement of equivalence that for order-zero VAR models,

instantaneous Granger causality is a remapping of correlation,

Fx·y = −ln(1− corr (xt, yt)
2).

Equivalence 2. Directed Granger causality is a remapping of partial variance and the

multiple correlation coefficient:

Fy→x = ln
var

(

xt|x(p)
t−1

)

var
(

xt|x(p)
t−1,y

(p)
t−1

)

= ln
1−mcorr

(

xt,x
(p)
t−1

)2

1−mcorr

(

xt,

[

x
(p)
t−1

y
(p)
t−1

])2 .

Proof. The equivalence of directed Granger causality (DGC) to a log ratio of partial vari-

ances is an immediate consequence of the definition of partial variance in a LGM (Davidson

and MacKinnon, 2004; Greene, 2008). For completeness, using the definition of partial

variance, Eq. (2.5),

Fy→x = ln
var

(

xt|x(p)
t−1

)

var
(

xt|x(p)
t−1,y

(p)
t−1

) , (6.2)

It remains to show that DGC can be expressed as a remapping of the multiple correlation

coefficient. Recall that the prediction of xt is designated by x̃t. Consider first the AR model,

Eq. (2.24), in which x
(p)
t−1 is used to predict xt, and coefficient vectors bA and cA are 0.
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From the properties of covariance (Whittaker, 2009),

var (x̃t,A) = cov (x̃t,A, x̃t,A)

= cov (x̃t,A, xt − et,A)

= cov (x̃t,A, xt)− cov (x̃t,A, et,A)

= cov (x̃t,A, xt) , (6.3)

where the last line results from the orthogonality of the predictor and residual timeseries.

Applying this relationship to the definition of multiple correlation, Eq. (2.4), gives the

sample estimate of multiple correlation,

mcorr
(

xt,x
(p)
t−1

)2
=

var (x̃t,A)

var (xt)
. (6.4)

Since the signal variance can be decomposed into orthogonal components (Hamilton, 1994)

var (xt) = var (x̃t,A) + var (et,A) , (6.5)

multiple correlation, Eq. (2.4), can be expressed in terms of residual variance (Whittaker,

2009),

mcorr
(

xt,x
(p)
t−1

)2
= 1− var (et,A)

var (xt)
. (6.6)

Similarly, multiple correlation for the VAR model can be expressed as

mcorr

(

xt,

[

x
(p)
t−1

y
(p)
t−1

])2

= 1− var (et,V )

var (xt)
. (6.7)

Finally, employing the definition of partial variance, Eq. (2.5), gives the result.

The next statements follow in the same manner as equivalences, and detail equivalence rela-

tionships between conditional Granger causality measures, and correlation-based measures.

1 and 2.

Equivalence 3. Conditional instantaneous Granger causality is a remapping of partial

correlation:

Fx·y|z = −ln

(

1− corr
(

xt, yt|x(p)
t−1,y

(p)
t−1, z

(p)
t−1

)2
)

.

Proof. The derivation follows directly from Equivalence 1 and application of the Frisch-

Waugh-Lovell theorem (Lovell, 2008) which states that regression can be applied sequen-

tially, so that the influence of z(p)t−1 can be removed, and then Equivalence 1 applied.
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Equivalence 4. Conditional directed Granger causality is a remapping of partial variance

and multiple correlation:

Fy→x|z = ln
var

(

xt|x(p)
t−1, z

(p)
t−1

)

var
(

xt|x(p)
t−1,y

(p)
t−1, z

(p)
t−1

)

= ln

1−mcorr

(

xt,

[

x
(p)
t−1

z
(p)
t−1

])2

1−mcorr






xt,







x
(p)
t−1

y
(p)
t−1

z
(p)
t−1













2 .

Proof. The derivation follows directly from Equivalence 2 and application of the Frisch-

Waugh-Lovell theorem (Lovell, 2008).

Partial directed Granger causality was introduced to cater for unmodelled inputs that are

common to all regions, by removing any remaining covariance between residuals after re-

gressing out lagged influence.

Equivalence 5. Partial directed Granger causality is a remapping of directed and instan-

taneous measures:

Fy→x|·z = Fy→x|z + Fx·z|y − Fx·z.

Proof. The result follows from direct substitution of the relevant expressions, as follows:

Fy→x|·z =ln
var (et,Vxz

|wt,Vxz
)

var
(

et,Vxyz
|wt,Vxyz

)

=ln
var (et,Vxz

)− cov (et,Vxz
, wt,Vxz

) (var (wt,Vxz
))−1cov (wt,Vxz

, et,Vxz
)

var
(

et,Vxyz

)

− cov
(

et,Vxyz
, wt,Vxyz

)

(var
(

wt,Vxyz

)

)−1cov
(

wt,Vxyz
, et,Vxyz

)

=ln
var (et,Vxz

) (1− corr (et,Vxz
, wt,Vxz

)2)

var
(

et,Vxyz

)

(1− corr
(

et,Vxyz
, wt,Vxyz

)2
)

=ln
var (xt|xt−p, zt−p) (1− corr (xt, zt|xt−p, zt−p)

2)

var (xt|xt−p,yt−p, zt−p) (1− corr (xt, zt|xt−p,yt−p, zt−p)
2)

=ln
var (xt|xt−p, zt−p)

var (xt|xt−p,yt−p, zt−p)
− ln

(

1− corr (xt, zt|xt−p,yt−p, zt−p)
2
)

+ ln
(

1− corr (xt, zt|xt−p, zt−p)
2
)

=Fy→x|z + Fx·z|y − Fx·z

(6.8)
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6.2.2 The Equivalence Between GGC and Correlation-based Sta-

tistical Inference Tests

Each measure of linear dependence described in Appendix 2.2.2, and each Granger causality

measure, forms a test statistic that is distributed exactly, asymptotically, or approximately,

according to a given distribution. Comparison of the distributions yields insight into any

source of difference between the application of Granger-based and variance-based measures.

The statistical inference test for zero partial correlation, Eq. (2.19), is compared to the

inference test for IGC, Eq. (2.42).

Equivalence 6. The statistical inference tests of zero partial correlation and zero instan-

taneous Granger causality are asymptotically equivalent.

Proof. To aid readability, throughout this derivation let ρ = ρ
xt,yt|x(p)

t−1,y
(p)
t−1

, and F = Fxt·yt
,

so that Equivalence 1 becomes F = −ln(1− ρ2).

In Chapter 6.2.1, IGC was shown to be a remapping of partial correlation, Eq. (1). Taylor’s

theorem (Pedrick, 1994) can be employed to approximate this function using a fourth order

Taylor expansion,

F ≈ F (ρ0) +
dF

dρ ρ=ρ0

(ρ− ρ) +
d2F

dρ2 ρ=ρ0

(ρ− ρ)2

2
+

d3F

dρ3 ρ=ρ0

(ρ− ρ)3

3!

+
d4F

dρ4 ρ=ρ0

(ρ− ρ)4

4!
,

(6.9)

where ρ0 is the centre point of the Taylor expansion. The derivative functions can easily be

derived as

dF

dρ
= − 2ρ

ρ2 − 1

d2F

dρ2
=

4ρ2

(ρ2 − 1)2
+

2

1− ρ2

d3F

dρ3
=

12ρ

(ρ2 − 1)2
+

16ρ3

(ρ2 − 1)3

d4F

dρ4
=

12ρ

(ρ2 − 1)2
− 96ρ2

(ρ2 − 1)3
+

96ρ4

(ρ2 − 1)4
.

Under a null hypothesis of H0 : ρ = 0, the expected value for sample partial correlation is

0, and hence it is intuitive to centre the Taylor expansion at 0, so that Eq. (6.9) becomes

F ≈ ρ2. (6.10)

Following the same process to approximate Fisher’s z-transformation from partial correlation
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results in

r ≈ ρ+
ρ3

3
+

ρ4

6
. (6.11)

Under the null hypothesis of zero partial correlation, sample partial correlation values are

expected to be small, and hence this approximation can be further approximated by

r ≈ ρ. (6.12)

This result is expected since under the null hypothesis the distribution of sample correlation,

Eq. (2.19), matches the null hypothesis distribution of Fisher’s z-transformation, Eq. (2.21).

Applying this result to Eq. (6.10) immediately gives

F ≈ r2. (6.13)

Let

S = φ(r) ≈ Nr2, (6.14)

which has derivative

φ′(r) =
dS

dr
= 2Nr. (6.15)

Under the null hypothesis the distribution of the partial correlation test variate is given by

r ∼ N
(

0,
1

N

)

. (6.16)

Expressing the distribution of the IGC test statistic using a change of variables from the

partial correlation test variate requires that (Papoulis and Pillai, 2002)

pχ2 (S) = 2pN
(

φ−1(S)
)

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

φ′(φ−1(S))

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (6.17)

where the factor of 2 is a consequence of the non-injective mapping from r to F . Expanding

gives,

1√
2π

(S)−
1
2 e

S
2 =

√

N

2π
e−

SN
N2

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

2
√
SN

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (6.18)

and the proof is complete.

The significance of directed influence from y to x is assessed by comparing the bivariate
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VAR model, in which xt is a function of [x(p)
t−1, y

(p)
t−1], with the AR model, in which xt is a

function of only x(p)
t−1. The reduced parameter set of the AR model renders it nested within

the VAR model, which is a key consideration for statistical inference testing. Note that N

continues to denote degrees of freedom such that N = T − 2p− 1.

Using the multiple correlation coefficient, the test for zero directed influence is expressed

via a null hypothesis, H0 : R2
xt,x

(p)
t−1,y

(p)
t−1

= R2
xt,x

(p)
t−1

. For nested models with Gaussian noise,

the resulting test statistic has an F distribution, Eq. (2.22), where, for clarity, mcorr2A =

mcorr
(

xt,x
(p)
t−1

)2
and mcorr2V = mcorr

(

xt,

[

x
(p)
t−1

y
(p)
t−1

])2

.

h
(

mcorr2V ,mcorr2A
)

=

mcorr2V −mcorr2A
p

1−mcorr2V
N

(6.19)

For partial variance, the null hypothesis for zero directed influence is H0 : σ2
eV

= σ2
eA
.

In the case of nested models with Gaussian noise, the test for partial variance has an F

distribution, Eq. (2.23),

q (var (et,A) , var (et,V )) =

var(et,A)−var(et,V )
p

var(et,V )
N

∼ F (p,N) . (6.20)

The null hypothesis for directed influence measured via DGC, Eq. (2.43), is compared to the

distribution of multiple correlation and partial variance estimates under the null hypothesis.

Equivalence 7. The statistical inference tests of multiple correlation, partial variance, and

directed Granger causality are asymptotically equivalent for linear Gaussian models.

Proof. Considering first the multiple correlation and partial variance, a proof of the equiv-

alence of their statistical tests can be found in Greene (2008, p.90), and is provided here

for completeness. Rearrangement of the test statistic for multiple correlation, Eq. (2.23),

results in

h
(

mcorr2V ,mcorr2A
)

=

mcorr(V )2−mcorr(A)2

p

1−mcorr(V )2

N

(6.21)

=
N

p

(

var (et,A)

var (et,A)
− 1

)

, (6.22)
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and, for partial variance, Eq. (2.22),

q (var (et,A) , var (et,V )) =

var(et,A)−var(et,V )
p

var(et,V )
N

(6.23)

=
N

p

(

var (et,A)

var (et,V )
− 1

)

(6.24)

= h
(

mcorr2V ,mcorr2A
)

, (6.25)

which demonstrates the equivalence of the test statistics for multiple correlation and partial

variance, and hence the equivalence of the inference tests themselves.

Equivalence between testing for zero directed influence using partial variance and DGC is

examined by comparison of the distributions in Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.43), orchestrated via a

change of variables (Papoulis and Pillai, 2002). For simplicity denote q (var (et,A) , var (et,V ))

by q. Exploiting the relationship in Equivalence 2,

L ! θ(Sy→x) =
NeFy→x −N

p
, (6.26)

from which the derivative is obtained,

dq

dNy→x
=

eFy→x

p
. (6.27)

If pF (q) denotes the pdf of q and pχ2 (Sy→x) the pdf of Sy→x, then applying a change of

variables gives the result,

pχ2 (Sy→x)
a
= pF (θ (Sy→x))

∣

∣

∣

∣

dq

dSy→x

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (6.28)

The asymptotic equivalence of the tests for DGC, Eq. (2.43), and partial variance (and

hence multiple correlation) is demonstrated by showing that the probability distributions of

the test statistics are asymptotically equivalent. Let N = T −2p−1 designate the degrees of

freedom, denote q (var (et,A) , var (et,V )) by q, let F (p,N) designate the pdf of q, and χ2 (p)

be the pdf of Sy→x. Introduce

k =
var (et,A)

var (et,V )
, (6.29)

which results in,

Sy→x = N ln(k) ∼ χ2(Sy→x ; p),

q = (k − 1)
N

p
∼ F (p,N) .

(6.30)
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Rearranging and applying Equivalence 2 gives

Sy→x = θ−1(q) = N ln(
qp

N
+ 1) (6.31)

from which the derivative is obtained,

dSy→x

dq
=

Np

qp+N
. (6.32)

Using a change of variables we want to show that

pF (q)
a
= pχ2

(

g−1(q)
)

∣

∣

∣

∣

dSx→y

dq

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

√

(qp)pNN

(qp+N)p+N

qB
(

p
2 ,

N
2

)

a
=

(

N ln
(

qp
N + 1

))

p
2−1

2
p
2Γ
(

p
2

) e−
Nln(qp)

N +1

∣

∣

∣

∣

Np

qp+N

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

(6.33)

where B is the beta function.

The ln
(

qp
N + 1

)

= ln
(

var(et,A)−var(et,V )
var(et,A) + 1

)

term can be simplified to qp
N by assuming that

var (et,V ) , (var (et,A)− var (et,V )), which gives

√

(qp)pNN

(qp+N)p+N

qB
(

p
2 ,

N
2

) ≈ p
p
2N

N
2 +1q

p
2−1

2
p
2Γp

2 (qp+N)
N
2 +1

⇒
(

N

qp+N

)

p
2

a
=

N

qp+N
, (6.34)

proving Eq. (6.33), which can then be rearranged to give

pχ2 (Sy→x)
a
= pF (g (Sy→x))

∣

∣

∣

∣

dq

dSx→y

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (6.35)

The result proves asymptotic equivalence of DGC and partial variance with length, and

equivalence when model order, p, is 2.
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6.3 Methods

6.3.1 Probability distribution generation

Probability distributions were generated according to the known tests for zero partial cor-

relation, Eq. (2.21), and zero IGC, Eq. (2.42). Equivalence 6 can be expressed as,

pχ2 (Sx·y) ≈ 2pN (r)

∣

∣

∣

∣

dr

dSx·y

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (6.36)

where the factor of 2 is a consequence of the non-injective mapping from r to Sx·y. To

incorporate the effect of time series length on the χ2 (1) distribution of IGC, the range of

Fx·y was made constant and scaled by various values of N . The distribution for IGC was

then derived from partial correlation, using the relationship described in Eq. (6.36). The

differences between known and derived distributions of IGC, as a function of time series

length, were then calculated. The same process was applied to Fisher’s z-transform of

partial correlation.

The seventh statement of equivalence was similarly validated numerically using MATLAB .

Probability distributions were generated for the known χ2 (p) distribution of the DGC test

statistic, for p ∈ {1, · · · , 4}. The effect of time series length on the χ2 (p) distribution of

Sy→x was modelled by fixing the range of Fy→x, and scaling the values by various values of

N . The distribution of the DGC test was then derived from partial variance, as described

in Eq. (6.28). The differences between the known and derived distributions for DGC were

then calculated and the results displayed graphically in Fig. 6.2.

6.3.2 Synthetic data generation and analysis

MATLAB was used to generate simulation data for bivariate VAR models. 5000 datasets

were generated for each unique model configuration based on model order, p, noise covari-

ance, δ, time series length, T , and directed influence regression coefficient vector, b, such

that p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, δ ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}, T ∈ {50, 100, 200},b ∈ {0, random}. Non-zero

regression coefficients were randomly generated and stability of the resulting model validated

before use.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated for each statistical inference

test to compare the sensitivity and specificity of influence measures across various bivariate

VAR model configurations. For instantaneous influence, a null hypotheses of zero instan-

taneous influence was defined by H0 : δ = 0, while an alternative hypothesis was one of

H1 : δ = 0.2, H1 : δ = 0.4, or H1 : δ = 0.6. ROC curves were generated for IGC, tested

for significance using a χ2 test, Eq. (2.42), and for correlation and partial correlation, both

tested for significance using Fisher’s z-transformation, Eq. (2.21). For directed influence
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measures, a null hypothesis of zero directed influence was defined by H0 : b = 0, while the

alternative hypothesis was defined by H1 : b $= 0. ROC curves were generated for multiple

correlation, tested as an F-statistic, Eq. (2.23), partial variance, also tested as an F-statistic,

Eq. (2.22), and DGC, tested as a χ2 variate, Eq. (2.43).

For each model configuration, the associated datasets were used to generate empirical null

distributions for each measure of dependence using three different resampling procedures:

randomisation (e.g. Cordes et al. (2000); Deshpande et al. (2008)), permutation (e.g. Kayser

et al. (2009)), and a boostrapping surrogate analysis (Theiler et al., 1990) (e.g. Roebroeck

et al. (2005); Abler et al. (2005); Guo et al. (2008)) which we will term bootstrapping. For

each resampling method, the influence contained in a dataset was eliminated in a process

applicable to that method. For randomisation, the phase of each time series was randomised

to retain the power spectrum while destroying temporal information. For permutation, we

exchanged the time point labels by transposing the first and second halves of one of the

time series. For bootstrapping, the maximum likelihood parameters were determined and

a new dataset generated using the MLE model parameters, but with the parameters con-

trolling influence modified to satisfy the null hypothesis. The influence measures were then

calculated for this modified dataset satisfying the null hypothesis, and the results from 5000

datasets amalgamated to create an empirical null distribution for each influence measure.

The significance of an influence measure calculated for a real dataset was determined by

the percentage of values in the empirical null distribution that were further from the null

hypothesis than the given value.

For every influence measure, both instantaneous and directed, three ROC curves were gen-

erated using the empirical null distributions resulting from the three different resampling

techniques: randomisation, permutation, and bootstrapping.

6.4 Results

The seven statements of equivalence presented in the Methods section demonstrate that

Geweke’s measures of linear dependence evaluate the same aspects of a LGM as partial

correlation and partial variance, for instantaneous and directed influence, respectively. Nu-

merical results that validate the equivalence of the statistical distributions are presented,

together, with the results of the application of GGC and correlation-based measures to the

synthetic data.

6.4.1 Validation of the equivalence of the statistical inference tests

The asymptotic equivalence between the tests of zero partial correlation and zero IGC

was demonstrated as follows. The probability distributions of Sx·y, for various time series
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lengths, are shown in Fig. 6.1A. The normal distribution is plotted for mean 0, and vari-

ance a function of time series length in Fig. 6.1B, depicting the distribution of Fisher’s

z-transformation of partial correlation. The distribution of the test for IGC, derived from

partial correlation using Eq. (6.36), is contained in Fig. 6.1C, while the distribution of the

test for partial correlation, derived from IGC is displayed in Fig. 6.1D. Finally, Figs. 6.1E

and 6.1F show the error between the actual and derived distributions for the tests for IGC

and partial correlation, respectively. Errors on the order of 10−4 and 10−3, diminishing

with increasing N , clearly demonstrate that the tests for zero partial correlation and IGC

are asymptotically equivalent with time series length.
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Figure 6.1: Equivalence of instantaneous influence test distributions. Let r =

r
(

corr
(

xt, yt|x(p)
t−1,y

(p)
t−1

))

A: Pdf of Sx·y ∼ χ2(1). B: Pdf of r ∼ N (0, 1
N ). C: Pdf of

Sx·y ∼ pN (0, 1
N )
∣

∣

∣

dr
dSx·y

∣

∣

∣
. D: Pdf of r ∼ pχ2(1)

∣

∣

∣

dSx·y

dt

∣

∣

∣
E: Error in estimating the distribution

of IGC from r - Fisher’s z-transformation of partial correlation. F: Error in estimating the
distribution of r from IGC.

Asymptotic equivalence between tests of multiple correlation, partial covariance and DGC

(the seventh equivalence) was verified as follows. The χ2 (p) probability distribution of the

DGC test is displayed in Fig. 6.2A, as a function of model order, p. The distribution of

the DGC test derived from partial variance is illustrated in Fig. 6.2B, while the difference

between the known and derived distributions for DGC is shown as an error in Fig. 6.2C.

The small error values, diminishing with time series length, support the theoretical findings.
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Furthermore, for order p = 2, the distributions are identical for all values of N , while further

increases in p increase the magnitude of error. This finding was predicted by the theory, as

detailed fully in the derivation of Equivalence 7.
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Figure 6.2: Equivalence of directed influence test distributions. A: pdf of Sy→x ∼ χ2(p).

B: pdf of Sy→x ∼ pF (p,N)
∣

∣

∣

dq
dSy→x

∣

∣

∣
. C: Error in estimating the distribution of DGC from

q. Each row gives the probability distributions for a different model order, p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

6.4.2 Application of GGC and correlation-based measures

To understand how the GGC and correlation-based connectivity measures perform when

applied to sample data, we examined the statistical inference tests available for each measure

using simulated data.

For all VAR models the ROC curves for the three resampling techniques, randomisation,

permutation, and bootstrapping, showed negligible difference across all inference measures,

to the extent that it was not possible to distinguish the individual empirical ROC curves of

any measure. We have, therefore, only included the results for a single resampling method,

randomisation, to improve figure clarity.

ROC curves illustrating the performance of instantaneous influence measures are shown

in Fig. 6.3. The effects of both noise covariance, δ (Fig. 6.3A), and time series length,
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T (Fig. 6.3B), on the performance of each influence measure was examined using VAR(0)

datasets. Performance was found to be strongly and positively correlated with both noise

covariance and sample size. Importantly, a single ROC curve is visible for each distinct

model examined, clearly demonstrating the negligible difference between the instantaneous

tests and showing an identical dependence on noise covariance and time series length. Fur-

thermore, the close agreement between analytic and empirical tests supports the accuracy

of the analytic distributions, while the agreement between the empirical results of each

measure reinforces Equivalence 1.
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Figure 6.3: Sensitivity and specificity characteristics of instantaneous influence for bivariate
VAR models. Comparisons of IGC (green), partial correlation (PC,red) and correlation
(corr,blue). The legend shown in A is applicable to all figures. Where a single ROC plot
is visible for a model, all inference tests performed with negligible difference. Note the
enlargement of axis in C and D to enable distinction between analytic and empirical inference
tests. A: ROC curves generated from VAR(0) datasets with T = 50, and three difference
noise covariance values, such that; H0 : δ = 0: inner curve, H1 : δ = 0.2; middle curve,
H1 : δ = 0.4; outer curve, H1 : δ = 0.6. B: ROC curves generated from VAR(0) datasets
with H0 : δ = 0, H1 : δ = 0.2, and time series length: inner curve, T = 50; middle curve,
T = 100; outer curve, T = 200. C: ROC curves generated from VAR(4) data, with T = 50,
and H0 : δ = 0, H1 : δ = 0.6. Note that IGC and partial correlation are indistinguishable.
D: ROC curves generated from VAR(4) data, with T = 200, and H0 : δ = 0, H1 : δ = 0.6.
Again, IGC and partial correlation are indistinguishable.
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A slight performance difference between empirical and analytic tests was observed for large

noise covariance values, diminishing with sample size, suggesting an asymptotic equivalence

between empirical and analytic tests. This effect is illustrated in Figs. 6.3C and 6.3D, which

use an enlarged false positive axis for ROC curves generated from VAR(2) datasets with 50

and 200 samples, respectively. The strong performance of partial correlation and IGC in the

presence of lagged influence demonstrates how effectively directed influence was regressed

out when model order was to be assumed known. Conversely, (lag-0) correlation does not

model directed influence so its performance was, predictably, severely impacted for non-zero

model orders (Figs. 6.3C and 6.3D).

The ROC curves generated from directed influence tests are shown in Fig. 6.4. For each

model, we tested for zero directed influence using the χ2 DGC test, the F distributed

multiple correlation test, and the F distributed test for partial variance. For each distinct

model, a single ROC curve is visible for all inference tests, both analytic and empirical

(Figs. 6.4A and 6.4B), and all measures showed identical dependence on sample size. The

agreement between the analytic measures supports equivalence of the directed influence tests

(Equivalence 7), while that of the empirical distributions substantiates the deterministic

mapping between directed influence measures (Equivalence 2). Furthermore, the negligible

difference between analytic and empirical tests highlights the correctness of the analytic

tests.

Zoomed-in axes are shown for ROC curves generated from VAR(4) datasets to highlight the

marginal difference between the probability density functions of Sy→x and the test variates

for both partial variance and multiple correlation (Fig. 6.4C). The increased error between

the probability density functions generated withN = 50 (Fig. 6.4C) andN = 200 (Fig. 6.4D)

supports the theoretical finding of asymptotic equivalence with time series length, Eq. (6.35).

The ROC curves of directed influence tests did not change with noise covariance, which is

expected because the measures are functions of lagged influence, expressed in the regressors

of an LGM.

The ROC curves for both instantaneous and directed influence measures confirmed the

theoretical results. The ROC curves generated for conditional measures (both instantaneous

and directed) also corroborated the theory, but as the only change for conditional measures

is the addition of regression term(s) for the third variate, the ROC curves exhibit the same

behaviour as those for the non-conditional measures, and have thus been excluded.

6.5 Discussion

Linear connectivity analyses based on the concepts of Granger causality lie between the data-

driven method class and model-based method class. Data-driven methods are comprised of

correlation-based techniques including partial correlation and partial variance which mea-
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sure the degree of linear association between variates (Marrelec et al., 2006; Wang and Xia,

2007; Tana et al., 2008). The model-based methods are attributed with the ability to reveal

directional dependencies (Goebel et al., 2003; Abler et al., 2005; Eichler, 2005). In this

chapter we have demonstrated that Geweke’s measures of Granger causality (Geweke, 1982)

are remappings of correlation-based measures, and that conditional and partial Granger

causality measures are similarly remappings of correlation-based quantities. Furthermore,

we have provided evidence that correlation-based and Granger causality statistical inference

tests are, in both theory and practice, equivalent. These results call into question the util-

ity of Granger causality in connectivity analyses, beyond that elucidated with traditional

correlation-based metrics.

It should be noted that while the use of correlation-based measures imply an instance of

the LGM class, application of GGC measures are not restricted by this implicit model

assumption. For a non-Gaussian noise process comprised of independent and identically

distributed samples, the GGC test variates can still be described by an asymptotic chi-

square distribution (Geweke, 1982). Thus for highly non-Gaussian noise that may be present

in experimental BOLD data, it is anticipated that the GGC inference tests would remain

more robust than the correlation-based equivalents. Theoretical analysis of robustness to

model/test mismatch, and analysis of the necessarily ill-posed multivariate models that

extend from the bivariate models considered herein, are beyond the scope of this paper and

the subject of ongoing research.

A corollary of the equivalence results demonstrated in this chapter is the ubiquity of partial

correlation and partial variance in linear connectivity methods. Partial correlation and

partial variance can describe both directed and instantaneous influence, optionally in the

presence of exogenous inputs for a LGM of arbitrary dimensionality and order, limited only

by the fMRI time series length. In the time domain, correlation is a trivial case of partial

correlation, and the equivalence between multiple correlation (Wang and Xia, 2007) and

partial variance is well known (Whittaker, 2009; Greene, 2008) Frequency domain linear

connectivity methods fall under the same umbrella, as Marrelec et al. (2005) have shown

that correlation, coherence (Sun et al., 2004), and mutual information (Salvador et al.,

2005b) extract the same information from a LGM. Marrelec et al. (2006) introduced spatial

partial correlation as a fMRI connectivity method, applying it to models incorporating only

instantaneous influence which were thus unable to discern directionality. They observed

that spatial partial correlation has both data-driven attributes, as it is correlation-based,

and model-based attributes, such as the requirement to perform node selection. Marrelec

et al. (2007, pg. 1188) later concluded that spatial partial correlation ‘provides a pertinent

first step to bridge the gap that has endured between functional and effective connectivity’.

Our results augment this statement, by establishing equivalence between GGC analysis

procedures and their spatio-temporal correlation-based counterparts.

SEM, the widely used model-based linear connectivity technique, employs a goodness-of-fit
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test to guide node selection (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994) that can alternatively be

approached using a likelihood ratio test (Kline, 2005; Schumacker and Lomax, 2004). In the

case of Gaussian noise, the likelihood ratio is equivalent to the DGC test (Geweke, 1982) and

is, therefore, asymptotically equivalent to the partial variance test by Equivalence 7, further

bridging the gap between classes of connectivity methods. SEM differs from the linear

connectivity measures discussed thus far, however, in its use of a scalar regression coefficient

to denote influence from a source to a target region. In order to maintain a scalar description

of the influence from the source to the target, the inclusion of lagged influence is precluded

as it requires multiple regression terms for the source. SEM is therefore not applicable to

all members of the LGM class. Furthermore, regression coefficients should not be used to

designate the strength of linear association because they are unit dependent (Eichler, 2005).

Harrison et al. (2003) similarly used scalar regression coefficients to designate connection

strength. Their application to VAR(p) models, however, incorporated multiple influence

types which resulted in multiple connection coefficients for each source. The graphical

tabulation of the multiple estimated coefficients is both cumbersome to summarise for large

models and, we believe, potentially misleading; the coefficients of a VAR(p) model form

characteristic polynomials, the roots (poles) of which determine system behaviour, not the

absolute weights of individual coefficients. This critique is, however, beyond the scope of

the current chapter .

Conditional and/or partial connectivity methods, whether presented as Granger causality or

correlation-based, and similarly SEM, apply to a single multivariate model that necessitates

a node selection process due to the small time series length relative to the number of voxels.

In contrast, seed correlation and pairwise Granger causality methods apply many bivariate

models in the search for connectivity networks, thereby eliminating the need for node se-

lection, but also rescinding the capacity to remove mediated influence. It is this a priori

classification of network model type, in conjunction with the choice to model instantaneous

and/or directed influence via selection of model order, that differentiates linear connectivity

methods, rather than the distinguishing feature being a methodological difference in metric

or statistical inference test.

6.6 Conclusion

The equivalence of Geweke’s measures of Granger causality and correlation-based connec-

tivity measures and their corresponding statistical inference tests has been delineated in

this chapter . Geweke’s measures of Granger causality provide a framework in which to de-

scribe linear connectivity, but offer no further insight beyond correlation-based techniques.

We have clarified distinctions, both perceived and real, between linear connectivity meth-

ods in their application to instantiations of the linear Gaussian model class, and we have

highlighted the centrality of correlation-based measures in all linear connectivity methods.
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While these theoretical results may be unsurprising to the reader with advanced statistical

knowledge, they highlight the importance of a clear understanding of the theoretical basis of

connectivity analysis methods for human brain mapping researchers. Our conclusion is that

assignment of a linear Gaussian connectivity analysis method into one or more of the data-

driven, model-based and Granger causality classes is ultimately a function of node selection

and model configuration, rather than a distinction rooted in methodological difference.

6.A Parameterising Instantaneous Influence

The source of the covariance, δ, between the noise time series of the VAR model defined

in Eq. (2.24) is presented here. The residuals that are used to estimate the noise processes

contain any of the original time series not partialled out in the regression. The covariance

between the residuals can be shown to contain instantaneous covariance between model

variates xt and yt where it exists.

Assume that the two signals, xt and yt, co-vary instantaneously, so that xt is a function of

[yt,y
(p)
t−1], and yt depends on [xt,x

(p)
t−1]. If [xt,x

(p)
t−1, yt,y

(p)
t−1] constitutes the predictor set,

then instantaneous influence is partialled out in the regression. Consequently, the noise

processes will have a diagonal covariance matrix, with all covariance terms set to 0. This

model is defined as

[

1 −b0

−c0 1

][

xt

yt

]

=

[
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b d

]′ [
x
(p)
t−1
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(p)
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]
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[

et

ut,

]

,

[

et

ut

]

∼ N (0,Σ) , (6.37)

where

Σ =

[

ε 0

0 η

]

. (6.38)

Premultiplying both sides of Eq. (6.37) by the instantaneous linear dependence matrix

results in

[
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=
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−c0 1

]−1 [
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b d

]′ [
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]

+
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]−1 [
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. (6.39)

The noise covariance matrix is now a function of the instantaneous covariance between xt

and yt,
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Σ =

[

1 −b0

−c0 1

]−1 [

ε 0

0 η

]





[

1 −b0

−c0 1

]−1




′

. (6.40)

Eq. (6.40) demonstrates that, for a VAR model with instantaneous terms excluded from

the regression, the instantaneous covariance between xt and yt is reparameterised in the

covariance matrix of the residual.
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Figure 6.4: Sensitivity and specificity characteristics of directed influence for bivariate VAR
models. Comparison of multiple correlation (MC,red), partial variance (PV,blue), and DGC
(green) tests. Where a single ROC plot is visible for a model, all inference tests performed
with negligible difference. The axes on the bottom panels are enlarged to highlight ROC
curve differences. The legend displayed in panel A is applicable to all panels. A: ROC
curves generated from bivariate VAR(2) datasets with T = 100, H0 : b = 0, H1 : b $= 0,
and three different model orders: inner curve, p = 2; middle curve, p = 1; outer curve,
p = 4. B: ROC curves generated from VAR(2) datasets with H0 : b = 0, H1 : b $= 0,
and across three different time series length: inner curve, T = 50; middle curve, T = 100;
outer curve, T = 200. C: ROC curves generated from VAR(4) data, with T = 50, and
H0 : b = 0, H1 : b $= 0. Note that DGC and partial variance are indistinguishable. D:
ROC curves generated from VAR(4) data, with T = 200, and H0 : b = 0, H1 : b $= 0.
Again, DGC and partial variance are indistinguishable.
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Connectivity methods for analysis of fMRI data have traditionally been categorised into

data-driven and model-driven methods. Distinction between the two classes of methods is

cited as being founded on the use, or lack thereof, of a data model (Friston, 1994; Rogers

et al., 2007). This lack of data model in data-driven connectivity methods supposedly results

in an inability to identify directional influence and a reduced ability to draw conclusions

about the connectivity network (Friston et al., 1993; Sato et al., 2006b; Rogers et al., 2007).

Conversely, use of a data model by model-driven methods is accredited with the ability

to distinguish causal influence and draw stronger conclusions regarding the connectivity

network (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994; Gonzalez-Lima and McIntosh, 1994; Friston

et al., 2003b; Rogers et al., 2007). This thesis has scrutinised the validity of the data-

driven/model-driven dichotomy by clarifying methodological dependencies between linear

techniques drawn from both modalities.

LGMs comprise the majority of data models employed in fMRI connectivity analyses. Data-

driven connectivity methods are primarily correlation-based, and hence make an implicit

LGM assumption before (typically) applying many bivariate LGM models to extract whole-

brain connectivity maps of linear dependence between timeseries pairs. It is customary for

model-driven connectivity methods to explicitly employ a single multivariate LGM, specify-

ing constituent regions using a priori knowledge. Whether engaged explicitly or implicitly,

LGM models impose several data assumptions, conformance to which is required to guar-

antee integrity of connectivity results. Required assumptions include Gaussianity of LGM

residuals, stationarity of residuals, sample independence, and linearity of dependence.

In contraventions of the LGM assumption, BOLD data is known to contain Rician dis-

tributed residuals (Gudbjartsson and Patz, 1995), non-stationary noise and signal power

(Diedrichsen and Shadmehr, 2005), and temporal sample dependence (Bullmore et al., 2000).

Furthermore, preprocessing methods employed to address the prevalence of noise in BOLD

signals can exacerbate the extent of the violation of assumptions. As a subclass of the LGM

class, autoregressive models introduce an additional requirement of stability to prevent di-

vergent models. The material contained in this thesis has rectified known infringements of

the LGM assumptions in resting state fMRI data to mitigate the potential for artificially

induced connectivity.

7.1 Thesis contributions

The significant contributions of this thesis to fMRI connectivity research are summarised as

follows.

Distribution of non-stationary timeseries: A model for non-stationarity was formu-

lated to address the acknowledged problem of variable signal power in BOLD data ac-

quisition, which was shown to be slice specific in resting state data. Slice variances were
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empirically demonstrated to be have dissimilar distributions and be accurately characterised

by an inverse gamma distribution. The temporal distribution of non-stationary voxel time-

series was analytically derived to be a generalised Student’s t distribution. Experimental

data supported the model, with both slice and individual voxels being well characterised

described by a Student’s t distribution. This result provides support for the Gaussianity

assumption inherent in the use of a LGM.

Correlation derived from non-stationary timeseries: An analytic expression for corre-

lation between non-stationary timeseries was derived and shown to differ from the correlation

between stationary signals. A proposed correction was both theoretically and empirically

demonstrated to recover stationarity and restore the expected value of correlation between

corrected signals to the underlying linear dependence.

Distribution of sample correlation derived from temporally filtered timeseries:

Temporal filtering as a preprocessing step in fMRI analyses was shown to increase the sample

variance of correlation, thereby inflating the false positive rate and artificially inducing

connectivity. An analytic expression for the variance of sample correlation was derived as

a function of the complex filter frequency response. The result is valid for both multiple

filters and different filters applied to constituent timeseries. Consequently, the finding can

be utilised to correct correlation estimates for the sample dependence inherent in fMRI

timeseries prior to temporal filtering.

Correcting statistical tests of correlation between filtered timeseries: Corrected

expressions for statistical tests of sample correlation between filtered timeseries:, including

Fisher’s z-transformation and Student’s t-test, were derived. The corrections were shown

to restore confidence intervals and ameliorate artificially induced correlation resulting from

temporal filtering. Our corrections enable the use of temporal filtering for noise suppression

whilst maintaining the integrity of connectivity results.

Equivalence of linear Granger causality and correlation-based connectivity

methods: Geweke’s measures of Granger causality connectivity, which describe instan-

taneous and directed linear influence between sets of voxel time series, were demonstrated

to be remappings of correlation-based metrics. Statistical inference tests for Granger causal-

ity measures were theoretically proven to be equivalent to inference tests of correlation-based

metrics.

Reclassification of linear Gaussian connectivity methods: The equivalence of linear

Granger causality and correlation-based connectivity methods has highlighted the centrality

of partial correlation and partial variance in linear connectivity analyses, bridging the gap

between functional and effective connectivity techniques. Consequently, assignment of a

linear Gaussian connectivity method into either the functional or effective connectivity class

was established to be a function of node selection and preprocessing, rather than a distinction

derived from methodological difference.
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7.2 Future research

The work contained in this thesis presents many avenues for extension and further research.

Some possible future directions are discussed here.

The modelling of non-stationary signal power proposed in Chapter 4, while advantageous, is

limited in its equal weighting of signal and noise non-stationarity. Noise processes in fMRI

contain known non-stationarities, often assumed global, such as the noise introduced by head

movement, which would weight the noise process but not impact the signal. Consequently,

it would be beneficial to introduce a model incorporating both a signal power non-stationary

parameter and a distinct non-stationary noise parameter.

FMRI datasets are acquired in the spatial frequency domain, and hence it may be beneficial

to model non-stationary signal power in the spatial frequency domain. Further to this,

deriving an analytic expression for the variance of sample correlation acquired from non-

stationary timeseries, rather than only the means as in Chapter 4, would provide a more

complete description of the impact of non-stationarity on correlation.

In Chapter 4 non-stationary signal power was assumed to be identical for all voxels within

a slice. However, visual inspection of the data suggests that there may be region-dependent

non-stationary effects. It would be interesting to examine the same signal power model with

region-specific non-stationary weighting and determine if there is increased efficacy, where

efficacy could be defined as the change in the number of non-stationary voxel timeseries

after applying the non-stationarity correction. A limitation to this approach would be

in the number of samples contributing to the non-stationary variance estimates, both in

terms of overall sample size and the disparate sample sizes for different regions, which may

complicate rigorous statistical testing.

The distribution of sample correlation derived for temporally filtered timeseries in Chapter 5

is for single subject analysis only. Generalisation of the result to group connectivity analyses

would make it more widely applicable. Potentially, correcting the distributions of sample

correlation estimates at the single subject level is sufficient, allowing corrected estimates

to be combined at the group level as usual. However, this conjecture requires theoretical

and experimental investigation to support it. The distribution of sample correlation would

also be more widely applicable to fMRI connectivity analyses if methodology was developed

to apply it address known autocorrelations in the raw fMRI timeseries. A valid profile

of temporal autocorrelation in raw BOLD timeseries is required in order to model sample

dependence with a temporal filter.

The impact of temporal filtering on correlation suggests that there is likely to be similar

impact on autoregressive coefficients (since both are derived from LGM coefficients). In-

deed, our preliminary investigations suggest that AR(1) coefficients are heavily impacted by

the degree of temporal filtering. Research has begun into the expression of autoregressive
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coefficients as a function of the complex preprocessing filter response, the results for which

will have important implications for directed influence in Granger causality.

7.3 Conclusion

This thesis has examined the validity of the data-driven/model-driven dichotomy present in

fMRI connectivity analyses by clarifying methodological dependencies between linear tech-

niques drawn from both modalities. In particular, Granger causality measures which qualify

instantaneous and directed influence are demonstrated to be remappings of correlation-based

metrics. Consequently, rather than a distinction rooted in methodological difference, the

dichotomy between functional and effective connectivity methods is ultimately a function

of model configuration realised in the selection of nodes, the choice to model instantaneous

and/or directed influence, and the choice to employ many bivariate models or a single mul-

tivariate model.

The LGM class is at the root of linear fMRI connectivity, being implicitly employed by

correlation-based data-driven methods and explicitly utilised by linear model-driven tech-

niques. The work in this thesis has addressed violated LGM assumptions extant in both raw

and preprocessed BOLD data. A model for the distribution of voxel intensity in the presence

of non-stationary signal power was proposed and validated using resting state experimental

BOLD data. Additionally, the impact of non-stationary signal power on correlation was

deduced and the expected value of sample correlation shown to differ to the true correlation

from which the signals were generated. A correction was proposed and shown to restore

signal stationarity and rectify the change in the expected value of sample correlation.

Work in this thesis has also addressed the problematic assumption of sample independence

in fMRI. Temporal filtering exacerbates the problem by filtering out components of the

frequency spectra, necessarily introducing autocorrelation. To enable filtering for noise

suppression while maintaining the integrity of connectivity results, the distribution of sample

correlation was derived as a function of the complex frequency response of the temporal

filter. Furthermore, corrections were proposed for Fisher’s z-test and Student’s t-test to

re-establish valid statistical inference testing of correlation estimates.

It is hoped that the theoretical results in this thesis will impact on the every day use

of functional connectivity methods and thereby improve the integrity of functional brain

imaging research.
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